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A GALLANT DEED THAT WON THE MILITARY CROSS.—The Germans with a view to rushina our trenches took in ther
barbed-wire and made a gap. Sec.-Lieut. James Reid McGregor, of the 2nd Gordon Highlanders, went to one of his machineguns, and finding all the teem killed or wounded, worked the Maxim single-handed and held off the enemy.
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THE TACTICS OF THE GREAT WAR
The Theory of the Art of Conquering
the Enemy Popularly Explained
By MAJOR GEORGE W. REDWAY
AS a sequel to his 'illuminating article on the Strategy of the Great War, published in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED of February 12th, 1916, the Editor has asked Major Redway to contribute a complementary
explanation of the Tactics of the Great War. In the following article the distinguished military expert
expounds' with admirable lucidity the nature and elects of Higher Tactics, together with the combination of qualities requisite to make a great captain, and also the qualities and duties expected of commanders of troops in the lower ranks who are concerned with Minor Tactics. Siege Tactics and
Tactics of Open Warfare are illustrated, and light thrown upon that phase of military operations,
so obscure to the uninitiated layman, .,!:ihere Strategy and Tactics overlap.
The new understanding given by this and the former article will greatly increase the intelligent interest with which
civilians can follow the daily story of the War.
FFW months ago the writer attempted to expound to
readers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED the strategy of
the Great War. To-day he essays a brief explanation
of its tactics—a much more difficult task. In strategy we
have to deal with only one man, one will, one intelligence—
namely, the commander-in-chief. In tactics we have to
investigate the action of each body of troops. For example,
French strategy is directed solely by General Joffre, but
tactics bring into play the activities of two-score British
and French generals and their subordinates. For tactics
mean fighting, whereas strategy is " a power that differs
from the mere ability to fight." But " the thing of the
highest importance in war," says Clausewitz, " will always
be the art of conquering the enemy in battle." How to do
it is the affair of tactics. Now the ordinary general will
place the greatest reliance on superiority in numbers and
weapons, but the great captains of history have won their
battles by the Higher Tactics, which " originating in the
forethought and inventive faculty of the commander, effect
great results with small loss and make skill compensate for
inferiority of force."
The fundamental difference between the struggle of
armies and the jiu-jitsu of individuals is that a general has
to act through a mass of men organised in bodies under
leaders, of varying ability ; his brain may conceive, but his
arm cannot strike ; the military machine is human, and
" humanum est errare."
When, therefore, we acclaim a
Napoleon or a Wellington, we are only giving his due to
one of those rare spirits who, amid the distracting conditions of battle, can devise plans and overcome the inevitable friction in getting them executed, and do it all
before the enemy can divine his purpose and take steps to
thwart it. A combination of mental, moral, and physical
qualities of a special kind is the obvious requisite for such
a task and, throughout the chain of command, similar
qualities are demanded in a less degree from commanders
of troops who in the lower ranks are concerned \vith what
are called Minor Tactics.

A

Modes of Attack and Defence
The first question a commander bent on fighting has to
decide is whether he will attack or defend. Then the form
of attack is to be determined—envelopment (turning a
flank), or penetration (piercing the centre). In defence the
question is—active or passive ? In any event a nice adjustment is required of fire action and shock action ; the latter
with sabre and bayonet, the former with rifles, grenades,
machine-guns, and artillery. The framework or design of
a battle is disclosed by a commander's initial distribution
of his troops.
In all circumstances a military eye for ground is essential,
for whether attacking or defending the cry is always for
cover from the enemy's fire with a clear .view of the ground
occupied by the enemy's forces, who must present a good
target. In defence, entrenchments render the shooting
more effective and prevent the enemy coming to close
quarters ; in attack all obstructions must be swept aside
in order to deliver the assault.

A thousand details go to make up the tableau of a modern
battle waged under these conditions and restrictions. In
former times the combat was over in a day, but decisions
had to be come to instantly. To-day a battle may last a
week, or a month ; but the greater complications are compensated for by a more leisurely procedure. The longer a
fight lasts, however, the fewer the opportunities of using
the chief weapon of a battle leader—surprise ; for the air
is thick with observers in machines, who carry back
photographs and descriptions of the opponent's tactical
arrangements. Formerly a general could ride about and
view the scene of battle, but now he must be content to
receive reports by telephone. Constant and reliable
information, however, is indispensable to a commander in
battle, since however satisfactory his preliminary dispositions may be, he can only deliver the coup de grace
with that body of troops he has preserved intact—his
general reserve—and the time and place for the decisive
blow has to be fixed on the basis of news from the front.
To give troops their just due, we should weigh precisely
the situation and strength of the opposing forces before the
action begins ; consider the orders issued and received
during the action ; note the changes of position at various
points from hour to hour, or day to day; reckon the
casualties and captures, the guns lost or damaged, and the
ammunition expended. The victor is he who remains in
possession of the battlefield.
Machines and Methods in Modern War'
But years often elapse before the world is informed of
these details, and even then, in the -case of great battles,
very few laymen can devote the necessary time ,and attention to digesting them. From all these circumstances so
little is known of the tactics of a campaign that it becomes
easy to beguile the public with mere phrases. Generally
the catchword of the moment has to do with weapons. One
authority will say " Battles are won by shells," another
will assert that " The day of the bayonet is past," a third
proclaims that " Machine-guns have replaced the rifle,"
and so on. It is a dilemma from which it is difficult to
extricate the general reader, because the intricacies of the
subject demand a more detailed treatment than space
affords in popular publications.
From the despatches of Sir John French and Sir Ian
Hamilton, supplemented by such books as " Canada in
Flanders " and " The First Seven Divisions," we may,
gather some details of many battles on different kinds of,
ground in the first year of the war. These details may be
generalised by saying that siege tactics are combined with
the tactics of open warfare even on the same front. One
unit may have to assail "trench block-houses with armoured
cupolas, armoured dug-outs, and batteries of machine-guns
protected by regular works." Another may be fighting
in underground galleries by the light of torches and electric
flares, beginning with hand-grenades and ending with
automatic pistols and knives—what the French call Apache
warfare. Elsewhere a bombardment is followed by an
[Continued on page 460

Wattle and Maple with the Rose La France

With the gallant sons of the Maple Leaf. Sorting out the rations
in a Canadian camp behind the lines.

A Canadian field post-office. After their heroic endurance at
Hooge the. brave Empire troops welcomed news from home. _

Australians at work behind the lines on the western front. These stout-limbed
giants found filling sandbags and digging trenches comparatively easy labour.

Winnipeg Battalion of the Canadian Forces in reserve. Early in June the Germans captured the Canadian trenches south-east of
Z Ilibeke at terrible cost. On June 13th the. splendid Canadian troops made a spirited attack and regained all the lost ground.
tr.e.ct :
scldier burning rubbish in a geld furnace on the western front.
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THE TACTICS OF THE GREAT WAR
advance across a plain in skirmishing formation for an hour
before the objective is reached. Three lines of German
trenches being captured and many prisoners, a rest
is taken before a further advance—again in skirmishing
order—over perfectly open ground, until the attackers are
held up by a machine-gun two hundred yards distant.
Then they are driven to earth, and there remain from noon
till nightfall, when a retirement takes place under cover of
darkness. Such were the proceedings cf General d'Urbal's
Tenth French Army, which operated a year ago on the
right of the First British Army south of Loos. In Mesopotamia the expeditionary force marches under cover of
advanced, flank, and rear guards, so that it cannot be taken
by surprise, and when the advanced guard comes in contact
with the enemy it is reinforced, and so becomes part of the
first line of attack. " The cavalry of the advanced guard,
after drawing fire from the enemy's trenches on the sandhills, moved eastward to cover our right flank, sending a
patrol to the west to watch the villages near the river
bank." The main body then comes up alongside the advanced guard, and a general attack is delivered, the artillery
devoting itself partly to keeping down the fire of the enemy's
guns and partly to demoralising the enemy's infantry.
Tactics in Me§opotamia
The general's function in battle is thus explained : " After
watching the course of the engagement for some- time, I
came to the conclusicin that it would be advisable to abandon
my original intention of turning the enemy's right. I
therefore sent word to General Fry, with the 18th, Brigade,
to engage the enemy's right and centre with a frontal
attack, while General Delamain, with the 16th Brigade,
turned his left 'flank and captured the fort. At the same
-time I reinforced General Delamain with a battalion from
the reserve." The link between the general and his troops
was furnished by the Divisional Signal Company, and
during the action three Indian sappers swam the Tigris
and hauled a steel cable across for the construction of a
" flying " bridge. The advance had commenced at 17 a.m.
over an absolutely level plain without a vestige of cover,
and at Int S a.m. the 82nd Battery opened fire on Muzaira'ah
at a range of 2,75o yards. Ten minutes later the enemy
opened rifle fire from the village and trenches covering it,
and at 11.45 a.m. the 76th Battery came into action at
3,800 yards range. Two of the enemy's guns then shelled
the. 76th Battery from the north end of Muzaira'ah, the
flashes only being visible, but they were silenced in ten
rounds and did not reopen fire, being subsequently captured
intact. The infantry were meanwhile steadily advancing
and all guns got to closer ranges. The znd Norfolk Regiment and izoth Infantry came under some enfilade fire from
trenches on the enemy's right, but the prompt switching of
Ere on to that flank by the 82nd Battery and by guns
from the river vessels put an end to danger from that direction. Meanwhile, the i loth Light Infantry executed their
turning movement against trenches on the north of
Muzaira'ah, and when at 12.50 p.m. the whole of the znd
Norfolk Regiment were merged in the firing-line, the village
was stormed at the point of the bayonet, <the enemy not
waiting,to receive the charge. The pursuit through the
palm-groves was vigorously carried out:
Similar Plans on All Fronts
These actual examples of the tactics of to-day show us
at least what is expected of a general in command of a
force of all arms, and the principles are in no wise affected
by the numbers employed. It is therefore probable that
we shall find, when official reports are available from
German, French, Austrian, Italian, and Russian head!rasters, that similar plans were made and carried out
in all theatres with more or less success.
But in every encounter if one side is to win the other
must lose, and the cause may be either a faulty plan or
errors in executing a good one ; certainly the larger the
force the more prolonged the battle, owing to the strength
of resistance, the vis inertice, and the larger area to be brought
under control. Where a small force would be driven headlong from the field, a large one repairs its losses from its
ample reserves and recommences the contest ; failure at
one point is redeemed by success at another. As the fight
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goes on the supplies run out on both sides, and replenishment ceases while the roads are choked with ambulances,
and then the physical and mental exhaustion of troops and
leaders preludes the close of the struggle.
The task of a modern generalissimo is to decide upon
the day when the nature of the country, the condition
of his troops, and the state of his hospitals and supply
depots permit him to challenge his adversary to an encounter
which may last hours, days, or weeks. All that was heretofore -said of the manmuvres of generals on the battlefield
still holds good, but can only be applied by brigades,
divisions, or, army corps, each on its own ground. The
generalissimo can do no more than issue the sort of appeal
that Joffre issued in August, 1914, and manipulate the
reserves as did the French commander when he formed
fresh armies in the front and on the flank of his enemy.'
utilising railways and motor transport during the progress
of the fighting. And it is at this point that strategy and
tactics begin to- overlap and merge into one another, for
when battle is joined on a large scale the troops put into
the fight can only move forward or backward ; any application of force to a flank can only take place by bringing up
the strategic reserves, and so the front expands until—as
occurred in France—further extension is prevented by a
neutral barrier or by the sea.
Two courses are now open—the renewal of the offensive
in the form known as penetration, or a relapse into passive
defence. In attack, the enemy's front may be pierced by
a wedge formed of artillery and infantry, thus creating two
flanks against which frela troops may operate. A new
tactical situation is thus created, and the battle may be
recommenced. But if either the means or the resojution.
be wanting—and there exists a curious reluctance to put
the fortunes of a great army to the crucial test—the opposing
lines will mutually resort to defensive measures, in which
the <preservation of the remaining troops rather than the
destruction of the enemy will become the dominant object.
Then will ensue the sort of subterranean warfare which is
still going on in France, with intermittent spells of local
activity above ground serving no better purpose than that
of keeping alive the fighting spirit of the troops.
Inventions of Siege-War
During, this long period of recuperation the inventor
comes to the fore with all manner of appliances for discharging high explosives, poisonous fumes, or liquid fire
at close
b quarters. The original " fire-trench " is converted
into an underground dwelling, and collective action gives
place to individual initiative, to raids and guerilla fighting.
It is at this stage of the campaign, when the Higher Tactics
seem to be in abeyance, that armies tend to become demoralised ; strange doctrines flourish unchecked, as that
knobkerries are better than bayonets, that armour is a
necessary part of the soldier's equipment, and that success
in battle depends on which side can best afford to waste
the most costly ammunition. And it is when tactical
inspiration is lacking that leaders are apt to lean more and
more on the mechanical side of the art of war and to resort
to frontal attacks and column formations. The latest
example of this bludgeon-work, as 'Wellington called it, is
now 'being exhibited by the Germans before Verdun.
THE BADGE OF COURAGE

The question of bestowing medals upon our soldiers and
sailors who have fought in the Great War is already engaging public attention, and it is quite evident -that people,
will not tolerate the dilatory methods which, in this
respect, prevailed in the past. Fortunately, largely by
means -of the much-abused Press, they have the means of',
impressing their desires upon even the most obtuse'
Government, and, if necessary, .they will do it in this
connection we hope. The Peninsular War lasted for about
six years, from 2808 to 1814, but yet the medals for it, at
least those of the junior officers and men, were not issued
till 1849, or forty years or so- afterwards. By that time,
of course, many of the " recipients " were dead. In the
Navy it was the same, or perhaps worse, Lord Howe's
victory, " the glorious First of June," was in 1794, bitt,
except in the case of admirals and captains, the services,
of the officers and men engaged therein were not officially:
recognised until 1849.
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Hunting the Spy in Levantine Backwaters

Fishermen plying their work on Lake Langaza, near Salonika,
must carry a permit and submit to its inspection by officers of
our motor patrol. This photograph shows boats being hauled
up because their cwners disregarded orders.

British mct4r patrol searching a floating hut on Lake Langaza for possible spies. Inset: Fishermen showing their permits to
an officer of the British motor marine patrolling the lake. Note the machine—gun mounted for'ard.

Motor—cycle shed on the Russian front. Automobiles have played a tremendous part in
the great Russian advance into Austrian territory. (Exclusive photographs.)

•

The 1Var ill ust rat ed , l et J uly ,
1916.

•

Observation balloon, used for "spotting" batteries of hostile artillery and range—finding,
deflated under cover of a wood. Two Russian sentries stand on guard.

rirgarmw.
•
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FOUR PHASES OP THE VICTORIOUS RUSSIAN ARMY.—IVIEltary stores,for the most
part bundles of fodder, piled up along a rail communication with General Brussileff's armies.

Waterloo horses-eta picturesque backwater Wong the Ameba treat. Slav cavalryman,
who are being utilised to pursue rotreating Austrians, ritetlag alter:etfouccessfel attack.
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Sikhs, Gurkhas and Jodhpurs in War Array

The Gurkha shows his kukri. Redoubtable warriors from I ndia undergoing
kit inspection prior to advancing to the front. Inset: Indian s:gnaliars
erect telephone communication with headquarters.

Patrol of Jodhpur Lancers, screened by natural earthworks and forest
undergrowth, about to attack the enemy. ,

Tired, dusty, but still marching with noble dignity, a company of Sikhs are on their way to billets after a spell in the trenches. A
group of French women, with thenew generation of France in their arms, regard these overseas warriors with affectionate pride,
particularly this company of Sikhs, the identical one commanded by Lieut. Smythe, who gained the Y.C. (Crown copyright.)
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A 'STRUGGLE IFOR MS LOWER REGIONS.—The stationaryposItIon Qt./armies brought Lancashi res. In this compreheneive 'Illustration such's mine-orator is being held against
about by slegeiwartare hes developed the Art of mining to a degree of intensity unknown in a German night counter-attack. A parapet was erected on the lip, and this is being stormed
all previous conflicts. IR the struggle, for Vimy Ridge several mines were sprung under by parties of the enemy, seen on the right. In the crater iteelf lie dead and wounded, while
fresh troops moved forward with supplies through a gap in the foreground.
the German•. positions, and, the resultant oratory were occupied by the redoubtable
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East,loinsWest to Uphold Freedom's Cause

Annamites from Cochin—China, part of the French Colonial Marine Infantry, _
who have arrived at Salonika to fight for the Allies. They wear light cane hats
covered with khaki cloth.

has been more remarkable in the present War than the
N OTHING
heterogeneous assortment of races and colour seen in the field.
_ Britain and Germany alike have utilised the natives of Africa on their
respective sides, although in the enemy's case compulsion rather than
free will has been the policy. In addition to the inestimable help received
from the white men of her loyal dependencies, Britain has been able to
count upon her superb Indian Army.
France has long received valuable assistance from her Algerian and
Moroccan' dark-skinned warriors, and to-day we have the amazing spectacle
of Chinese troops arrived in Europe to fight on the allied side. A detachment of Annamites from Cochin-China, forming part of the French Colonial
Marine Infantry, are nowf at Salonika ready to meet the enemy.

Russian troops in France, wearing the now familiar steel helmet, march past the members of the Du ma on the occasion of their
recent visit to the western front. Inset: A typical specimen of the Annamites, armed with rifle and bayonet, from Cochin—China,
now with the allied army at Salonika.

the War illustrated, 1st July, 1916.
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Fresh Air and Liberty After Heat of Conflict

Sunshine for war-worn heroes. A view of the open ward at the
Southern General Hospital, Edgbaston.

Some British wounded recently arrived at Chateau D'Oex, Switzerland, from Germany.' Left: Lieut. Henderson, Capt. Irwin,
Capt. Joliffe, Lieut.-Col. Christopher,
imprisoned together at Osnabruck. Right (front vow): Capt. Henderson,
Col. Maxwell Earle, D.S.O. ; (behind) Lieut. Dodson, Major Birley. These were together for eighteen months in a_Ge rman prison.
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Actualities from the Environs of Verdun

Oire of the chief factors which brought about the success of the French Verdun resistaneswas the excellent system ottransport. Tei
maintain this the minutest attention was paid to the routes to and from the battle zone. in some cases German prisoners were
detailed off to repair the roads, as seen in this photograph.

French 9

mrsi. gun photographed at the moment of the revolt. It was carefully screened in a wood. The: gunner en the' right
apparently is so used tathe noise of the explosion that he does not trouble himself to stop his ears.

The War Illustrated, ht July, 1916.
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Run to Earth! Enemy Trapped in Deep Dug-out

The Germans, judging by the depth to which they have " gone
to earth" in some parts of the line, are developing a great
respect for the power of the new British high explosives. In
a spirited affair which took place recently on the west front
cur men were surprised to find that the enemy dug—outs had

been practically untouched by bombardment, owing to the fact
that they had about eighteen feet of cover. above a solidly—
constructed wooden roof. Here large numbers of Germans
took refuge, but were eventually induced either to surrender
or submit to the ordeal of the grenade.

Frenzied Fighting Hand to Hand for Fort Vaux

The loss of Fort Vaux, officially admitted by the French on
June 8th, was in reality a victory for our undaunted ally. Not
only did the Germans suffer incredible losses in the assault, but
the possession of the fort itself has done them no good, as the
splendid French guns prevent the enemy from using it. One of

the heroic incidents before the gallant defenders surrendered is
illustrated here. In a particularly murderous struggle in the
northern ditch of the fort the opposing ranks fought hand 4o
hand with knives, daggers, and revolvers. One French soldier
killed a German by using his steel helmet as knuckle—duster.

The War Illustrated, let July,
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Over the Meuse and in the Heart of Verdun

The Germans are within four miles of Verdun, and their guns have continually poured projectiles; into the citadel. This
impressive photograph, taken under heavy fire, shows a Verdun building in flames.

impression or a well-known thoroughfare at Verdun. Every
house has suffered from bombardment.

The number of shells used by the Germans and French at Verdun
staggers the imagination. Here are a few " 75 " eases.

. .M.
Wre*VR

One of the many pontoons across the Meuse leading to the Verdun zone. A French soldier is- leading two transport horses to
" da their bit" in this the most dramatic scene of the Great War. (Excitaive. plvolograplis0
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Monster Mortar Hurling Defiance from Verdun

-Owe of the defence mortars at Wordun in the very act al hurlidg
en -eleven hunc' red pound shell over a hill into a living target
signalled from a captive balloon. it was carefully concealed
from the eyes cl enemy observers, who from the beginning

of the battle did their utmost to locate this royal old warrior.
in ten days this monster -flung a thousand shells at the laeiman
host. The -soldiers same to -know its mighty voice, and when
they beard it the french advanced with greater confidence.

the
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On the Wings of the Wind over a World at War

How France deals with enemy aircraft. A high—speed armoured
motor—car off to pursue a Fokker that ventured over the line.

Captive balloon attached to Italian
cruiser helping in the blockade of Pola.

After the chase. A German Fokker that was brought down in
the French lines, packed up, ready to be transported to the rear.

The new Lewis machine—gun being used
by British officers against hostile aircraft.

British scouting airship flying around our
Fleet in the Mediterranean.

Striking photograph of a Zeppelin about to set out on a reconnaissance. The near view of the gondola suspended from the airship
gives an excellent idea of the huge dimensions of the gasbag. Has the comparative inactivity of the gasbag of late anything to
do with "Summer Time " ? Count Zeppelin is not fond of daylight:

Page
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The Bird-Mari Penetrates Realms of Mystery

There are few corners of the globe where that wonder of the
twentieth ce ntury, the aeroplane, has not been seen. War has
brought it to the African bush, the remote parts of the Tigris
Valley, over Gallipoli, the Greek Archipelago, and lastly to

the mysterious North—West Frontier of India, in Central
Asia, over Afghanistan, but a few hours' flight from Tibet
and the unexplored region of China. This photograph shows
a British aeroplane crossing the Kabul River near Peshawar.

Ths War Illustrated, 1st July, 1916.
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Through German Eyes : Two Phases of the War

German schoolchildren of the Black Forest district, having collected stacks of journals for their relatives in the trenches, ar:,
dragging them to the town—hall of a small town. This was the result of a " Paper Week" held recently in the Black Forest.

German sailors warding off a hostile aeroplane from an armoured cruiser. It wilt be seen that the enemy handymen are using
rifles, which have long been considered by all belligerents as the most effective "Archie " available.
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Germany Organises Against the Hunger Wolf

Count von Hertfing, Bavarian Premiers
appointed Mirdster of Provisions.

Pictorial proof of food shortage in Germany. Crowd of
Berliners round the public stalls buying portions at three—
pence—halfpenny each.

the food question in Berlin, and generally throughTHAT
out the Central Empires, has become acute is proved
by the appointment of Count von Heftling and Herr von
Batocki as Ministers of Provisions during the crisis.
The British naval blockade and the probability of a
poor harvest have set the German organisers on the alert
lest famine prevail, and the Fatherland is virtually to be
put on rations. Food tickets are likely to become general.
In fact, since June 5th meat and fat are only obtainable
on presentation of a meat card, the supply being regulated
in accordance with whatever is available for consumption.
A system of State soup-kitchens has also been introduced
in Berlin and other populous cities, where the poor can
procnre soup for 35 pfennigs, or 3-1d., per portion.
The apparent scarcity of meat has been relieved by a
superabundance of vegetables, and the tendency in Berlin
seems to be to rely more than ever on vegetables as the
best available substitute for meat.
The photographs on this page are all illustrative of the food
problem, and how it is being solved in the enemy's capital.

Herr von Batocki, President of East Prussia,
;who is the German Food Dictator.

The notice reads, "State food stall. Warm [lunches at these—
pence—halfpenny oath." LA popular new feature of Berlin.

Mobile food kitchen in Charlottenburg, a system that has been adopted by the State
for the benefit of the poor,
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AREA OF THE RUSSIAN VICTORIES ON THE STRYPA.—
General LBrussiloff's offensive in Volhyna and Galicia began
on Sunday, June 4th, and fighting quickly developed along a
wide front from the River Pripet to the Rumanian border,
particularly heavy fighting taking place between the Pruth

SUCHAVA
The Wee Olustratea
and the Styr. Lutzk was entered by the victorious Russians
on June 6th, and Czernovitz, the capital of Bukovina, fell for
the fifth time - in twenty—one months on June 17th. The
Austro—German prisoners taken up to June 19th TIUMbered
[Page 4761
over 170,000.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
XVIII.—The East Surreys

W

ITH very
The East Surrey Regiment, to which
good reason,
`` If your enemies headlong rush UPOU these heroes belong, was raised in r7ory
indeed, have
and was long known as the 31st Foot. It
the men of the 1st you, _stay -far them rand .bouge not ; if they was at Dettingene where King George II.
Battalion of the East without stirring stay- far you, run with fury gave the men their nickname of the
upon them.'
Surrey Regiment
" Young Buffs," and at Fontenoy it lost
—MONTAIGNE.
been called the heroes
very heavily. In 2756 a fresh battalion
of Hill do, and the
was raised, and was numbered the loth,
story of their deeds
It was now getting -dark, and many of the two being :united as the East Surrey
there is one of the Roupell's ten had been killed or wounded, Regiment 2;382i
most stirring in the annals of the Great so he went to his -commandinbfficer, who
When the Great War broke cat the
yar. Put very briefly it is as follows
was in a tear trench, and ,explained the rst Battalion was in Leland, and at once,
Hill do is about -three miles from Ypses. position. Then he led some reinforcements as part of Sir Charles Fergusson's .5th
In the real sense of the word it is not a hill up to the front trenches, being under heavy Division, it sailed for France. It -was at
at all, but just a mound -formed lay fire all the time, and With them held the Mons, and had a terrible time durhig the
dumping down the soil taken from the line through another terrible night. In the retreat to the Marne, for the fiercest
railway euttina close by. It was seized by morning he and the few who remained German attacks were made against this
the British on t'April i7th, 1915, and during were given a well-deserved rest.
part of the British force. In the Battle of
the next few days the Germans made the
the Marne the East Surreys and their
most frantic efforts to regain it. It was held
comrades in the 5th Division were told off
The Surrey ViC.'s
at first by the r3th Brigade, but in a day or
to attack the most difficult section of the
Equally gallant was the action of line, and less than a week later they had
two the i jth came up to their assistance,
Second-Lieutenant B. H. Geary. A pla- forced their way across the Aisne.
and in this were the rat: East Surreys.
toon under his command was holding a
An April Night
crater on the hill, and early in the night
A Stand at Missy
Throughout the roth and the 2 oth the, the German shells destroyed the defences.
Once
across
that
river
their difficulties
Surrey men crouched in their trenches, Then in the darkness the bombers came
while shot and shell fell all around them, on, but Geary and his men beat them back were worse than ever. Around the village
and just before dusk on the wroth the time after time. Totally indifferent to of Missy the Surrey men took their stand,
German infantry advanced. The Surreys danger, the officer was at one moment but unfortunately the German guns were
had lost somewhat heavily, but their firing a rifle, at another -throwing grenades, on the high ground above, and shot and
previous experience was nothing to that and at another exposing himself to find shell swept over them and among them
which they met with during the darkness out what the Germans were doing. When day by day. However, there was no
of that April night. They were out- he had a few minutes of freedom, he was driving them back, and near Missy they
numbered, but yet for an hour and a half either looking after the supply of am- remained until the whole army made its
they kept the enemy out, and then finding munition or arranging for reinforcements. way to Flanders.
The October fighting in Flanders began
that they could not be moved, the Germans On the next day he was severely wounded,
with Smith-Domen's attack on La Bassde,
tried a new kind of attack. Again and but happily he lived to receive the V.C.
On that same night Lance-Corporal and Sir John French told them that in this
again they sent forward parties of grenadiers, who, stealing up unnoticed in the Edward Dwyer won a third V.C. for the " terribly severe fighting you "—the East
gloom, hurled their grenades into the regiment. A party of bombers had got Surreys—" were faced by three, if not four,
trenches, and then rushed forward to take quite close to his trench and were throwing times your numbers, and experienced
advantage of the confusion. But it was in their missiles. Dwyer, therefore, having some of the fiercest fighting of the war."
no use, the Surreys, like the men mentioned seized a supply, leapt out on to the parapet Then came a rest, and after that the
by Montaigne, would not bouge," and and returned the compliment, to the heroism of the battalion on Hill do.
'But this is only the record of one
morning found them still on Hill 6o—still annoyance of the figures he could just see
in the darkness.
battalion of the East Surreys, and only a
undismayed.
little of that, and there were others at
All the time, day and night alike, the
More Samples of Heroism
the front. Early in 1915 the and Battalion
German guns were peppering the hill
with shell of all kinds, among the missiles
There is no room here to tell of the arrived in France from India, and as part
being bombs which clicked and blinded many other heroic deeds done by the of the 28th Division it fought in the
our men with their foul, gaseous smells. East Surreys on Hill 6o. The story Second Battle of Ypres. There, somewhere
On the arst, which was a Wednesday, of some of them is hidden away in the about the centre of the British line, the
their infantry got a footing on the bill, pages of the " LoncleaGazette " ; others Surrey raeofaced the German gas without
but they only remained there for a few are only know-n because comrades who finiching, and their staunchness was
hours. As at Verdun, nearly a year later, saw them have told of them ; but others, deservedly praised by Sir John French, who
it must be said that it took a good deal the greater number perhaps, will -never he said : " Your colours have many famous
to daunt the Germans and make them made public, for amid the darkness, the names emblazoned an them, but none
leave off their assaults, and for two or horror and the noise they were unnoticed. will be more famous or more well-deserved
three days more the East Surreys and the and the men who did them are either -dead than that of the Second Battle of Ypres."
rest of The defenders of the hill had hardly OT far too modest to speak of them. The Round the Hohenzollern Redoubt, in
a monient's respite. But they held on following, then, •must be regarded as September, this battalion was again to
the lore, and there. one of its secondsamples of many more.
to the end.
Like Dwyer, Lance-Corporal W. If. lieutenants, A. J. T. Fleming-Sandes, won
For this defence of Hill 6o three Victoria
Crosses were given to the East Surreys, Harding went out of his trench and the V.C. for saving the line at a very
although perhaps a hundred were earned. threw grenades at the enemy, while about critical time.
Another East Surrey battalion to
One of these was awarded to Lieutenant the same time Private F. Grirnw-ood was
Roupell, who commanded a company, coolly filling up with sandbags the holes distinguish itself was the 5th, one comwhich on the aoth was holding some front made by the Germans in the parapet, posed of " Kitchener's chaps." This took
trendies. Although Roupell had been
standing exposed in the gap while the part in the fighting at Laos, and those
wounded, he did not retire from the field ; sandbags were handed up to him." who would like to know something of
instead, seeing the Germans moving Private A. Hotz " did his bit " in a their gallantry in those days should turn
forward, he led out Ids men to meet them different but equally useful way. He got to the " London Gazette ' of November
with the bayonet, and had the satisfaction near a trench along which the Germans 2gth last. The story is not less worth
of driving them back. Then he went off -must pass when they came forward to telling than is that .of the 1st Battalion -on
to the dressing-station, had his wounds attack, and as soon as they appeared he Hill Cao, or of the and at Ypres, and one
dressed, and was quickly at his post again, hurled bombs at them, and made them day surely the world will know it in full.
change their minds about advancing.
cheering on his men.
A. W. Holland

Indian Fighters and Arab Bargees on the Tigris

Mule transport, in charge of an Indian and a
British soldier, passing along a palm—grove in
Mescpctamia.

Indian troops in their element. They found campaigning along the Tigris a
cc ngenial change from the French trenches. They are seen besieging a wayside
store like happy schoolboys.

ygargegottoggo.,,tft.bV.W.Aigai4Mpigeg
: ..„.

Busy scene along an ancient waterway in the Tigris Valley. Arab coolies helping to fight the Turks by unloading fodder from barges.
The Arab is an elusive and perhaps unreliable ally, but he invariably throws in his lot with the winning side.
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Lord French Reviews Britain's National Reserve

On June 17th Lord French inspected ten thousand members
of the National Volunteer Reserve in Hyde Park. Following
upon official recognition, this corps will be utilised for special
branches of service, thereby relieving younger men for
work abroad. Lord French is seen in the photographs with

General Sir -Moore O'Creagh. in the coarse of a touching,
soldier—like address, Lord French said: "I assure you
I found it difficult in France to find voice to talk to Territorial
battalions coming out of the trenches with the loss of halt
their numbers."
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

1

Vent, F. T. DONNELL,
Eat .s. Shark.

Lieut. W. W. STUNNER,
H.M.S. Hampshire,

Coro. R. H. LLEWELYN,
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Capt. HERBERT J. SAVILL,
H.M.S. Hampshire.

Lieut. E. N. G. MATCH,
H.M.S. Tipperary.

Lieut. W. J. W. FLETCHER, Lieut. C. H. ABERCROMBIE
H.M.S. Defence.
H.M.S. Black Prince.

Lieut.-Com. G. C. STREET,
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Lieut. R. C. A. 00W,
H.M.S. Defence.

ipt, Mabee J. Savill was born in 1870, entered the Navy as cadet in 1883, took four
C
" firsts " in the examination for promotion to lieutenant in 1891. was promoted
commander in 1902, and captain in 1907. . He had the General Africa Medal with clasp

Lieut. S. H. SLINGSBY;
F.A.S. Defence.

and the South Africa Medal.
Among naval officers reported to have lost their lives in the Battle oft Jutland, Commander Robert Harman Llewelyn, aged thirty-one, was the only surviving son of Sir
Robert and Lady Llewelyn, and gained his promotion as commander on January 1st,
1916. Lieut. Ernest Tudor Donnell, aged twenty-two, was the eldest son of the Rev.
C. E. and Mrs. Donnell. of Stamfordham Vicarage, Northumberland.
Lieut. Eustace Newton Gerald Maton, aged twenty-six, was the youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Maton, of Sundial House, Kensington. Lieut. Cecil H. Abercrombie. who
was in his thirtieth year, had won many laurels as a cricketer and a Rugby football player.
He was the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Abercrombie, of South Croxted, Dulwich.
Lieut. Roderick C. A. Gow was the youngest son of the Rev. Dr. Cow, headmaster of
Westminster. Lieut. Stephen H. Slingsby. who was in his twenty-fourth year, was brother
of Capt. A. E. K. Slingsby and Capt. A. M. Slingsby. who fell in France and Mesopotamia
respectively. He was the fourth son of Mr. J. A. Slingsby, of Skipton, Yorks, and became
lieutenant in January, 1916.
Since the first accounts of the Jutland action appeared, Corn. the Ron. Edward B. S. Bingham,
and Lieut.-C.'ontyrtander Pant Whitfield hare been reported eared by the Germans.

Surg. CYRIL 0. H. JONES, Eng.-Sub.-Lt. E. CHAMPNESS
H.M.S. Invincible.
H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Mid. H. SNEAD-COX,
H,M.S. Indefatigable.

Fleet-Paymaster JOHN A.
PLACE.

Mid. ADAIR G. CAMPBELL
H.M.S. Defence.

Mid. R. B. CROFT,
Mid. PERCY A. W. WAIT, Mid. D. F. C. L. TOTTENHAM
H.M.S. Indefatigable.
H.M.S. Queen Mary.
H.M.S. Invincible
;Portraits by Speaiyht, Swaine, Argun & Fox, Russell, Chancellor.,

Lieut. F. G. STEWART,
H.M.S. Hampshire.

Sub.-Lieut. H. F. VERNON,
H.M.S. Hampshire.

Mid. M. 0. HANWELL,
Defence.

8th Ju:y.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

Edited by J. A. HAIIIMERTON

VICTORY IN EAST AFRICA.—General Smuts, in command of the British forces, making observations from the roof of Ifs
armoured car. On June 24th General Smuts scored a victory over the enemy on the Lukigura River, forty miles south of Handeni,
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In the City of Sindbad Under British Occupation

Enrolling recruits for the Basra police. A stalwart and
picturesque Arab becomes a member of the force,

Commissioner of Police at Basra inspects a squad of native
constables enrolled to preserve order in the city.

a
Study in sunlight, shadow, and Oriental vegetation. Andian
transport waggons proceeding along the river strandfat Basra.

British soldiers engaging a " beftum" from an Arab boatman.
With craft such as these Mesopotamian fields were won.

Types of native people in the track of the British Mesopotamian
fcrces. Arabs who were not frightened by the camera man.

Some of the Indian troops who have so signally distinguished
themselves in the fighting along the valley in Mesopotamia,

TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPOiVDEIVTS

MY R DE WITH THE CAUCASIAN CAVALRY
An Adventure on the Russo-Hungarian Front

By H. C. SEPPINGS WRIGHT

SEITINL. WRIS:131'
ArtiSt.Conep011dellt:
S

Of the innumerable types of fighting men engaged in changing the map of Europe, the
Caucasian is the most romantic and mysterious of all. His striking figure"and picturesque
Uniform and the remote region of his fighting lend him a peculiar interest and charm. For
whole 'months his activities are shrouded in impenetrable gloom. Then suddenly the world
will ring with some splendid achievement, such as the-Battle of Sarykamish cr the capture
of Even-nm. It is fitting, therefore, that the first of Our new and abscrbing series of articles
by heinous correspondents on their most thrilling adventure in the present conflict should
be devoted to an incident with the Caucasians; The Editor has asked Mr. H. C. -Sep/sings
Wright, the eminent battle chronicler and artist, whose experiences include service in the
Ashanti, Spanish-American, Russo-Japanese, Balkan, Tripoli, and present campaigns,
to open this feature with a story of his ride with Caucasian cavalry on the eastern front.

KIONG my recollections perhaps one of the toughest
jobs during my services with the Russian Army was
on the occasion of a trip I made with the Caucasian
Cavalry, commanded by the Grand Duke Michael. These
splendid troops are generally called Cossacks. This is a
misnomer, and I write this brief account of them under
their proper title.
The mistake, no doubt, arises from the fact that the huge
Cossack army wear the picturesque national dress of these
native Caucasian regiments on grand occasions. On active
service the uniform of the Cossacks and their equipment
are identically the same as those cf the cavalry. --There are, however, distinguishing features. A heavy
mass of hair falls over the left brow of the Cossack. This
love-lock is his particular pride. He oils and curls it with
all the assiduity of an ancient beau. The men of the
Caucasian sotnias, or squadrons, wear an untrimmed, shaggy
beard, and long, flowing hair; the latter is so coarse that
it is scarcely distinguishable from the goatskin kepi,
imparting to the figure a wild, ferocious appearance, totally
at variance with his real sentiments, which are kindly,
gentle, and humane.

A

Towards the Hungarian Frar,tier
I left a certain town in Galicia in a military train, which
dropped me at a village farther south. From here a drive of
some thirty miles in an -open sledge, drawn by four horses
abreast, conveyed me to the headquarters of the X army,
Where I received a warm welcome.
It Was-winter time, and deep snow covered the country.
Although well wrapped up in skins, and lying in a nest of
straw, I could scarcely keep warm.
The troops were mostly billeted in different cottages in
. Their hardy little horses standing about
the village of
seethed impervious to weather conditions, for, like their
masters they- are born campaigners ; cold, hunger, heat,
and thirst seem all the same to them. I understood and
appreciated`These qualitieS later on.
That same evening we were ordered on some expedition,
whetter it Was scouting or foraging, I didn't know. It was
somewhere toward the Hungarian frontier, and that was
good: enough.
- -- Being provided with one of the quietest horses in the troop,
- I rode off id high spirits. Not being accustomed to the
ciishidn; or high pillow, which is strapped to the saddle, I,
fouiid some difficulty in getting across my mount. The
- saddle itself - is a high, peaked, half-moon shaped - seat
perched on a pack, with square saddle flaps buckled to the
battens. The stirrup leathers are long. This obliges one
to 'retnain belt -upright instead of sitting on the saddle.
My greatest difficulty lay in that cushion, which gave me
the impression of being seated up in the air, not altogether
a "'pleasant sensation, especially when your beast is lunging
breast high through snow-drifts.
And the cold—how it: cut I Three pairs of socks, felt
boots, and those stuffed with paper, failed to keep it out.
Some Sort of order was kept in spite of the snowstorm,
-Between each file a led horse carried supplies, spare

ammunition, etc., besides which the troopers' horses each
bore a miscellaneous burden, a " cargo of notions " hung
all about the saddle—t'ente d'bris, buckets, the inevitable
teapot, etc, and, in many cases, the prayer-carpet, for not a
few of these Caucasians are strict Mohammedans.
I never once gave a thought as to where w-e were bound.
Now and again I caught glimpses through the snowwreaths of distant pine-clad slopes. We were riding
among trees and I got a good many smacks from branches
as they recoiled with the force of a catapult from my leading
file.
Halts were called at intervals to allow our " Marine
Cossacks " to come up. These very useful and necessary
reinforcements were supplied by sailors from the Black Sea
Fleet, and were attached for the purpose of working the
mountain battery. Like all sailors, they adapted themselves
to their new " craft," as they called their horses. Some country waggons had been requisitioned for their
especial benefit, to bring along the guns, shells, etc. Once
I very nearly came off, as my horse stumbled over some
railway tracks, which I afterwards learned were the road
leading into Hungary. After considerable jolting and
jogging on this rough track the going became, if anything,
worse as we plunged into a dense forest with a thick, matted
undergrowth. Here we made " heavy weather " as the
Tsar's Tars said. After hours, so it seemed, we arrived at a
defile, where the air became sensibly milder.
Evidently this was a rendevous, for the challenging
neighs of the horses were answered from somewhere in the
woods. A sudden turn in the ravine brought us into the
midst of a big camp, where we were offered food and tea,
my small tent was pitched against a sheltering bank, and I
was soon asleep.
Romance 'Mid the Snowy Pines
I woke about noon and started making rotes of
wild and picturesque surroundings. The camp Was ideally
chosen. - A dense wood of pines effectually screened us
from any marauding aeroplane. The horses in theilr
saddles were tied up to -the tree-trunks, lances, rifles,
accoutrements of all sorts were suspended from the stumps
of old branches—" Nature's pegs." The men Were huddled
about in groups and looked quite happy- and- contented ;
bursts of merriment and applause greeted the successful
story-feller, for there is something Far Eastern in the habits
of these soldiers. They love to listen to tales as marvellous
as the " Arabian Nights."
I also learned that our sotnias had been told off to attack
an Austrian force entrenched some distance ahead in a
positien commanding a mountain pass of great importance.
This Was the cause of the high _spirits. These hardy
mountaineers love nothing so much as a scrap.
Although small tents are served out, the men seldom use
thern-=I have on occasion seen them used during heavy
rain flinch in the same way as our carters use a sack—but
stick to the more primitive custom, a shelter of boughs ;
many even disdain this. luxury, and content themselves
with, sleeping in the snow, wrapped up in their " borkas."
This borka is shaped like a large riding cape, or cloak,
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which reaches-down to the ground. The material of which
it is made is a sort of felt of goat's or camel's hair, and is so
thick that it is - quite impervious to wet or cold, and does
for bed, blanket, and tent. These well-seasoned- troopers
desire nothing better. I have seen men actually burroW
into the snow, curl themselves up in the borka, and sleep
soundly although snow was falling. In the morning
nothing is to be seen but mounds of SITONV
We broke camp and started late in the afternoon. By
this time I was getting used to the excitement, of keeping
on the back of my steed: In the exhilarating ozone of the
mountains I quite forgot my stiffness, which had gradually
reduced itself to a comforting numbness. This ride was
well worth all the initial weariness. It was life—without
pain or ache !
We bivouacked for the last time amongst a grove of beeches,
without noise. No talking, no smoking, and no fires, for the
enemy was but a few miles distant. The expedition had
been carefully planned. A large force of Russian infantry
lay somewhere away on our right flank. Their business
was to make a flanking attack. To our chaps fell the
honour of direct assault.
The gims were carried up in sections by our " Marine
Cossacks," and I watched them as they toiled up through
the snow until lost in the brushwood slop:.s.
The observation officers had already started, having
established the telephones, and were now in constant
communication with the commandant.
Cetting to the Business of War
The most trying part of the war correspondent's mission
is at this moment. You somehow feel -yourself de imp—
everyone seems trying to avoid you. You are alone, it is
like that great loneliness which the small boy experiences
on his first day at a big boarding school, yet it is only
imaginary. Everyone, from the jovial commandant down,
has his own serious business to occupy him. In addition,
oerhaps, his own solemn thoughts. Each one has become
individualised.
I caught myself wondering why the telephone did not
shrill. Of course, it was all nonsense, but it showed the
drift of one's mind. The whole business was uncanny and
eerie; men mustered, and silently glided away, always
upward. The very horses seemed to know that something
extraordinary was going to happen, for they stood motionless beside the tree-trunks.- Occasionally their lips gave out
a sort of muffled chopping, as one or other would reach
out for a few straws, the remnants of last night's meal.
With the permission of the commandant, I followed the
trail of the guns, until, guided by sounds of digging and
scraping, I came suddenly on the position, which was well
chosen. Squatted at the back of the crest, or ridge, of the
mountain our grim little battery looked quite formidable
the guns were well sunk in the ground, and further protected by circular-topped shields. „The RUSsian Jack Tars,
who formed the guns' crews, seemed quite as much at home
as if they Were on their native element. Higher up, and
entirely concealed by the projecting buttress of a friendly
cliff, stood the obserVation officer, " waiting the fateful
moment. The telephone wires, like black threads, lay
aldng the snow—there were two—one connected with the
battery, the other with headquarters.
First Shot from the Enemy
The scene before me will ever remain photographed on
my mind. I can see it now, and could almost tell the number
of bushes which sparsely covered the undulating sides of
the hills opposite, and beyond the smooth plateau, which
.wept with a bold curve towards the north-west, clumps
of dark trees here and there dotting its surface emphasising its purity and whiteness. A fringe of trees framed
this plain, while the perspective of hill-tops concentrated
the eye on the enemy trenches. These were constructed
on the German system—small, half-moon shaped and in
groups, covering each other. They were so well concealed
that for the moment I failed to locate them.
Our range-finder gives us the exact distance to the
enemy's first-line trench-3,000 yards as a crow flies, but to
cover this short distance our men have to cross tv,-o deep
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ravines. Strict orders arc given to wait until the infantry
attack develops. At last ! The first shot comes from the
.need for silence now. Our batteries get to
enemy. work, while the advance proceeds.
ks I have said, .the enemy's position was well chosen.
His -Iguns were posted and _concealed on the opposite
heights, and they closely searched the Wooded slopes of our
Mountain without doing much damage. On our side we
did some good shooting, getting on to a wooded ravine
wherein hirled the Austrian reserves and supply columns.
The main road to the Hungarian plains passes through
this gorge ; • we, could not distinstuish the road itself, but
we knew it was there, and probably crowded with the
enemy's transport, It was both their feed pipe and line
of retreat.
Glorious Charge. Across the SnoW
The shell smoke in little puffs and wreaths punctuated the
distant woods to the right which concealed our supports.
The grinding patter of the machine-guns and, louder
detonations of the shells made a considerable din and
painted a smudge of .smoke and dirty flame across the
landscape. From my eyrie I got a bird's-eye view' of the
Whole field, though at times obscured by the shell mist, and
I could follow the plan of the attack and watch its gradual
development. While the enemy's attention was directed
to our front I saw our supports leaving the cover of the
Woods. To me it looked as if they were going to certain
destruetion ; afterwards I found that their movements were
masked by the curve which I mentioned before and were
further concealed by a spinney of trees. The method of
advance was clearly seen. The observation men came out
first. Then the points, followed by the platoons, until the
trees were reached, where the attacking force concentrated.'
From here, after a shell storm-so dear to the hearts of the
gunners—the whole body charged down over the exposed'
country. Simultaneously our men dashed from their coven.:
shouting, yelling, and gesticulating in their excitement.
It was magnificent ! These soldiers of the Caucasus
are uncontrollable. Officers and men were strung out over
the plain like hounds. It was everyone for himself and
against the common foe. During this mad race many
disappeared under the snow, and one of the leaders seemed
suddenly to have gone mad. He undressed, and began
waving his arms about apparently in a maniacal frenzy..
I afterwards heard front him that he felt a bullet strike him
in the shoulder, and to ease the pain he stripped, went
through the SWedish drill to feel if there were any bones
broken, injected some sedative near the wound, and went
en at the head of his men. This is a fact !
Herculean Work of Artille
These hardy soldiers, wearing their borkas, made this
brilliant charge thigh deep in snow. It was a tough fight
and went slowly at first, but a final overpowering dash, in
conjunction with the Russian infantry, cleared the trenches,
The enemy taking to the wooded hills, our infantry occupied
the trenches and threw out a skirmishing line to clear the
woods. The Cossack soldiers hurried back to get their
_horses, and the pursuit commenced. My business was to
go to, headquarters as soon as possible. I found the
Gem- l Staff established in the comfortable shacks lately
occupied by one of the enemy commanders.
Late that. night the cavalry returned, their steaming
horses showing they-had ridden far. They brought in some
prisoners and two guns, besides supplies of sorts. There
were still heaps of work to be done in order to strengthen the
position and also to get the guns tip the hills. No one but
an artilleryman knows the difficulties of this operation. I
think they are the most patient people in the world.
Nothing ever seems to go right, yet these wonderful fellows
never lose their tempers or their heads. " Belly aching "
is the American term for bringing on guns, and the expression is apt.
This fight was but the beginning of much more serious
operations. Streams of reinforcements kept flowing in to
secure the ground won. Day and night trenching arid
fortifying went on unceasingly, transforming the Whole
district for miles, until the countryside looked like the
foundations for building a new city. It was "a city of
refuge," for we all had to live underground—in caves,
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Caucasian Cavalry Advance in the Carpathians

Caucasian cavalry advancing through snow to attack an
enemy pcsition on the Hungarian front. As Mr. Seppings
Wright points out in his article on pages 483-4, these men
are born campaigners, and their power of endurance is
nothing short of marvellous. Degrees of temperature, lack of

food and water, are mere bagatelles to these hardy warriors.
Each horse, in addition to its rider, carries a miscellaneous
burden, a "cargo of notions," including not infrequently a
praying—carpet, for many of the Caucasians are staunch
followers of Mohammed, and know their Koran by heart.

d liz
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ON THE MARCH TO KILIMANJARO.—Mr. F. C, Seloue, the veteran hunter, acoom-

March 32nd he had added the Kilimanjaro area to

panied the column. General emtdep began, operations on. February 25th, ,1916, and by . moat-deetrable-dletriot.of Qerman East

the British Empire, "the richest an0
-•
-
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Gallant South Africans Conquer Kilimanjaro

A 4 in. gun from the Konigsberg blown up in the cps rations.
The Germans in German East Africa had sixty guns.

Hospital waggon crossing a river. Heavy work devolved on the
medical staff, who evacuated the wounded with great expedition.

The British camp at Moshl. Mount Kilimanjaro can be seen faint in the distance. The British troops had to move en a
light scales and the consequent hardships of the conquest of this region were very great.
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Leaves From the Life of Our Army in Flanders

Temporary Brigade Headquarters somewhere in Flanders. Modest one—storied buildings in the corner of a little square accom—
modated the General. and Staff, while (right) other officers found comfortable quarters in other houses typical of the Flemish town.

The man were teas comfortable but not a whit less cheerful in the great tiled barns and outbuildings. Right: In the reserve
trenches, too, they always made the best of things and heartily enjoyed the informally served meals they had earned so well.

Pleasant memories were awakened by the names given to the ways along the network of trenches. Even in Flanders it was possible
to take a stroll down "Bond Street." Right: In due course a platoon marched sturdily away to take its turn in the trenches.

Leisure hour* were waft filled. Though he could not use a motor—car for pleasure, an officer would occasionally go for a joy—ride
in some less pretentious conveyance, while his brother officer on duty (right) would flash breakfast and go off to business.
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Wire and Respirators for the First French Line

French soldiers trying cn respirators before leaving their billets for the trenches. The danger of being taken unawares by the
poison fumes is ever present, and respirator drill therefore is a vital necessity.

Store of material behind the French front, barber—wire, stakes, and timber for consolidating trenches. In the foreground is seen
the track of a light railway, of which hundreds of miles have been constructed to facilitate transport of stores to the trenches.

The War Illustrated, 8th Ju1g, 1916.
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Deserts of Debris Along the Wooded Meuse

'Breach made by a heavy shell in Fort Vous, captured subsequently by the
Germans, together with the remnant of its heroic defenders. Right: Impression of the debris of battle through an arch of Fort Souville.

This identical trench in the Caillette Wood has been the scans of the most sanguinary hand-to-hand encounters in the, struggle for ,
Verdun. The tortured condition of the field and the shattered trees , give an idea of the deadliness of these combats. The circle
photograph shows a corner of the field of So uvi rift and the fragmente of an ammunition waggon shattered by a direct hit.

The War littatratcd, 8th July, 1916.

Ferocious Fighting for the Great French Fortress

On the left an impression of the ground before Fort Souville broken:to a
epth of many feet by iGerman shells. Right: Trees in the Bois de Gailiettc
blasted by the most terrible bombardment of the war.

General Mangin, the stalwartfigure with his back to the camera, wearing a steel helmet, addressing his troops behind the lines.
General Mangin, another photograph of whom is inset, commanded ene of the bravest French divisions before Verdun.. and is
now a popular hero of France. (The photographic on these two pages are exclusive.)

The War Illustrated, 8th July, 1916.
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Giant Anzac Heaves German Over the Parapet

A remarkably daring feat was achieved by an Anzac, Captain
Foss, during a midnight raid on the German trenches. Coming
acrcss one of the enemy about to seek refuge in his dug-out,
Captain Fcss, who is a powerful athlete, 6 ft. 4 in. in height,

caught him by the hips and hurled him bodily over the parapet
towards the British lines, shouting, " There's number one!" A
determined struggle with fists and bayonets ensued, until the
Anzacs subdued the enemy and brought, many back to captivity.
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The Final Effort of a Brave Canadian

An incident occurred recently, which is all the more inspiring
because it was the deed of a nameless Canadian officer. He was
in command of a remnant of men, mcst of whom were wounded
and dozed. The officer ordered them to retire, and when they

hes:toted compelled them to go back. The last that was seen
of him was a tall, vigorous figure emptying his revolver at
the advancing Germans. When the last shot had sped he flung
the weapon at the enemy and leapt after it himself.

The War illustrated, 8th Jetty, 1915.
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Battle Music: Roar of Gun and Ring of Spade

French Staff officers watching and directing an attack. A group of
liaison officers are standing by ready to carry orders.

From the comparatively safe shelter of an attic a Poilu keeps watch upon
the enemy. Left; Selgian Marine Fusiliers in the trenches.

It is of the work of the guns near Verdun that one hears chiefly, but the work of the spade has been quite as unceasing.
The construction of deep communication trenches is of vital importance, and it never_stops.

"[lie War liluttrtitcd; 811s July, 1916.
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A Three At am of the Air near La Panne

Garman biplane which.intended to bomb La Panne shot down into the sea by a
Belgian warplane. Above : Debris of the Ge rman machine hauled out of theirs.

Pilot and observer of the victorious Belgian machine being presented by their polonel with to statuette symbolical of victory.
A troop of Belgian. soldiers was drawn, up before the triumphant aeroplane to witness- the, ceremony.

Launched from a powerful crane. German sailors preparing a hydroplane for a- reconnaissance' over the North Sea.

Ant:-aircraft gun' emplaced on an ammunition
barge moving up- the Tigris.

BEFORE BATTLE.--French soldiers on their way to the trenches halt by the roadside
for soup. Rifles are piled, and the Tricolour is laid with reverent care across two stacks

of arms. Sprawling at ease in the long grass, these splendid men of France take bits
and sup before proceeding another stage in their great adventure.

AFTER THE ATTACK.—One cannot contemplate this photograph without being
struck by the paradox of humanity that prompts men to wound each other in battle
and repair the wrong immediately afterwards. The care and sympathy extended by
these French soldiers to their wounded enemies could not be surpassed.

The impossibility of holding first—line trenches under concentrated artillery fire is a
truism of the war. The French invariably retire and, then inflict terrible artillery
punishment on the enemy before he can consolidate his gain. This picture is _tragically
eloquent of the inferno of a fire trench.

a

German sailors 3 transporting heavy shells along
specially-laid rail tracks to a coast battery.

• 'An alarm that enemy vessels have bean sighted off the coast •has brought the German naval garrison to its stations.
The sight of these hefty German naval men doubling along the coast read is not without appeal to a sense of humour.

GERMAN A0, 61/111E8 ALONG T!4 " cOAET,—Stare, ream. of heavy howitzer. she Is He
fitted with a, speolal,orane apparatus far lifting the• projectiles.:

Y coast, howitzer .in,factiorti TheIGermaps •base, placed a ,nurnber of these guns
they have- alvtays been fearful of a British landiaa.
along their oaast-Ilrie,
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
XIX.—The Royal West Kents
H E quick,
experienced,
soldier-brain
of Sir Horace
S in i t h - Dorrien,
had
which
directed the main
attack at Paardeberg, was perplexed. With his
army corps, made
up of the 3rd and
5th Divisions, he had been ordered to break
the connection between the Germans and
La I3assee, and so make it possible to
capture that place. On October 19th—
this was in 1914—he was within sight of
his goal, but on the loth it was as far
away as evbr. The reason was that the
Germans had rushed up a lot of fresh
troops, and these were surging forward to
drive the British into space. To save his
men, to say nothing of Calais and
Boulogne behind them, the general must
make a new plan. In these conditions
ith battle began, one which, like so many
others in the Great War, is nameless. It
place between Givenchy and Neuve
Chapelle, this being the " here " mentioned in the quotation above, and it
lasted for nearly a fortnight. The British
troops had dug trenches to protect themselves, and in some of these near Givenchy
were the West Rents and the rest of the
13th Brigade, under General Cuthbert, all
part of the 5th Division.

T

took

King George's Rival
` The German attack began about the
loth. It was made chiedy by Bavarian
troops, commanded by their Crown Prince
—that Rupert' who, so a few deluded folk
used to say, was son of the rightful Queen
of England. On the 22nd it was fierce, and
the 5th Division had to abandon the
village of Violaines, but two days later it
was fiercer still.
This time the 3rd
Division were the chief sufferers, and it
would have gone badly with them but
for the timely help of the West Rents
and the Wiltshires.
These battalions
dashed up just in time and, bayonet in
hand, drove back the enemy.
This done, they went back to their own
trenches, and on the 26th they were
bombarded with a vengeance. It seemed
as if all the guns on earth were firing at
them, so terrible was Me din and so
incessant the shower of missiles. At the
rate of a hundred an hour shells fell upon
their parapets and in their trenches,
sending up huge clouds of debris ; at one
time, it is said, they arrived at the rate
of ten a minute.
The damage done can be better imagined
than described. The parapets had disappeared; and the trenches were blocked up
with fallen earth; so, too, were the support and communication trenches, the
result being that all ammunition and
messages ha% to be carried over the open
ground, where bullets from rifles and
machine-guns were whizzing. A curious
story told of a West Kent man probably
relates to this heavy bombardment. A
German shell burst near where he was
standing with a comrade. The comrade
disappeared, and no trace of him was ever
seen, but our man was found hanaing

Here the ist Battalion of tire Royal
IVest Keats erode a stand for ten days that
ranks amongst the highest achievements of
British troops."—THE GREAT WAR.
head downwards in a tree, fifteen feet
from the ground, and his rifle was there,
too. -He was got down and, strange to
say, was none the worse for his upward
flight, except that for a day or two he
could neither speak nor hear.
Towards the close of the day the
Germans landed -some heavy shells plumb
into the firing trenches of the West Rents,
and then, expecting doubtless that there
would be hardly anyone left to kill; they
charged.
But for them there was a
surprise in store.
Some Kentish Fire
In spite of the awful bombardment
the Rents had held their ground, sticking
gamely to what was left of the trenches.
They had lost heavily, but there were
enough of them left to check the oncoming
enemy with a well-aimed volley of rapid
fire. The first attack was stopped, but
other Germans came on only to meet with
the same warm reception from Men who
ought, according to theory, to be '-dead or
buried, or both. Finally, the remnant of
the gallant battalion leapt from the
trenches and drove the enemy in confusion before their bayonets.
With this the worst of their ordeal- by
battle was over. They stayed in their
trenches a few days longer, and were then
relieved, being led out of action by a
lieutenant, the senior officer remaining
unwounded.
This lieutenant, H. B. Havdon White,
received the Distinguished Service Order
for ' bringing his battalion out of action
after ten successive days in the trenches,
during which time he showed great powers
of leadership and determination of a high
order." The story of this heroic stand
soon spread through the ranks of the
army corps, and those who saw the West
Rents gave them a great reception, while
General Smith-Dorrien said " There is
not another battalion that has made such
a name for itself as the Royal West Kent."
Six German Snipers Settled
While the battalion was resting in
November one of its privates was having
a great time. This was J. T. Turnbull,
who night after night went out to get
inforthation about the enemy's position.
Although under constant fire,- Turnbull
returned safely with softie useful facts,
and not only that, but during his nocturnal
rambles he found and disposed of six
German snipers, bringing back their rifles
to show to Ins comrades. The 1st Battalion of the West Rents
had been at the front for over two months
when Lieutenant White led the men from
the trenches. They had lined the Conde
Canal on Sunday, August 23rd, and had
fallen back do Le Cateau and then to the
Marne, fighting nearly all the time. Near
another Conde they had made their way
across the Aisne, and in the sodden
trenches on the north side of that river
they remained until they were transferred
to Flanders in October. They returned to

the trenches early in 1915, and during the
year remained holding on to their part of
the front, but not taking a prominent part
in the big actions.
When the Great War began the 20
Battalion of the West Rents was in India,
and there they remained for nearly a year
more. In the spring of 1915, however, it
became necessary to send reinforcements
to the army in Mesopotamia, and this
battalion was among them. Having
landed and got over the voyage, they were
sent up the Euphrates as part of the force
under Major-General G. F. Gorringe. It
was on July 4th that they reached the
Turkish positions, near Nasiriyeh, and the
battle which took place there is usually
called by that name.
This Battle of Nasiriyeh was a feather
in the cap of the West Rents. With
some Indian battalions they were on utile
left bank of the Euphrates, the rest of the
army being on the right bank. First of
all the guns got to work, and when they had
disturbed the Turks for about an hour,
the West Rents led the way forward. The
first part of their advance was through
some date groves, but as soon as they got
out of this shelter they found the Turks
were as alert and well armed as their
German masters.
Mr. Turk in Flight
I,et an officer who watched the advance
describe it. Our fire was doing its best
to cover the advance, but in spite of it the
West Rents were up against a terrific
fusillade, " and it was the most magnificent
sight I have ever seen to watch those
fellows going on under it, in spite of the
casualties, just as- if they were on'_ a
manoeuvre parade." Now for the final
act. " As soon as they got to the trenches
they wheeled round to the right, so we
had to stop our fire for fear of hitting them,
and got into the trenches, and then we lost
sight of them. They got in with their
bayonets, and all we could see from where
we were was Mr. Turk running, as if the
devil himself were after him, to our right,
and we plugged him as he went."
This fine regiment, the Queen's Own
Royal West Kent, was first raised in 1756,
the year when the Seven Years' War broke
oat, but it did not do much in the way of
fighting for nearly forty years. In 1793
the men were in Corsica, and in 18or ice
Egypt, where they had some stiff combats ;
in 1607 they helped to besiege Copenhagen,
and in the next year they went to Portugal,
where so many of our regiments won
eternal glory. The West Rents, then the
5oth of the Line, was one of these: - At
Vimiera they broke a strong French
column, and at Corunna they did their
share in saving the day.
The West Rents were in the Crimean
War from the start. They fought at the
Alma and at Inkerman, and led the assault
on the Redan, and then went across the
sea to put down the Mutiny in Lidia.
Like the Royal Irish, they fought against
the Maoris of New Zealand in 1864, and
in 1882 they served in the Egyptian War.
They went down the Nile to the relief of,
Gordon, were on the Indian Fainter in,
1897 and 1898, and then in South Africa4
fighting the Boers.
Holland
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British Patrol Engages Troop of Germans

The work of the outpost, if more exciting than duty in the
trenches, is perhaps the most dangerous of all. A few weeks
ago a British patrol had the ill-luck to be surrounded at
Zsgrineheke. Imagining from the deserted appearance of the
elace that it was unoccupied the men rode in fearlessly, only to

discover that they had been trapped. They, however, put up a
valiant fight, but only one escaped= with his life. This original
sketch is the work of a well-known war correspondent recently
returned from the front, and was made on the spot from ffrsthand knowledge of the incident.

Tlic War illustratal, Stit July, 1915.
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Monster Machines to Break the German Lines

French official photograph of the gun that finally silenced the
monster gun with which the Germans bombarded Dunkirk.

The same gun in its position among the sand—dunes. Our
airmen only located the German gun after prolonged searching.

Official photographs issued by the Press Bureau of a heavy British howitzer in action on the western front. Above: Shells
were brought up on trucks run on specially—laid rails, on which also the howitzer was moved from point to point.
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Incidents of the Austrian Efforts Against Italy

'Mid the pines_ and heights. Austrian maohine-gun
position in the Tyrol.

Field smiths at work with the Austriamarmies on the Isonzo trent,
where horse transport. is preferable to motor-ears.

Austrians„ who made preparations on a
THE:.
par with those. of their ally before Verdun,
rt meeting With a stern Italian resistance and
counter-attack on the Trentino front: It is unfortunate for • the Dual Monarchy that General
Brussiloff should_ have timed his offensive in
Volbynia to coincide exactly with the Austrian
effort against King Victor's army.
The sweeping successes of the Russian armies
have, to a great extent, upset the Austrian plans
for au effective drive into the plains of Lombardy. A large number of troops and guns will
have to be diverted to meet the Russian onslaught,
apart from the fact that our Italian friends are
fighting with an inspired vigour and heroism
which recalls the conduct of the French soldiers
.the fateful sector of the Meuse.
The illustrations on this page are reproduced
from enemy journals, and show various incidents
end phases' of the war amid the Dolomites,
from the Austrian side.

Austrian autpnst to agtien

bservat:on-post in the Austrian Tyrol. Winter scene where fighting Men
looked like. Polar explorers. •

with itanans an the Isonzo: rent. A brush with Italy's
immemorial enemy;

Street in Goriiia, showing Austrian= Soldiers
in occupation of the bombarded town.

The War Illustrated, 8th July, 1915.
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Grim War at Close Quarters in the Alps

Detachment of Italian engineers, all but surrounded by
Austrians, succeeds in cutting its way out'at the bayonet's point.

Vigorous Italian counter—attack in the environs of Monteleone.
The action suggested in the illustration ts unusually effective.

141st Italian Regiment of Infantry saving a battery of g;n3
from an Austrian onslaught. Note the familiar steel helmet.

Bombardment of Austrian positions along the Carso. A powerful
mane has just been sprung beneath the enemy trenches.
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New Efforts for Britain's Great Semor rvice
e

Official photograph, issued on behalf of the Press Bureau, showing a floating dry dock in which ships of enormous tonnagx can be
lifted clean out of the water in order to be submitted to thorough external examination and repair.

Among the countless objects of world interest shown to the journalists who lately visited one of our great naval shipboildfriwyards
was this huge destroyer on the stocks and rapidly nearing completion. (Official photograph issued on behalf of the Press Bureau.)
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut. A. H. HICKMAN,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Lieut. J. C. MORROW,
Canadian Engineers.

Major A. A. C. NELSON,
Royal Scots.

Capt. E. R. COOKE,
Royal Irish Fusiliers.

Capt. WILFRID LANGDON,
Cheshire Regt.

Lieut. W. C. PEMBERTON,
R.F.C.

Lieut. N. T. WORTHINGTON
R. Lancaster Regt.

Lieut. R. C. GREEN,
Bedfordshire Regt.

Lieut. G. K. ROSS,
Canadian Infantry.

Lieut. G. B. MANDERS,
R.F.A.

iraajor A. A. C. Nelson, Royal Scots, was the son of the late Sir A. A. Nelson.
m Lieutenant A. H. Hickman enlisted as a private in the London Rifle Brigade and
- served in Flanders, returning to England in March, 1915, to take up a commission- with
the Royal Welsh Fusiliers. In October he was ordered to Gallipoli, and took an active
part in the fighting there and the successful evacuation.
Lieut. Noel Trevor Worthington, Royal Lancaster Regiment, fell in action in the
attack at Anzac, August 9th, 1915.
Sec,Lieutenant Hugh Valentine Cholmeley was the eldest of the Three sons of Mr. Lewin
Chohneley, of the firm of Frees. Chohneley 6,7 Co., solicitors. After leaving Eton he
made a tour round the world ; lie was articled in his father's office and, passing his
_ examinations, would have become a, partner in the firm. Although advised not to--loin
the Army - on medical grounds. he succeeded in getting past the doctor, and joined the
Inns of Court- O.T.C. Lieut. Cholmeley went to the front in October, and was struck
by a shell splinter on April 7th Last.
Sec.-Lieutenant Sohn .Frederick Egerton. King's Royal Rifle Corps. was the only son
and heir of Sir Edwin Egerton, formerly Ambassador at Rome, and Lady Egerton. He
was born in 1896, and was an undergraduate at Christ Church, Oxford.

Sec.-Lieut. C. F. ROMER, Sec.-Lieut. -C. F. BAILEY Sec.-Lt. H. V. CHOLMELEY, Sec.-Lieut. H. H. RICHARDS,
Grenadier Guards.
Connaught Rangers.
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
Middlesex Regt.
si

Sec,-Lieut. 3. S. BURTON,
Grenadier Guards.

Lieut. R. L. VALENTINE,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Lieut. A. N. PEERLESS,
Canadian Infantry.

See.-Lt. R. W. McCONNELL See.-Lieut. R. J. T. WING- See.-nent, 3. F. EGERTON,
Sec.-Lieut. N. 3. DAVIES,
FIELD, R.F.A.
King's Royal Rifles.
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
King's Own (R. Lane. Regt.)
(Portraits by Brooke Hughes, Chancellor, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Swaine, Lambert Weston..)
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"GOOD—BYE, OLD MAN !"—The soldier's farewell to his steed. A touching incident on the
road to a battery position in Southern Flanders. (Drawn by F. Matan'a.)
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THE FATEFUL EEKS OF THE WAR
A Rati'd Review of Events &nee. the Beginning
of the War with Notes on the More Momentous

By Major G. W. Redway
INCE the fateful August ist, 1914,
when Germany declared war on
Russia, we have punctually recorded the vicissitudes of a stupendous
conflict that has enmeshed one after the
other a dozen European nations. To
summarise a century of issues of THE
WAR ILLUSTRATED iS impossible in the
space available to-day, but we may take
this opportunity to recall a few specially
memorable moments.
At the dose of the fifth week of the war
General Joffre flashed his famous Army
Order to the troops, " The hour has come
to advance at, all costs and to die where
you stand rather than give way." At this
Juncture every single group of the Entente
armies in France had quitted its ground,
hotly pursued by overwhelming German
forces, and those who knew the facts—fortunately few civilians even guessed at them
—might well have been dismayed at the
prospect. But the French Generalissimo
never quailed ; at the appointed hour he
rallied his troops, hearkened to the inspiration of the late General Gallieni,
flung his strategic reserves upon the right
flank of the enemy, north of Paris, and
delivered a magnificent counter-stroke that
hurled the Germans beyond the Aisne.

S

Fall of Antwerp
The week ending October 24th found
the whole of Sir John French's army in
front of St. Omer, striving to stem the
rash of Germans and save West Flanders.
Capper's 7th Division and Byng's 3rd
Cavalry Division had been landed at
Ostend toe) late to assist the Belgian
Army and our Brigade of Marines in the
defence of Antwerp, and when the Belgians,
reduced to 48,000 rifles, reached the line
of the Yser the British had already commenced the Battle of Ypres-Armentieres.
On Sunday, April 25th, we were discussing our recent capture of Hill do,
unaware that the landing at Gallipoli
had taken place that day. During the
week the " Times " had struck a new
note, bewailing,`` the recrudescence of easy
satisfaction " while miners stolidly votedon the question of a strike. Little we
knew that British troops were then fighting desperately to save the Pas de Calais,
for on Thursday the Yahoos of Christendom had wiped out the Turcos and Zouaves
by a discharge of poisonous gas, and into
the four-mile gap thus created the
Canadian Division was thrust, and the
Second Battle of Ypres began.
Festubert and Seddul Bahr
The last fortnight in. May saw the end
Of the Battle of Festubert, at which the
British gains were Goo yards on a fourmile front. But Sir Ian Hamilton was
already calling for reinforcements, and
in sixteen days in all theatres we lost
2,100 Officers. At this moment the
labour troubles helped to cause a
shortage of shells. The Russians abandoned - their campaign in the Carpathians
and began the terrible retreat through
Galicia. The Germans and Austrians
claimed to hold 1,385,000 prisoners of war.
But Italy, which had diplomatically held
off the Austrians from Serbia for three
months, now flung herself into the fray on

the side of the Entente Powers, and King
Victor Emmanuel's Army took the offensive
from end to end of the long Alpine
frontier.
is memorThe week ending July a
able for the signing of a convention
between General Botha and Dr. Seitz,
the German Governor of South-West
Africa, by which the Protectorate was
surrendered, absolutely to the forces of
the Union.
The first _day of the second year of
the war was signalised by the fall of
Warsaw. The Grand Duke Nicholas had
just been compelled to evacuate his
defensive lines at Blonie, and recross the
Vistula in order to avoid interception by
the enemy's armies, then eloSing in on
his flanks. One by one the fortresses on
the Vistula were captured by the AustroGermans, and the conquest of Poland
was complete.
The week ending September 26th was
notable for the slashing attack of the
Allies in France after three months
of monotonous trench warfare. The
British between Loos and La Bassee
and the French on the Champagne front
took the offensive together. Although in
point of numbers the British could only
act as auxiliaries—for even north of Arras
General Foch had twice as many divisions
in action as ourselves — nevertheless,
British readers were jubilant, and justifiably so, because the fighting about Loos
showed that our New Armies and Territorial Divisions were no whit less daring,
pugnacious, and dogged than the old-time
regulars " in a fortnight's contest.
Townshend's Pyrrhic Victory
But the Germans in the east were
meanwhile advancing, Vilna was evacuated
by the Russians, Marshal Mackensen began
his great attack on Serbia, and Bulgaria
mobilised. The Allies now prepared to land
iso,000 troops at Salonika, and the Turks
in a frenzy resumed the massacre of hapless
Armenians. Farther east General Townshend, had beaten the Turks at Kutel-Amara on September 28th, and had
pursued them as far as Azizieh.
In the last week of November we heard
of General Townshend's pyrrhic victory
at Ctesiphon, eighteen miles from Bagdad,
while the removal of the Serbian Government to Scutari filled the air with rumours
of a Russian attack on Bulgaria and of a
German " Army of Egypt.'
The week ending December 19th saw
Sir Charles Monro's evacuation of the
Gallipoli Peninsula, and with it the close
of a campaign which cost the British
ms,000 casualties. Here the Anzac troops
from the Antipodes had made a name
for themselves, alongside the finest regular
division in the old army, the immortal
By the self-sacrificing efforts of
29th.
this expedition under Sir Ian Hamilton,
for eight months the problein of the
Balkans was shelved, and Russia was seen
through her time of tribulation. The
decision to transfer our forces to the
mainland came too late to avert the
worst in Serbia and Montenegro, and we
heard this week of the retreat of General
Sarrail's -Tomes including our loth (IriSh)
Division after an attack by the Bulgarians.
The Same week also saw the return of Sir

John French from France, after handing
over the command to Sir Douglas Haig.
On New Year's Day General Dobell's
troops entered Jaunde, after an amphibious
campaign of seventeen months in the
bush, swamp, and river regions of the
Cameroon. The debris of the German
colonial forces took refuge in Spanish
territory, yielding to us a country one
and a half times the size of Germany.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED of February
26th- appeared while the Kaiser's troops
were expelling the French from Brabant
and Samogneux on the river-road. .from
Dun to Verdun. The story of Verdun is
still to tell, and though Continental` writers
have vied with each other in " making'Our
flesh creep" by accounts of prodigious
losses, all we are certain of is that General
Petain's army has resisted with skill and
determination the most deliberate, persistent, and formidable attack yet delivered
on the western front.
Enemy's Persistent Offensive
The last week in April brought news of
the capitulation of General Townshend
with 1.0,000 men at Rut, where he had
been beleaguered since the first week in
December,
The week ending May oast saw Austria
take the offensive, after enduring the
Italian assaults for a twelvemonth. The
Trentima front was chosen for the advance
towards the Venetian plain, and the
Italian troops gave ground reluctantly,
leaving numbers of men and many siegeguns in the hands of the enemy. The
Germans, notwithstanding their commit
ments at Verdun and elsewhere, found
means to engage the British on the Viniy
Ridge, the old fighting ground of the
French about Souchez. In Armenia the
Turks drove back the Russians towards
Erzerum, one of the brace of Turkish
fortresses which the Grand Duke Nicholas
had captured between February 16th and
April is-th.
The Rise of Brussiloff
The first week in June ushered in the
tremendous counterstroke of the Russians
under General Brussiloff, which drove five
Austrian armies from their usurped'fronfier
south of the Pripet on a front of 220 miles
—the distance from London to Hartlepool.
The tooth week of the war, unless some
startling change takes place while these
lines are printing, will find the Central.
Powers in possession of the whole of Serbia,
Montenegro, and Poland, nearly the whole
of Belgium, considerable portions of
France and. Russia,- and a small slice of
Italy ; they are connected by the Orient
Express Railway which runs from Brussels
to Constantinople ; and whatever shOrtage
of food, money, and men their populations
may experience, the lack of any Of these
essentials has not yet seriously affected
their powers of attack and defence.
Nevertheless, the last week"of_ June
closed on an exultant note which was
not without justification, for the war
bnlletins of June 30th showed that from
the North Sea to the Baltic the five Allied
nations were for the first time fighting
with one accord against the common
foe, fighting aggressively and fighting
successfully.

Grea- eaders in History's Greatest Crisis

NI

Briand, the French Prime Minister, recently made a tour of the
British lines with Sir Douglas Haig and some of his Staff.

The areat British offensive has been carried out simultaneously with that of the French forward movement. General Haig is hers
seen greeting General Jcffrs at the British Headquarters. Insat is a charaoteristiosnapshot of the British Generalissima.
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Anzacs and Scots Guards in the Land of Gaul

with the Australians in France. Scene in a
A bomb—proof shelter in the trenches. (Official photograph. Summer days
foremost trench. (Official photograph.)
Crown copyright reserved.)

Battalion of Scots Guards on the march through a French village.

Off to duty to martial strains. Scots Guards band playing their
regiment through a French town.

A picture for a war artist. Scottish pipers and drummers atla
rail—head on the western front.

The War 7//ustrattd, 15(11 July, 1915.

After Victory

German Soldiers in Captivity

Evidence of the victory. Column cf German priscr.ers
resting by the roadside, behind the British lines,
awaiting to be sent to an internment camp.

soldiers taken prisoners during the
G ERAL-VN
British offensive "were unanimous as to the
terrible work of the British artillery.
The continuous bombardment rendered the
German first line untenable, and many of those
who escaped death from shell fire were so dazed
as to be unable to defend thernselves when the
British infantry stormed their trenches.

Party of German prisoners, many of whom were slightly wounded, marching along a French road in charge of a British guard.
Inset: A ration party photographed after they had "done their bit" in the great offensive. (Official photographs.)

The War illustrated, 15th July,
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TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

WHEN WAS WOUNDED ON CHOCOLATE HILL
By H. W. Nevinson
Special Correspondent in the. Dardanell s

T was last August zrst, and the day before I had lain in the bay were preparinct the assault-. The Turks ansWered.',
in my tent at Imbros, knocked over by an African On previous clays they liad sometimes fired on our shipSa.
fever which still returns after ten years. Up at the with some effect. But the range was long. That day
first dawn, I crept down to the quay, constructed by the they concentrated on Chocolate Hill.
simple process of sinking a steamer at right angles to the
The naval shells pounded rapidly. Each shot struck the
shore, and embarked on the trawler for Silvia Bay. Those top of Scimitar Hill as though to grind it away. One would
trawlers from the North Sea—what splendid service they have thought no trench and no man could exist under such
have done ! " If the Kayser had knou-ed as we'd got blows. But I had watched that sort of work before, and
trawlers," said one of the skippers to me, " he'd never knew that naval guns arc not much use against trenches..
They hit what can be seen, but for trenches you must hit
have declared war ! "
the invisible. The " Hows " (short for howitzers) often
The Lay of Scimitar Hill
The passage across to the Gallipoli Peninsula is about it, but hardly naval guns. Ordinary field-gun shrapnel is
fifteen miles. On landing at the north point of Suvla better. So I was thinking as I watched those great black
I went up the rocky hillside to the carefully-concealed clouds rise like magic trees from the low and silent summit,.
headquarters of the Ninth Army Corps, and there the and fade away into the dull, hot haze of afternoon.
The men in the front trenches were preparing to advance.
Chief of Staff told me the General proposed a big attack
that afternoon on Scimitar Hill. 1 knew that hill well. They picked up their rifles ; they fixed bayonets: It was
On our first landing, at dawn on August 7th, I had noticed the moment when the strain of battle is tensest. Shrapnel
burst over our hill ; high-explosive
the low hill marked by a broad and
crashed into its rocks and blackened
bare patch, curved just like a Turkish
scimitar, but I could not foretell
_9YrR, H. TV. NEVIN- scrub. I heard neither one nor
what trouble it was to give us. It
' SON, the eminent other. All my thoughts were conwas also called Burnt Hill, because
war correspondent and centrated upon those khaki, dirty
novelist, who contributes figures making ready for the charge.
shells set the scrub on fire during an
this week's Trite Tale of
Suddenly, as sometimes in
earlier assault, when some of our
the War, was present in thunderstorm, a terrific crash sounded
wounded and Turks were unable to
the Greco-Turkish War of close above my head. Instantly came
escape from the flames. On our
1897, the Boer War, and a blow like a trip-hammer falling on
maps it was marked as Hill 70, from
was representative of the my skull. There was no other senits height in metres. It stood about
Macedonian Relief Comtwo and a half miles from the inner
mittee in the Monastir sation but a tremendous, smashing
curve of Silvia Bay, and barred our
Vilayet, 1903. He has blow. No waiting, no fear, no pain.
farther advance. Already I had seen
travelled much in Central I fell like a slaughtered ox, but was
it twice assaulted in vain, and I
Africa and Russia,where up again next second, I heard a;
knew that our_ dead lay scattered
he witnessed the memor- machine-gun officer say, " Are youbehind the trees and bushes on its able street fighting in Moscow in 1906; and hit ? " I put my hand to my head,.
enjoyed the distinction of conveying the English and looked at it. Blood dripped
slope.
So off I tramped along the curving address to the first President of the Mona. Later, front all the fingers. " I suppose I
Nevinson visited the Caucasus and India. ant," I said.
beach, and then struck inland across
I saw my brown shirt running
the broad expanse of crusted mud He was one of the three official correspondents on
called the Salt Lake. That Salt Lake Gallipoli, and his thrilling experience in an attach with blood. It was soaked with
on Chocolate Hill forms the subject of the present
was exposed to shell fire over its narrative. Among Mr. Nevimson's works are blood. I felt the warmth of the
whole surface, and, as one ap- " In the Valley of Tcphet," T he Plea of Pan," blood like hot water auainst my
proached the farther side, sharp- " Between the Acts," " The Dawn in Russia," etc. skin. 1 wondered that a man could
shooters' bullets always began to buzz
have so much blood in him. " If
that shirt's washed," I said to
and whine around, or to fall with a
startling splash into the thickened mud. On the farther myself, " it will ' the multitudinous seas incarnardine ! "
I heard a cry of " Stretcher ! Stretcher I," I'm told
side rose the almost circular hill called Chocolate, from its
brown soil laid bare by the burning. of the bushes. The I kept repeating, " I'm not going away. I must see the
Royal Irish Fusiliers had driven the Turks from their battle 1 1 must see the battle ! " I don't remember that,
trenches there at the first landing, and we had since but I remember taking a bandage from my pocket, and
entrenched it carefully ourselves, running one continuo-as the machine-gun officer helping to tear it open and bind
trench all round its circle near the top, constructing it tight round my head. I told the men not to bother
emplacements for mountain guns and machine-guns, and about a stretcher because I could walk. I also remember
digging a short communication trench forward from it to a strong objection to being led away, and hce,v the crowded
another lower hill, which was our most advanced position.
men along the trenches called out, " Gangway ! Gangway
Working round by the circular trench to the front of for the wounded ! " at the sight of so bloody a figure. But
the hill, I stood on the firing ledge to look over the all the time I felt little pain, and no fear.
parapet. All seemed quiet in front. There stood Scimitar
An Exhilarating Sensation
Hill, hardly more than half a mile away. A little beyond
They hurried me along_ the crowded trench to the rear
it to the right rose a hill called W, from the shape of its
crest, on which the Turks had big guns hidden. Farther of the hill, and into a sheltered dug-out. There an R.A.M.C. still to the right, a plain of fields and trees; and, beyond orderly wiped the blood out of my eyes and mopped great
that, the precipices and mountain ravines Of Anzac. It pinkish clots, or "gouts," of it off my shirt, looking like
all looked peaceful. But I knew those thin lines across lumps of brain, which he thought they were. He believed
the hills in front were crammed with Turkish rifles, and the skull was broken; and wanted to take off the bandage
close before my feet were our own lines, running over hill to-see. But .I refused to have it moved, because the broken
skulls I had seen always made a man unconscious, and
and plain, also crammed with rifles.
It was nearly three. Suddenly from the sea behind I wasn't unconscious in the least. I only felt a queer
me sounded a portentous crash, and from the top of Scimitar exhilaration at being still alive. I have felt the same
Hill in front arose a great black cloud of mingled smoke after the crisis in dangerous fevers. It was as though life
and dust and fragments. Another crash, another cloud. congratulated me on being still in its company.
This pleasurable feeling was increased by the appearance
Another and another, till the top of Scimitar Hill seemed
to be exploding like a great volcano. The naval guns
[Continued on pay(' 512
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Merry and Bright in Borrowed Plumes

Our men "playingelt Germans." They are wearing headgear captured
from the enemy. On the left: Tommy just out of the trenches, where he
has had the butt of his rifle blown away, tells his friend how things are going.

•
Afternoon tea at the front. Several of the men are wearing captured German headgear. (The three illustrations on this page of
scenes on the British western front are from official photographs of which the Crown copyright is reserved.)

The War illustrated, 15th July,

1916.

WOUNDED ON CHOCOLATE HILL
of my friend, Lester Lawrence, of Reuter's, who, besides
myself and my other friend, Ashmead-Bartlett, was the
only British war correspondent in the Dardanelles. He
had generously brought my pith helmet, the crown of
which, cut to pieces by the shell, had just saved the skull
from cracking. " A poor thing, but my own," I said,
in contemplating its ruin, and the two Shakespearian
quotations were the only evidences that the mind was not
quite normal.
Then I sat alone, watching the blood drip, fast at first,
then slowly. At last it almost ceased to run, and I walked
back alone to the trench, the men again shouting, " Gangway for the wounded I " In exactly an hour after being
struck I was back on the same position, and noticed the
rocks still sprinkled with blood. The only difference I
observed in myself was a slightly increased fear at the
sound of approaching shells and their explosion overhead
'or close by, and a slightly increased caution about cover.
had no sense of pain and none of weakness, in spite of
all that loss of blood. The pain came at night, when,
after walking back the four or five miles, I reached the
hospital on Suvla Point, and the surgeons worked off the
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sticking bandage, felt the exposed skull all over, still
fearing a fracture, and rubbed iodine into the big, raw
wound.
I write all this personal stuff only to comfort the hundreds
of thousands whose sons, brothers, husbands, friends, or
lovers have been wounded or killed in this war. But for
the pith helmet I should have been killed, and I should
have felt no pain. I should have felt nothing at all. Even
a wound is not necessarily painful. Some wounds are,
but many of my friends have had bullets into them and
felt only a comfortable warmth. For myself the blow
has left no consequences except a deep and lasting groove,
shaped just like a scimitar, on the top of my head. It
makes an excuse for increasing baldness, and if I am taken
prisoner by the Turks I can point to it as an outward and
visible sign of the Crescent and the Prophet's faith.
But what of the many fine men whom I saw stretched
out upon the hillside, isolated or in little groups, during
that terrible day of battle—a battle which failed in the
end ? For them there was no fortunate escape. For
them life ended in the middle. All I can say is that the
more I see of death on the field the more I am astonished
at the quality of courage, and the greater envy and admiration do I feel for those who possess it.

Heavy gun cn a railway mounting at the moment of firing. (Official Crown copyright photograph from the western front.)
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Guns that Pounded German Trenches to Powder

The Great Push.—British gunners ramming home the shell
cf a heavy gun on a railway mounting.

One of the 'British heavy`guns in action against the German lines. On July 1st, after five days' intense bombardment by
our artillery, a great offensive was launched on a front of about twenty—five miles north and on both banks of the SOMM3.
Inset: A complimentary message ready to be sent to Fritz. (Official photographs. Crown copyright reserved.)

15th
Thc W ar 111urt r at ed ,
which one German cruiser went to her doom, with a full conl—
SUNK OFF JUTLAND,—A ship that goes down in [faii fight with her flag still flying , proud defiance with
piement of officers and men, beaten by the finer fighting of Sir David Beatty's ships.
commands the respect of every Briton. In this picture Mr. Padday finely suggests the

aTTLr, PICTU ES °)f
THE GREAT SEA FIGHT OF HORN REEF

I

N chess, a good player often throws out a pawn to be
captured, with the subtle design of trapping his
opponent and making him pay dearly for taking the
piece. This is a gambit. The masterly British rout of the
German Fleet between Southern Norway and Western
Denmark was the result of a Jellicoe double gambit, subtler
than anything in Nelson's methods of attack.
Yet Admiral von Scheer opened the involved movements
of the struggle in a way that showed both skill and courage.
But the enemy commander based his plan on a wrong
conception of the quality of mind of Sir David Beatty.
All the early spring of 1916 Sir David had been " barging "
about the North Sea and playing the part of a man of
careless, arrogant strength. As such Scheer accepted him,
and arranged to trap him in one of his favourite parading
grounds. The selected scene of action was the Little Fisher
Bank, a fishing shallow about three hundred miles due east
of Aberdeen, and nearly a hundred miles from the coast of
Jutland. A German submarine flotilla appears first to
have submerged near the Little Fisher with orders to wait
the grand event. This event depended on the weather, as
the German scheme required a considerable amount of mist
in order to provide en exit in case of disaster.
Admiral Scheer's Plan of Campaign
The weather was promising on the night of May 3oth,
1916. So at dawn on Wednesday. May 3 Ist, Admiral von
Hipper, with five German battle-cruisers and attendant
small craft, steamed some two hundred and fifty miles
north. of Wilhelmshafen towards the spot where the ten
British cruising ships were likely to be met. A hundred
miles behind Hipper came Scheer. with sixteen battleships
of the Dreadnought type and six of the pre-Dreadnought
class. Hipper had the Derfflinger„ Iiiitzow, Sevdlitz,
Moltke, and a ship of unknown name. Beatty had the Lion,
Tiger, Queen Mary, New Zealand, and Indefatigable, together
with the new fast. battleships Barham, Malaya, Valiant, and
Warspite, led by Rear-Admiral Evan-Thomas. Hipper's
task was to engage Beatty's division, and, at the price of a
long and terrible pounding, lead the ten British capital
ships and their light cruisers and destroyers into the
enveloping arms of the twenty-two German battleships.
The action began about two o'clock on Wednesday
afternoon. An innocent Norwegian cargo steamer, the
Fjord, was stopped near Little Fisher Bank by two German
destroyers. But two British light cruisers, the Galatea and
the Photon, opened fire on the destroyers. Then, as the
ships were getting the- range, three heavy enemy cruisers
appeared and made the water dance in fountains with
salvos of large shells. The British light cruisers, which
had been steaming forward at thirty-two knots, turned
back, but in retreating reduced their speed to twenty-five
knots in order to invite pursuit. Their design was, of course,
to draw the poWerful hostile ships within range of the
!13'5 in. shells of our leading squadron.
At half-past two the British battle-cruisers and the
'German battle-cruisers sighted each other. Hipper was
,then near the south coast of Norway, and Beatty's division,
"which Was steaming up from the south-east, was between
the Germans and their base. Hipper was apparently
trapped, if Beatty could overtake him. Hipper turned
completely round, transforming what had been his vanguard
of destroyers and light cruisers into his -rearguard, and
Made a long, curving south-easterly course in the direction
of Horn Reef. Sir David Beatty, leading the six battlecruisers, made a curving parallel to Hipper's course, while
Rear-Admiral Evan-Thomas, leading the four fast British
Imttleships, took a straight short cut across the curve, which
Would bring him near the Jutland coast on the line of
retreat of the German force.
For an hour and a quarter the chase went on without a
'shot being fired. At a quarter to four the enemy was. over
;taken, and the conflict opened with a shower of 13.5 in.
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shells flung by our leading battle-Cruisers against the enemy
ships ten miles away. Our gun not only threw a heavier
shell with more force behind it, but kept the great shell
straighter on the target. To get in turn a better aim,
Hipper bore down more to the south. This brought him
closer to his mighty battleship force.
By this means the two forces came about four o'clock
within six miles of each other. The conflict then was of
an infernal sublimity. It was like a hundred thunderstorms. The sea rose in waterspouts, eighty to a hundred
feet high, where the salvos missed the zigzagging,
manmuvring ships. But at short range Most of the shells
struck home on the larger targets. Splinters hurtled about
the steel-clad decks, killing and maiming the heroic men
working the secondary armament with little or no armour
to shelter them.
The big gun was absolute master of the situation. The
battle-cruisers on both sides did not carry the proper weight
of armour for big-gun fighting. It was the essential principle
of battle-cruiser construction that armour shohld be
sacrifled to speed, and the ship was originally invented by
us for the purpose of chasing down and destroying at long
range hostile armoured cruisers that were breaking into our
trade routes. The modern method of concentration fire
terribly increased the hammering effect. Each squadron
selected one opposing ship and massed the general weight
of shell against her. The shooting of the Germans at this
stage of the struggle was remarkably good. They selected
our rearmost battle-cruiser, the Indefatigable, a ship -of
18,750 tons, armed with eight 1t in. guns; and carrying some
seven hundred and ninety officers and men, under eaptairt
Charles F. Sowerby. The big ship staggered under the .
tremendous weight of metal she received, and blew- Up
scarcely five minutes after the beginning of the 'hurricane
of fire. Twenty minutes later we lost one of our very finest
ships—the Queen Mary—of 27,500 tons, with armour two
inches thicker than that of the Indefatigable, carrying a
thousand officers and men, under Captain Cecil I. Prowse.
The Germans in Luck
In both cases it was accident rather than smashing force
that destroyed with startling rapidity one-third of Sir
David Beatty's battle-cruiser force. A shell -tore off the
top of the turret and exploded-inside, killing all the gunners
and wrecking the guns. Close to the guns was the open
ammunition hoist, and as apparently this passage into the
magazine was not closed by a door, owing to shells being
on their Way to the guns, the flame of the explosion in the
turret swept down the hoist into the magazine, causing the
ship to be blown up by her own shells. Soon after the
Queen Mary went up in a volcano of steam, fire, and
smoke, a German cruiser in turn was destroyed.
It was about this time that the British battleship squadron
under Rear-Admiral Evan-Thomas coMpleted its short
cut across the curve and fell into line behind the New
Zealand. Hipper was then within only twenty minutes'
steaming distance from his High Sea Fleet, and being
flushed with victory he maintained the terrific conflict
at short range. At a quarter to five came the deeisive
crisis in the battle. The sixteen German 'Dreadmnights
steamed close up to Hipper, and Hipper Made a turn
directly northward in order to overlap Beatty's division.
Along the new course that he took with his four remainina
battle-cruisers he was followed by three German Dread!
noughts of the Konig class, five of the Kaiser class, and the
rest of the sixteen German- Dreadnoughts. The slower six
enemy ships of pre-Dreadnought type seem to have proceeded north-west, with a-view to picking up fragments of
our division that seemed doomed to destruction.
Sir David Beatty avoided envelopment by executing
the same turn northward as Hipper was carrying out,
and on both sides the turning-point was a deadly spot.
[combo/ea o,, pwre 5.33

The Great Push ! France Salutes the Ally

Not even in England can the great British offensive be hailed
with more joy and enthusiasm than it is in France. For months
our splendid ally has patiently awaited the moment when
Britain would be prepared to go forward and relieve the tension.

On the morning of July 1st the French seemed to know instinc-.
tively that the hour had struck, and Many a war-worn " Poilu"
of the earliest class raised a hand to his helmet in saluting his.
ally with the words " Bonne chance, mon camarade !"
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Brave highlanders to tie Attack at Mametz

In the fighting for Mametz, during the great advance, Scottish
troops were allotted perhaps the hardest task of all. The
village was strongly fortified and defended by machine—guns
and bombs innumerable. The Scots fought with determined

courage, and the Germans put up a desperate resistance, but
eventually were (overpowered. Towards evening (Mametz
had been cleared of the enemy, and the triumphant Scots began
consolidating the position against counter—attack.

BATTLE PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR
lc
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Our sailors named it Windy Corner. As each ship steamed
round she came under a prolonged, concentrated fire from
all the opposing ships which were in regular line. Then
the light cruisers and destroyers had to make the turn,
with the secondary armament of the big ships playing
on them, and the hostile craft of the smaller kind battering
them. Hipper's rearguard had already been largely
crippled or sunk, as it had to withstand both our small
craft and our battle-cruisers and battleships. Our light
force, on the other hand, was practically intact and fighting
with amazing skill and intrepidity.
But fine as was the work of our light craft, it was not
important. Their great time was to come later. The
men who rode the thunderstorms of 'die guns and directed
the tornadoes of shell were dead men—the dead men
of the Indefatigable and the Queen Mary. In death they
served their country even better than they could have
done in life. For their destruction blinded not only Flipper
but Scheer. The German Commander-in-Chief was so
elated by the unexpected victory of this cruiser squadron
that he thought Sir David Beatty was thoroughly beaten
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Plan indicating the area of the Jutland Battle and the
approximate positions of the conflicting navies.

and seeking to escape. As a matter of fact, our battlecruisers and fast battleships had been flung out by Sir
John Jellicoe in person as gambit pawns: to overmatch,
by a larger sacrifice, the five German battle-cruisers which
Scheer had offered as a gambit. Had none of our ships
been sunk, Scheer might have seen that he WaS being overplayed. Brit when he learnt by wireless that tee had lost
two capital ships in the preliminary action, where \\-e had
possessed more than double the strength of his advance
force, he ceased to study the larger a.spects of the terrible
game and steamed up in a bull-like rush to complete the
annihilation of Beatty.
There then began from Windy Corner to a northern
point near the SkagersRak one of the most glorious fights
in our glorious naval history. .For an hour and a quarter
four British battle-cruiSerS and four British battleships
fought against four German battle-cruisers and sixteen
German battleships. When we Were in superior strength,
we lost ; when we were overwhelmingly ontnumbered,
we won. For the marvellous -thing was that We lost no
capital ship during this extreme ordeal. The enemy, on
the other hand, suffered heavily. He .lost another battlecruiser, and of all the four leading ships with which he
began . the northerly race towards the Grand Fleet of
Britain, only one remained in battle order at the end of
the course. It was in this great luring race that the superior
speed of our battlecruisers and fast battleships told against
the enemy. Sir -David Beatty's flagship always remained
well ahead of the German battle-cruisers, which were caught
by a double fire from both our squadrons. For the German
battleships could not keep up with oar fast battleships,:

so that the Barham, Malaya, Valiant, and Warsoite tier'2
fairly free to hammer at what remained of Hipper's force.
At .six o'clock Sir John Jellicoe began to play for the
great deeision. Beatty Lad then dragged- the German
High Sea Fleet almost in sight of our Grand Fleet. Jellicoe
had a second battleship squadron, consisting - of the Invincible, Inflexible, and the Indomitable, under Rear-Admirai
Horace Hood. The British Commander-in-Chief also had
an older, feebler, and slower cruiser squadron, consisting
of the Defence, Warrior, Black Prince, and Duke of Edinburgh, under Rear-Admiral Sir Robert Arbuthnot. His
immediate object was to keep the German Fleet violently
engaged until our battleship squadrons were south enough
to cut Scheer off from his base.
Pluckiest Scene in the Battle
Admiral Hood was ordered to take station at the head
of Sir David Beatty's line, and close round eastward and
block the entrance to the Baltic. Beatty had received
a wireless order to the same effect, and as he was maintaining his overlapping lead of the German line, he was
able to turn eastward, bringing a flanking fire against
the remnant of Hipper's squadron. But all the kick had
not been knocked out of the German battle-cruisers. A.
flood swung his squadron forward in a magnificent sweep
his flagship, the Invincible, got a shell through one of her
turrets and went up in a roar of smoke and flame, as the
Queen Mary and the Indefatigable had done. Then °centred
tile pluckiest scene in the battle. Some of the blown 111),
half drowned, and truly- invincible sailors rose from the
\-ery pit of death, and from the sea cheered our ships as
they swung round and enveloped the enemy's line.
Scheer then still tried to break away, apparently towards
the Skager-Rala He sent out a large force of light cruisers
and destroyers, which threw up smoke clouds, increasing
the general blurring eff=ect of the mist. Sir John Jellicoe
answered this move by launching against the head o'S
the enemy's bending line the armoured cruiser squadron
under Sir Robert Arbuthnot. The four cruisers, with their
9'2 in. guns and their 6 in. armour belt, smashed through
the German light cruisers and destroyers, sinking several
craft of both kinds in the fierce, short action. But as
they were achievimv this local victory the mist cleared,
and five of the most powerful German Dreadnoughts closed
down on them to a range of 5,000 yards. The Defence
tees blown up in three minutes, and the Black Prince flamed
and exploded soon afterwards. The Warrior was crippled,
but her crew was saved ft-ont destruction by the Warspite,
that steamed up and lived through the concentrated Ere
of the five German battleships, and with her eight - i
guns shattered at least one of them and beat the others on.
By this_ time the High Sea Fleet was nearly enveloped.
Beatty was steaming down the Danish coast, Jellicoe's
squadron commanders were leaching their ships forward
at the highest possible speed south of Fisher Bank, while
the fast battleship squadron under Evan-Thomas used
its incomparable pace to separate front Beatty's command
and swing far out to sea and form the swift westward wing
of the victorious Grand Fleet. By seven o'clock in the
evening Adrniral von Scheer, who had also extended in a
long line westward, began to feel the full striking power
of the British Navy.
Rout of the German Fleet
The contest then ended and- the rout began. Jellicoe's
long arms were almost round the High Sea Fleet, which
lost all order and dodged away through the drifts of fog.
The last shots from our heavy guns were fired front both
wings in the dusk abont half-past eight, .and then for six
and half hours the broken and disordered enemy forceS
reeled under torpedo attacks made by our destroyers and
light cruisers. We must, however, reserve the incomparable story of our deadly destroyer attacks for another
issue. They reduced the German Fleet from the second
to at least the third position in naval strength. The
material damage, including minimum losses of four'capital
ships, four light cruisers, ten destroyers, and several submarines, may have been only attrition. But the German
Fleet generally was so damaged that it was temporarily
put out of action.

Next Article
THE GLORIOUS FIRST OF JULY
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London Navvies with the Army in France

Men of the Navvies' Battalion doing their strenuous bit in the - Helping to hold the ramparts of the Allies. Navvies accurnu—
lating stone from a quarry behind the western front.
vicinity of the fighting—line.

A thrilling account of the Navvies' brush with the enemy is recorded by official correspondents. The Germans advanced after
springing a number of mines, and were met by the Welsh Fusiliers and a party of Navvies, who promptly set about the enemy
with picks and spades and forced him to retreat.

The War Illustrated, 15th July,

1916.
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Irresistible Impetuosity of Indian Hillmen

Directly his men had captured one sector of the trench an elated
officer directed them how to reconstruct it.

Meanwhile, the exultant Gurkhas proceeded to clear out the
enemy from the trench, working to left and right with bayonets.

In a moment of glorious madness the first-line Gurkhas, bristling with bayonets and kukris, swarmed over the parapet, hardly
pausing to kill before pressing on. There were rows of fallen comrades behind them to avenge. (The illustrations on this page
are from Crown copyright photographs.)

rage =2f

Yhc irecr illustrated, 15th July, 1916.

How the Gurkhas Took the German Trenches

As soon as the reconstructed trench was considered strong enough to withstand the inevitable counter-attack, the officers turned
attention to their men, and one, although himself wounded in the hand, helped to place a casualty upon a stretcher,

Very shortly after the first-line Gurkhas had carried the trench their second line came up amid shell fire to help to consolidate
the captured German position. (Both the illustrations on this pace are from Crown copyright photoaraphs.)

The War Illustrated, 15th Judy, 1916.
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" DOING THEIR BIT." A NEW SERIES

THE SPECIAL CONSTABULARY
By An Officer

T

HE history of the Special Constabulary, raised since August 4th,
1914, might be divided into three
periods. The first period was marked
by a tremendous enthusiasm and extra'ordinary high spirits. It was a great
joke to go about with an armlet, a
baton, a whistle, and a warrant card
and patrol roads, stop traffic, guard
bridges, and do a variety of work with
which the ordinary plain citizen was
quite unfamiliar. The second period was
'a period of reaction. The glamour had
vanished. It was unpleasant to have to
turn out at midnight in the winter, to
'walk roads or streets with apparently
no object. Attendances began to fall off,
and the work was done carelessly.
The third period was one of reorganisation. The force was sifted of its undesirables; a .few fines were discreetly
. imposed here and there under the Special
'Constabulary Act for neglect of duty,
'and filially the chaos was reduced to a
state of order and efficiency.
Much to Laugh At
Looking back I can find much' to laugh
at in the first period, though I realise
now that the tens of thousands of men
who ran about the country se fussily,
doing all sorts of extraordinary things,
really did perform a useful work. Their
numbers—their presence everywhere, the
fact that not a bridge, waterworks,
line of telegraph wires, or electric-light
works were left without their attendance—
must have had its effect in discouraging
enemy aliens from acts of violence.
The period of reaction was inevitable.
The force was raised under an old Act
of William IV., and was intended to apply
to some definite period of public uneasiness. It simply embodied the, old constitutional principle that it was the
business of every citizen, when called upon,
to preserve law and order. But it had
never been designed for any period longer
than a few days. The last occasion on
which the Special Constabulary were
called up was in the Chartist Riots sixtysix years before, and they were then
disbanded within a week. When the
men found that they would be expected
to do their very wearisome and exacting
duties month after month for an unlimited
period for no remuneration whatever,
they, began to lose heart and interest.
The Glamour of Uniform
Then came the period of reorganisation.
I am writing now of the county forces,
as distinguished from the London Special
Constabulary. In London,' though the
Special .Police Reserve (linpaid)—this is
their official title—went through much the
same experiences, there were more trained
officials to look after them, and-the work
itself was far more interesting. Moreover,
a uniform was Supplied, and whether or
not it is a reflection upon human nature,
it is a fact that such things do influence
mortals. Further, the London force was
divided up into the regular police divisions
and given proper' headquarters where
their inspectors, sub-inspectors, and sergeants carried out their duties on a
scheme exactly similar to that of the
regular police.
In the counties, where the areas to be
dealt with were much larger, a different

system was employed. The county was
divided up into districts thirty or forty
miles square. To each of these districts
was allotted a company of Special Constabulary, presided over by an officer
with the rank of captain, directly responsible to the superintendent of the regular
police for the division.
To take my own company, which
consists of two hundred and fifty men,
scattered over a district which is some
fifteen miles-in breadth—it was my duty
to recommend to the chief constable of
the county those men whom I thought
best fitted to fill the lower ranks in the
Special Constabulary hierarchy. To every
fifty men there was a lieutenant, who had
under his charge three sergeants who
dealt directly with the men. Every
village, moreover, had its section leader,
who was either 0, lieutenant or sergeant.
Distinctions in rank were marked by
different badges. For a captain, a gold
crown on his armlet ; 'for a lieutenant,
a gold star ; for a sergeant, three red
stripes. Attached to each company was
a motor section.
Splendid Organisation
After two years' experience the arrange=
ments of my company work withoutb a
hitch. The superintendent of police sends
me in writing—or in the case of emergency,
-such as an air raid, by telephone—the
duties he wishes .my company to carry
out. I communicate by telephone, and,
in the case of the outlying districts, by
motor-car, with lieutenants and section
leaders, who at c-ace communicate with
their sergeants, who call out the men.
To such a state of efficiency have we now
attained that every road in my district
can be properly patrolled within twenty

minutes of the receipt of the superintendent's instructions.
But the main work of the Special
Constabulary is to relieve the regular
police. Just before the war the Act
granting the police one day's rest in
seven was passed, and on this rest day
the work is done by the Special Constabulary. When the sergeant or inspector for the district has his rest day,
the captain of the company has to take
charge of the regular police, see that
they are at their proper points at the
right time, and note their reports.
What We Have to Know
The innumerable orders that have been
issued under the Defence of the Realm
Act arc one of the great difficulties with
which we have to contend. Every man
has to be instructed in these orders—
hotel and lodging-house registration,,
lighting regulations, Dogs Act, the almost
unlimited powers of search and inquiry
with which they are entrusted—to mention
only a few—and this involves not only
a great deal of writing but a great deal
of time. Periodical parades are held
also, in which the men have to be examined
in their duties to see that they understand
them clearly. There are monthly lecturesand drills, test mobilisations, and it often
happens that the captain may have to
work seven days in the week. I am not
allowed to disclose the part that the
Special Constabulary play during an
air raid, nor the duties that are expected
of them supposing an invasion were
attempted, but the part is a very important one.
When it is remembered that all this
work is done by men over forty, steadily,
regularly, and efficiently, without any
remuneration, I think it will be realised
that the Special Constabulary are " doing
their bit " to the best of their ability.
Next article: VOLUNTEER
DEFENCE FORCE

Inspection of Metropolitan Special Constables and a platoon of St. John's Ambulance
Brigade by Colonel Sir Edward Ward, accompanied by the Han. L. M. St. Clair.
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Mouth-Organ Melody Under Heavy Fire

A remarkably fine deed, which recalls the courage and presence
of mind of Piper Laidlaw at Loos, was performed by Company—
Quartermaster—Sergeant E. S. Beech and Lance—Corporal
Vickery, of the 7th Battalion Seaforth Highlanders. These two

men, who were awarded the D.C.M. for their most conspicuous
gallantry, sprang on to the parapet under heavy fire ant
played tunes on mouth—organs, thereby, heartening their
comrades to hold the position against tremendous odds.

Through Scorching Sand and Yawning Drifts:

British troops marching cn Taveta across a drift of the Lumi
River. Inset: Chief of Kilimanjaro (seated), who has expressed
his friendliness to Britain.

British engineers rebuilding a bridge over the Lumi River. One of the chief difficulties of the war against Germany's last colony
was the interruption of communication. This undoubtedly accounted for the prolongation of hostilities.
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Great British Activity in Tropical Africa

Armoured car proceeding along atypical highway in East Africa.
It Will be seen that the wheels are several inches deep in dust.

Water—tank automobile being assisted over a drift in East
Africa. An everyday incident with Smuts on the offensive.

[Portable aeroplane hangar at Serengeti Camp, showing a machine at rest.

Boring for water at a British camp, a fre— Courtyard of Fort Moshi, one of the most powerful German positions, which
was captured by the British. .
quent additional operation to actual fighting.

Destroyed railway bridge, blown up when General Smuts
advanced to seize the Moshi—Tanga line.

Native troops building huts with that dexterity of hand peculiar
to all coloured peoples.

Yhe War Illustrated, 15th July, 1916.
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ONE HUNDRED WEEKS AFTER
Britain's Great Military Miracle
and How it was Brought About
NE hundred weeks ago the Army of
Great Britain ready to take the
field in Europe consisted approximately of 160,000 men, only ten thousand
more units than the remnant of the
Serbian forces which recently returned
to the Macedonian front ; a number
representing about one-third of the
German casualties suffered in a single
unrealised objective, 'Verdun.
During those far-away days immediately
before the storm clouds actually burst
these 160,000 Britons, who it was generally assumed would be thrown into
Armageddon, were regarded as a maximum contribution to the inevitable
conflict. They were even popularly supposed to be strong enough to constitute
a decisive factor, so hazy was the
conception of what a European war
would be.

O

The Great Awakening
The achievement- of this initial force
adds a golden volume to the story of
Britain, but these few thousand men
formed only the basis of the most amazing
military construction known since racial
ambitions were first decided by the
arbitrament of the sword.
In a military sense no nation was ever
less prepared to wage war than Britain,
the moment the Germans assaulted the
Liege forts; and, in raising the first
citizen army to fight for the right, Lord
Kitchener's task was something like
that of Xanthippus, the Spartan soldier
who was called upon to create a military
machine when the Romans were actually
at the gates of Carthage.
Though some of the world's greatest
soldiers had been Britons, militarism and,
particularly, conscription were anathema
to the British constitution and temperament. Island security for many generations had been guaranteed by a powerful
Navy, and what fighting had taken place
to build up the British Empire was never
carried out with a huge national army.
Far-seeing patriots preached eloquently
of national service, but the democracy
was suspicious of these prophets, and
chose to wait until grave peril insisted
upon all citizens being enrolled voluntarily
or compulsorily in State service.
Service and Citizenship
Frederick the Great had bequeathed
to Prussia a splendid military spirit,
and in spite of general education among
the masses, German statesmen and
militarists had yet been able to develop
the eighteenth-century despot's theories
into a national Army, ready at their own
precise moment for aggression.
Nevertheless, from time immemorial,
military service had been synonymous
with citizenship, a system of selection
prevailing in most of the States of Greece,
but the rise of completely national armies
is of comparatively recent date. It
required a Napoleon and the peculiar
circumstances of the French Revolution
to put a whole nation under arms.
In the terrible year of 1793 Napoleon's
armies rose phoenix-like from the ashes
of n corrupt social system. " La Patric
en Danger t" was the cry which rallied a
million men round the Tricolour very much
as the patriotic calls of to-day have roused
Britons from a dangerous lethargy. In

those days the Committee of Public
Safety, representing France, relied on conscription, but Napoleon's achievement
compared with the collective effort of the
British Empire to-day was small.
For a nation to rise up in arms when
its very soil is about to be violated is only
consistent with the instinct of selfpreservation, but no such contingency
visibly confronted Great Britain in
August, 1914. Furthermore, the efficiency
of the Navy imparted a sense of security
which only the tremendous strength of
the Central Empires and two years of
- indeterminate slaughter have dispelled.
There is, how-ever, a striking parallel
between the personal magnetism of the
first Napoleon and that of Lord Kitchener.
Both leaders possessed that magic quality
of inspiring confidence in millions of their
fellow-men, and building up armies by
their individual genius and the influence
of their names.
It seems but a few weeks ago since
Britain's great and lamented War Secretary called for the first hundred thousand
men in a remarkable series of pertinent
appeals which were distributed broadcast
over the country. All these notices are
now historic documents and will vastly
interest, perhaps amuse, future generations of British citizens.
Albion's Glorious Response
Whatever criticism may be levelled
at this colossal scheme of advertising,
there is no question that it helped to
attract a magnificent army of volunteers.
From every corner of the Kingdom. and
Empire men flocked to the standard to
emulate the " thrice famous deeds " of
Albion. One hundred thousand after
another answered the call, every type
of Briton, in every condition of social
circumstance, giving up his individual
liberty to help preserve national liberty
and prestige, the legacy of his forefathers.
Simultaneously with the transference
from civilian to military life, war machinery
had to be created. The insignificant guns
of our standing Army were outclassed by
the monster weapons of the Prussian
system. New ordnance had to be designed to challenge that of the enemy,
and the inadequacy of gigantic munitions
is only now being remedied. The Germans were first in physical and mechanical
force, and there was no alternative but
to follow and surpass their method.
When the Kaiser's troops crossed the
Belgian frontier the Germans had two
foes in mind, France and Russia. General
French and his handful of - -marvellous
regulars were considered a negligible
quantity, and, even throughout the first
phases of the war, it was argued by
German theorists that British military
effort could not seriously affect the issue,
because it was impossible - to raise and
equip great hosts in the stress of war.
As British battalions grew into divisions,
and divisions into armies, the German
General Staff was in the humiliating
predicament of deploying no fewer than
twenty army corps against the British
front alone. Within a hundred weeks,
therefore, the state of affairs has been
reversed, and it is now Britain who is
the chief military antagonist of German. h_

Several score of miles of the line in
France are held by considerably over a
million British troops, but all the while
other millions are learning to take their
share in the coming triumph.
When we try to contemplate the world
of toil necessary to garner, train, and
equip even one division, the stupendous
extent of Britain's miracle bewilders the
imagination. The ordinary division numbers roughly ,20,000 men—infantry, artillery, and cavalry—divided and sub-divided
into brigades, regiments, battalions, companies, and platoons.
Components of a Division
Conceive the miles of material alone
requisite to uniform all these men, the
tons of leather necessary for their boots,
the mountain of food they consume.
Try to measure the energy involved ;in
their training.
Competent officers and
medical staffs have to be found, and
billets or huts must be arranged for or
constructed for every unit, involving , a
thousand and one details of organisation.
On January est, 1914, the Home and
Colonial establishments, including India,
amounted to 234,586, and the Army and
special reserves totalled 209,845. With
251,706 Territorials, the whole of the
Empire's forces numbered 696,137 men.
On the outbreak of war it is computed
that there were 136,000 Regulars (combatant and non-combatant) in the British
Isles. Exclusive of the Indian Army, the
heterogeneous military strength of the
British Empire, therefore, consisted of
some twenty-six divisions.
Less than two years afterwards--on
May 25th, 1916, to be precise—King George
issued a manifesto to his people, expressing
his recognition and appreciation of the
splendid patriotism and self-sacrifice shoWn
in the raising by voluntary enlistment, since
the commencement of the war, no fewer
than 5,041,000 men. Truly, as his Majesty
said, " this is an effort far surpassing
that of any other nation in similar circumstances recorded in history."
The Nobility of Free Service
Perhaps the feature which will be the
eternal marvel of posterity is that Britain's
military metamorphosis, for the greater
part, is the result of spontaneous patriotism. There is no question that the
major proportion of the splendid work
to be accomplished will be carried out
by free-service men, though, of course,
the conscripts will do their share.
The balance of the armies which compulsion brought into the cause is indispensable, and the earnest resolve of the
British people to win the war was proved
again by the fact that the cherished
tradition of voluntaryism was abandoned
in favour of conscription when the public
understood exactly what sacrifices were
essential to victory.
In the face of such a display of national
spirit the Germans may well endeavour
to seek peace. The war map to-day is
all to their advantage. They have won
at half-time, but are fearful of the second
half of the contest, when Great Britain
enters the field with- a full team. What
will the war map show then ?
A. B.

1, - astrut.«/, 15th July, 1916.
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Queer Ships of War tha

Military transport officer's "office" on the Tigris, a houseboat which boasts a hen-coop.

reast the Tigris

Naval power in a desert land. River gunboat which has greatly
assisted in operations in Mesopotamia.
'4,181ob'ql.;

From Australia to the Tigris. A motor-launch, one of a series of varied
craft in the service of the Empire.

Another impression of the temporary headquarters
of a British officer in Mesopotamia.

Arab women bartering with British soldiers aboard a Tigris barge. The
Arabs are always on the look-out for backsheesh.

in possession. British soldiers resting in trenches captured
from the Turks,

Sorting out captured Turkish rifles, ammunition, and machineguns before sending them to the base.
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THE WESTERN ARENA.—Map indicating the region of the British offensive. From Arras to the Somme Britain's batteries
are roaring and British infantry are going forward. The advance began on July 1st, after a concentrated artillery effort.

22nd July, 1916.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH.—There is no story in the annals of
sea—power more inspiring than that of John Travers Cornwell, cf
H.M.S. Chester. But a child in years, this splendid Briton evinced
that gallantr y and fortitude which have keptthe trident of the ocean

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

Britannia's sceptre ever since Drake scattered the galleons of
Spain. True child of the sea—girt isle, Cornwell, though mortally
wounded, remained at his post in the most exposed part of thel
ship, his gun—crew lying prostrate all around him cn the deck.

The War Illustrated, 22nd July, 1916.
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TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

BETWEEN TWO FIRES AT MAMORNITZA
My Uniq ue Experience on the Bulcovina Border
By Basil Clarke
M R. BASIL CLARKE, who is the author of the thrilling personal episode

Mr. Basil Ciarke

published on this page, will be familiar to many of our readers by his series
of important articles on "Food for Germany," and his war correspondence from
France, Bukovina, and other fronts in the " Daily Mail." Prior to the war he had
won his spurs as a brilliant "special" on the Staff of cur, daily contemporary.
Mr. Clarke:s choice of Mamornitza as a more or less happy hunting-ground for copy
was a journalistic enterprise of considerable ingenuity. From this vantage point,
which is neutral territory situated between Austria and RusSia, he was able to discuss
the campaign from both sides, one day with the ally and the next with the enemy.
Mr. Clarke's experiences range from the first days of the German Onslaught on
Belgium. He was at work among the dunes when the British Navy bombarded the
advancing German hordes. He has known the awe-inspiring precincts of Ypres
Cathedral under shell fire, and studied various aspects _of the war from all centres.

HE editor of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED asks me to describe it was the only bit of all the war-Europe I visited in which
some memorable incident of my experiences of the the contending armies were good enough to fight their
war. I choose one with difficulty, for I can tick off battles so near at hand as in my own back garden ; and
memorable incidents on the fingers of both hands, and then secondly, because it was the only bit of the war in which I
not find fingers enough. I was in Belgium, for instance, could be shot at one day in Russian trenches, or trains, or
when the Germans' first great rush was in full swing, and forts, and then next day go and look at close quarters at
when the exodus of Belgian refugees was at its worst. the very Austrian men and the very Austrian guns that
Those were memorable and heartrending days. One day, had shot at me. That, I believe, is a unique privilege, even
later, I was sheltering in the cover of a sand-dune on the in war correspondence.
seashore, not a long way from Nieuport and the Yser Canal,
A little Rumanian peasant maid and her brother looked
when the British Navy for the first time bombarded the after me. She was brewing my morning coffee, I remember:
German army on the coast roads of Flanders and smashed Her childish head was bent down over my spirit stove ;
up that deadly advance on Calais. On the sand-dunes her feet and legs were bare ; her hair was taken straight
there my Belgian guide and I could have hornpiped for joy backwards from her forehead and done in a plait ; her
at the sight of those wicked-looking little black boats of blouse was white-and-red native work, with golden sequins
ours pouring shell after shell from out of the mist on to the and beads ; her skirt was dark red. And " boom ! " went
German hordes, who for days had been steadily advancing the first gun of the battle. Over went my coffee. The
upon us along the coast, carrying all before them. That is poor child chattered with fright and I had to rescue the
a day I shall always remember. It was the last day of the spirit stove ; for the gun was not a hundred yards away,
German advance in Flanders.
and the boom of it rattled the house. I scrambled into my
Ypres Under Bombardment
warmest coat and some " gum boots," and hurried out of
Not long afterwards I was in the old city of Ypres, doors through the snow and into the back garden. The
which the Germans (having failed to take it) were smashing Austrians had come in the night, and had posted guns
up for sheer devilment and spite. And I was in the hardly a hundred yards away, almost on the other bank of
cathedral there while the heaviest of German shells were the tiny stream that divides Austria from Rumania at this
whistling and booming about it, and while a grey-haired point. I could see the men at the guns—could hear the
priest, distracted with grief, was running about the cathedral officers talking to them and giving the orders to fire. The
trying to put out with water from a sacred ewer the burning horses had been taken away and tethered together at a
ruins that fell clattering from the roof. That, too, was a spot a quarter of a mile off.
memorable scene.
Charmed Life of Cossacks
Later, I saw queer war-happenings in France, in Serbia,
In front of the artillery by one or two hundred yards
in Bulgaria, in Greece, and elsewhre. Bat for the warincident which I shall describe here I want to take you right were the infantry, entrenched a little way along the very
beyond all these places to a spot which was at the time— road that passed my front door. The Russians were up
and still is to this day, I believe—the most inaccessible the valley of the boundary stream, farther north. By
going up a hill at the bottom of the garden I could see the
place in Europe.
Take train to as far north in Rumania as you can get, and whole battle. On the Russian side Cossack patrols were
you will reach a queer little town called Dorohoi ; then take riding fearlessly up to the edge of the River Pruth, which
a sleigh and four horses—as I did, for it was winter—and lay between the Austrians and them. The Austrian
drive still farther north through the Jewish town of Hertza, infantry by the road were blazing away at them with rifles,
and then east, and in time, if the snow is not too deep and but the Cossack scouts seemed 'to bear a charmed life.
soft, you will reach the village of Mamornitza. Thc peculiar
All that day—except for an interval when I came home
attraction of Mamornitza for a war correspondent was to lunch—I watched the Austrian gunners pegging away
this—that though it lies only one hundred yards from at the Russian positions (by the village of Bojar') and the
Austria (Bukovina.), and about the same distance, or little Russian patrols galloping over the snow to the edge of the
more from Russia (Bessarabia), it is in neither. Thus you river and trying to make oat the Austrians' position'.
could dodge one day into Russia, the next day into Austria And that day not a Russian gun answered the Austrians'
—as the battles waged to and fro ; yon could see all the shots. Once a little Russian train came in sight, and as it
fighting there was to be seen on either side, and watch the passed along the valley the Austrians blazed away shell
soldiers of both sides at work, and then at vour convenience after shell at it. With a glass I could see the shells burstinq
dodge back into Rumania to telegraph to your newspaper all around the train, but not one hit it.
on the wires of a neutral country. So I took quarters in a
The gun fire stopped during the night, but next morning
peasant cottage in Mamornitza.
it began again. That day I got over the River Pruth, at a
And this leads me to say now why , I singled out this -tiny point slightly, to the east, and was- -picked up, by a Russian
iota of all the European War to write about. First because patrol before I had gone many yards. They took me to a
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BETWEEN TWO FIRES

Fate

"'

Russian colonel who, after examining my papers, Was' very
gracious and kind ; and he, in turn, after he had given me
lunch with himself and his brother officers,- sent me along
in the same little train that I had seen being shelled the
previous day. The Austrian guns were still popping away,
and a number of their shells hit the railway track, but did
little harm. The Russians showed me a number of their
gun positions, and also took me to see the general of that
division, General Lawrentieff, who gave me tea a la Russe,
and told me many things. And I, for my part, was able
to tell the Russians one or two things that were of use to
them, for the Austrians, in pitching their batteries so near
the Rumanian frontier, had not' only infringed international
law (which says gulls must not be placed within a kilometre of a neutral country), but had also acted without
common-sense, for any chance onlooker in Rumania, friend
or foe, was free to sec their positions and their strength,
The Russians on the Mark
Next morning I was back on my hill-top down the garden
in good time, and by this time half the peasants of the
district were up beside me. My glasses were passed from
hand to- hand among them 'with much wonder. The
Austrians opened the game again. Boom ! Boom wept
their guns. They had fired sonic twenty times, thinking,
no doubt, they were to have things all their own way, as on
previous mornings. Then came a whining m the air,
followed by a crash—the first Russian shell. It landed
about fifty yards short of the Austrians by the roadway.
No.,2 gun of the same battery fired ten seconds later. The
second shell was twenty-fiye yards short. The Austrians
were getting jut-ivy. We could see their officers gesticulating and the men creeping into closer cover. A third shell
went into the bank by the roadside right among them, and
the fourth shell was among them, too. The Russians were
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" on the mark " beautifully, Their batteries settled down
to work, keeping a beautiful length.
The Austrians " stuck it " for a time, but not over
willingly. As_ each shell sent its warning whimper through
the air, I could see their anxious faces ; could see them
pressing their bodies closer to their earthworks and looking
upwards. as though to try to see the shells, with scared
eyes and livid cheeks. At last they bolted and sought
the cover of the Customs House, fifty yards from the
frontier.
Victory to Slavdom
The Russians went on bombarding the roadway
harmlessly. But only for a time. Somehow their gunners
got news of the change. A shell fen in the Customs House
yard, among a litter of old tins and bottles, making a
fearful racket. The next smashed down a drying-pole by
which a dav's.washing was hanging out to dry, and after
that an outhouse. The Austrians swarmed round the
farthermost wall of the building. But next came a screaming shell right through the building, dropping stones and
roof tiles among them. They bolted into an orchard ON
the other side of the road. Before long the Russian gunners
found this place, too. Shell after shell came along, tearing
through the trees and throwing up great showers of earth
and grass and sticks. The whole place was .untenable.
And when Russian Cossacks, a whole cloud of them with
their lances apeak, came galloping across the snow on the
far side of the river, and drawing so near that their wild
shouts could be heard, the Austrians had had enough. Men
scrambled anyhow along the roadway in any order. Hore-;
were hitched in mad haste to the guns, and awaV they went
Dyer the snow. The Russians had won the day--and
handsomely.

Next Article :
THE LEGEND OF GENERAL CANTORF
By R. Mackenzie

Steel Harbingers of Victory.—Truckloads of shells for batteries of French guns that are breaking down the enemy defences
on the Somme. The train is proceeding along one of the many special transport tracks laid down on the French front.
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How a Burly Anzac Won a Five-Franc Bet

South of Armentieres the Anza:s put in some splendid night soldier single—handed. True to his wcrd, he stalked over the
raid work on the Prussian and Saxon positions. On a recent
trench parapet, exhibited his prisoner and claimed the bet, at
occasion, at about 12.30, before leaving on the raid one burly Anzac
the same time apologising that his captive was such a poor
laid a wager of five francs that he would bring back a German
specimen of the enemy's manhood, but the best he could find.
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Bayonets, Bombs and Bullseyes in Flanders

Infantry learning to advance through a covering cloud made by
specially thrown smoke—producing bombs.

Bcrnbing down a trench, an essential part of the bombardier's
perilous work.

en of the Canadian Scottish pay a visit to the trench cook
to receive their portion of soup.

Canadian sniper at work on the western front—one who brought his knowledge of gams hunting in the Far West tO the
greater work of beating the enemy on the plains of Flanders. (Canadian Government copyright reserved.)
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Before and After the Moment of the Advance

Anzacs on the western front bringing up a water—cart, a task they
would have gladly welcomed in sun—baked Gallipoli.

War—timefashions. Group of British soldiers wearing another
new type of headgear, light and soft for summer campaigning.

The irrepressible British Tommy.
Chalking shells with
complimentary messages for Fritz.

Canadian wounded being removed after fighting heroicrlly for King and Empire. The sturdy lade of the Maple Leaf arou:-.J.
ambulance are wearing the familiar steel helmet. moot: A com7or.able rest in the tranchee when "things wore quiet."
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The First Wounded Heroes from the Somme

After the hazard cf war. Two soldiers wounded in the Somme
advance playing draughts at the hospital.

The smile of a hero. Type of British soldier
wounded in the great push.

In a London ward. Three of the first arrivals in London after
the forward movement.

Telling the story of the victory. Soldier recently wounded conversing wi
convalescent comrade in the same hospital.

General view of a hospital ward. The new arrivals recount their
adventures to the older inmates.

a

More wounded heroes of the Somme battles and a hospital nurse
attending to the needs of the soldier patients.

Splendid British Charge at La Boisselle

Wonderful photograph of British troops charging over No Man's Land to the attack at La Boisselle. A huge shell has burst to the
right of the soldiers, throwing two of the forms into strong silhouette. The barbed—wire having been swept aside, these splendid
Scots were soon afterwards in the German first line.

Appearance of a modern battlefield. A mine has been sprung in the foreground, and it is difficult to realise that but a few hours
before this barren spot was teeming with life and activity. Nothing remains now but calcined debris. All life is obliterated save for
some British officers contemplating the scene and the R.A.M.C. orderlies at their humane work in the background.

annummoimumummu
THOUGHTS OF HOME BEFORE THE' CRITICAL EFFORT.—The hour before
the advance on July 1st found British soldiers .in high spirits, laughing, joking, confident
in a " ready to do or die" humour., Many of them turned their thoughts to home and
A well—known
wrote what wore, alas in some caies, 'theirlast letters 'to "" Blighty."

war correspondent relates how a group of men were seen squatting under cover of a
small ridge writing letters by the flickering light of candles. Behind them a troop of
horse, passed, along ...the road Jeadtng...to ..the .-front,..while , a dim. column of lorries
laden with gun fodder made its way towards the busy batteries.
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ATTLE PICTURES 9€1* GREAT WAR
The Glorious First of July WS By Edward WrigAt
ri

N Midsummer Day, 1916, the result of the labours of
our myriads of munition Workers was displayed to
11/4-jr the enemy. A line of flame and thunder stretched
for ninety miles from Ypres to the Somme River. The
German commanders hurried up reserves to meet the
coming shock of our infantry attack. But no attack was
delivered. Day and night the crashing line 'of fire was
maintained. In sunlight the German trenches Were veiled
in a fog of bursting shells. By starlight French townspeople, thirty miles away, sat in darkness on their roofs,
watching ,with grim joy the strange long rim of roaring
radiance on their eastern sky-line.
Nothing like our bombardment has been seen in any
field of the Etnopean War. The front of flame was longer
than that which the Germans had produced at Gorlice and
Verdun, and it lasted longer. it was the first grand
triumph of the Workers in our munition factories. Our
country was using shells by the million, and wearing out
guns by the thousand, in order to save the lives of our
soldiers. At times the French armies from the Somme to
Rheims joined in the unparalleled bombardment, making
the line of flame one hundred and eighty ndlcs long.
Triumph of Organisation
Sir Douglas Haig, sitting with his Staff near his cL ral
telephone exchange, was using tens of thousands of mOtoilorries in the Way a skilful fencer uses his rapier: Be
continually changing the sector at which the main shell
supply was delivered, he varied the spear heath of his
bombarding force. Our airmen attacked the German
balloons and aeroplanes, thus blinding the enemy's aerial
observers, until at last our shell supplies could come up
in daylight as well as in darkness, without the enemy
knowing what Dart of his force would next be swept with
extreme intensity by our heavy artillery. Our gums were
also able to concentrate and rcconcentrate along our front
of ninety miles, leaving the enemy ignorant of the new
direction in which they were massing.
Never has an army worked as ours then worked in
sustaining for a week the thunderous flame of our grand
bombardment and the continual clouds of our asphyxiating
gas. No longer were we weakly replying to German gas
attacks with mild, innocuous, intoxicating fumes. We
were giving the Germans, who had tortured us with chlorine
gas; a new gas of our own that took them by surprise.
As our infantry raids on the hostile lines increased in
number, our men were able to see heaps of gassed, dead
figures in the opposing trenches on the very days when the
German Communiques said that our clouds of poison had
floated harmlessly over the German lines.
The German Stall Deceived
Meanwhile, the German Staff had to decide where to
mass :its best troops—tile Prussian Guard and its
main reserve. Sir Douglas Haig, by a violent demonstration near the Somme River on June 27th, seems to have
misled the GerMans. For it afterwards appeared that
they thotight this British move was a feint, and that our
main attack would be delivered between Albert and La
Bassee, with Arras as the centre Of our breakinc, movement.
The Prussian Guard was placed north of Albert,- near the
hamlet of Gommecourt, and the main stream of German
shell was directed towards., the batteries round Arras.
But on Thursday and Friday, June 29th and aoth, our
troops round Arras had an easy time of it compared with
the labour that fell Upon the men holding the line just
north of the Somme. Here were a Territorial Division, an
Ulster Division, Tynesiders, Manchester men, Scotsmen,
and English county battalions, who came up to make the
attack, and worked first to supply the guns. For fortyeight hours they slept only by snatches, amid the unending
thunder that disturbed the atmosphere and produced a
great downfall of rain. The mud added to the difficulties,
of maintaining-the flow of ammunition between the cOlfirnns;
of motor-trucks and the batteries ; but, iii sp
of 'al!'

troubles, our bombardment, gas attacks, and raids continued.
Then, at six o'clock on Saturday morning, July 1st,
1916, Sir Douglas Haig revealed his long-prepared plan of
attack; and showed the Germans that he had outplayed.
them. Our great bombardment had been a bluff. On our
southern wing, by the Somme, was one of the finest armies
of France, under one of the finest French commanders,
General Foch. Foch had been remarkably quiet during
oar week of hurricane fire. Instead of knocking the
enemy's trenches about as he could have done, he had lent
us some of his quick-firers, in order to increase the yolume
of our fire, and make it seem that France A-vas so exhauSted
by the long defence of Verdun that she had to leave the
great answering, offensive movement entirely to Britain.
General Foch Surprises the Enemy
But on the glorious First of July, when our army of the
Somme sent out its last smashing tornado of shells, the
army of General Foch spoke even louder than ours did, and
with thousands of siege-guns abruptly flattened the enemy's
trenches on a sector of some eight miles. For an hour
and a half the morning mist; half veiling the downland
country between Peronne and Baupaume, was thickened
by the smoke of half a million or more high-exploSive
shells. Then, at half-past seven, nothing could be- seen
from the great chalk ridges where the German observing
officers, sheltering in deep caverns in the chalk, peered
through their periscopes. The British and French armies
sent out huge, rolling masses of black smoke that blanketed
all the front and screened the rows of brown and blue
figures that were moving on the German lines.
The general movement of the Allies extended for some
thirty miles, from Foncquevillers, about twelve miles southwest of Arras, to Foucaucourt, about seven miles southwest of Peronne. A conSiderable part of this general
movement was designed to hold the Prussian Guard and
the main reserve under Prince Rupert of Bavaria. -The
German armies were arranged somewhat like those, of the
Allies. The strongest force, under Rupert of Bavaria,
faced the British lines as far as Thiepval. Then southward,
from the Somme sector to the Oise River, mainly facing
the French, was the Sixth German Army, which had fought
at Charleroi under General von Billow, and was now commanded by General von Einem. It was against Einem
that our main attack was directed. We had arranged to
assail his northern wing at its point of junction with the
army of Rupert of Bavaria, whil5 the French force under
General Foch drove unexpectedly in upon Einem's centre
of communications at Perdnne. Meanwhile, it was vitally
essential that Einem should be stopped from getting help
from his immediate neighbour, Rupert of Bavaria. The
Prussian Guard at Gommecourt, for instance, was only
twenty-four miles away from PerOnne, with a light railway
service connecting them with Einem's northern wing.
Therefore, they had to, be violently held in the position
to which they had been lured by our long, deceptive
bombardment.
Rupert's Men in Readiness
The necessity for this holding action against Prince
Rupert's forces gave occasion for one of the finest exathples
of indomitable tenacity -in British history. - All RUpert's
men were prepared for our attack. They apparently knew
it -would take place on July 1st, and they certainly divined
that the Gommecourt salient, .above Albert—the westernmost point in France held by the enemy----would be a
critical position. When our bombardment opened at six
o'clock on Saturday morning all the 'German troops retired
to dug-outs twenty to thirty feet below the trenches.
Then, at half-past seven, when our gUns lifted on the
enemy's second line, the Germans came out of their lowest
cellars in the chalk; bringing their machine-guns with
them, and entered a series of upper dug‘outs, Which had
loopholes almost on the surface of the
„ ground.
fcoptipurq
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Pardon Kamerad ! An Incident at

One of the most dramatic incidents in the capture of Mont—
auban was the abject surrender of a number of German soldiers
who had been utterly demoralised by the British bombardment.
The enemy had taken cover in their dug—outs, but came out into

o tauban

the open immediately they were called upon to do so. Here they
went down on their knees, and with hands held high over their
heads begged piteously for mercy. They were then marshalled
into single file .and sent under guard to the rear.
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Recurrence of Red Cross Treachery at Thiepval

According to the report of an eye—witness there was at least one waving a Red Cross flag. He was permitted to approach, and was
recurrence of Prussian Red Cross treachery during the British
seen to lift something back into the trench. Immediately after
advance. In the course of desperate fighting near Thiepval a
a machine—gun began its deadly work. The burden of the Prussian
German soldier showed himself above a shattered parapet, violently was neither a wounded nor dead comrade, but a Maxim.
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They began to fire through these loopholes when our
screen of black smoke Went up, and they continued to
fire throughout the first phase of the action. They did
not at first take any aim—our smoke screen prevented
that—but their machine-gun positions were so arranged
that a mechanical and continuous shower of bullets swept
all the zone between the opposing fronts and pattered
against our sand-bags. The German system of defence
was an extraordinary piece of engineering. The machinegunners could not be reached by our shells, and, being
provided with gas helmets, they could not be killed by
our gas attacks.
At the same time as the German machine-guns opened
fire the German artillery flung a storm of shrapnel over
our front trenches. Around Gommecourt were three
curtains of intense shrapnel fire between our men and
their goal. For here it was that the Germans had concentrated their main mass of guns. Yet the British troops
came out steadily under the awful rain of death, raised
their own machine-guns on the parapet, and then, dropping
in hundreds but never wavering, made their way across
a zone of fihe hundred yards to the enemy's front line.
Devilish Machine-Gunners
The Prussian Guard also came with its machine-guns
through our curtain of fire, and fought with great courage
in the open No Man's Land between the wooded promontory
of Gommecourt and our positions round Hebuterne. Iii
the end our men were defeated, because they had not
behind them the enormous freight of artillery tile Germans
had. But this local defeat won the general battle for
us. All the forces of the Crown Prince of Bavaria were
held down tat'-the appointed place, with the result that
General Von - Einem could not obtain any reinforcements
and suffered, not a local defeat, but a far-reaching disaster.
South of Gornmecourt, between the Hill of Serre, the
valley of the Ancre, and the ridge of Thiepval, our troops
were- at first amazingly successful. In a series of charges,
as heroic as that made by the Scottish Division at Lens,
our men took the German trenches, and then bombed
their way into Serre and Thiepval, reaching the third and
last line of German works. Some battalions had no
casualties whatever in the rush against the German first
line, but we did not allow for the remarkable intrepidity
of some of the German machine-gunners. These men were
devilish in spirit when our wounded lay at their mercy
and tried to creep to shelter.
Einem Calls Reserves from Verdun
At Serre and Thiepval they let our charging lines pass
them, and then came out of their dug-outs, swept our rear,
and knocked down our parties who were bringing up bombs
for the troops ahead in the German third line. One German
gunner was found wounded in nine places] and] still
fighting like a dervish of the Sudan. Little more than
a score of these determined men, working behind our
victorious line, succeeded in stopping ammunition reaching
our troops at Serre and Thiepval. They thus compelled
our men to retire when the Crown Prince of Bavaria, about
midday on Saturday, flung his reserve against the two
points on his wing that were so near to breaking. Yet
the actions at Thiepval and Serre completed the design
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of the terrible action at Gommecourt, and extended Rupert's
army to its full strength. Our troops hung on for four
days to the south of Thiepval, Where they repulsed the
German Guard and all the other reserves of Prince Rupert.
He could not spare a single battalion for Einem. So
Einem had slowly, to gather reinforcements from Rheims
and Verdun in order to meet the main allied attack, And
Einem could not do this in time.
For in our main assault our success was swift and complete. We aimed at the great German salient built on
a ridge overlooking our position at Albert, and known as
the Fricourt salient from a village lying at the point of
it. The main strength of the position, however, resided
in a great fortified chalk ridge, some five miles long, extending from the hamlet of Boisselle to the village and brickfield
of Montauban. The hamlet of Mametz rose on the southern
slope of the ridge.
The Pincers Round Fricourt
We did not make an immense, surging charge all round
the great salient, but delivered two great thrusts. Fricourt
was not attacked, but the line on either- side of it was
broken in two places about two and a half miles from
each other. The Gordons advanced against Mametz, and,
though raked horribly by machine-gun fire, stormed the
position and held it. Then some miles away on their
right the men of Lancashire, supported by the Surreys,
Rents, Essex, Bedfords, and Norfolks, carried the main
ridge at Montauban in one strong, narrow stream of invasion.
At the other end of the ridge. by Boisselle, the Suffolks
and the Tynesiders, with the Tyneside pipers playing on
their men, swept by the northerly German hill fortress
and advanced well beyond the salient to the village of
Contalmaison. The Suffolks reached tins village at the
price of only one man killed, but again the German machnie
gunners in oar rear near Boisselle checked our advance.
The Measure of Success in Four Days
The fact teas our wonderful troops did more than had
been expected of them. Fricourt was left untouched for
two .days, as we had made larger gains on either side of
it than had been designed. Our principal attention was
directed towards smashing up the reinforcements that
Einem hurried towards the high ground on the ridge.
There we broke brigade after brigade, leaving Fricouri
open like a trap for more Gel-Mans to enter. But we
joined our two wedges round Fricourt on Sunday afternoon,
stormed Boisselle the next day, and then advanced some
miles eastward along the road to Combles.
So tremendous was the pressure • with which we pushed
back Einem's northern wing that General Foch's army,
in four days of sledge-hammer Work, took the plateau
south of the Somme, dominated Peronne, hauled up the
great French siege-guns, and brought Einem's northern
railway and motor communications beneath a heavy
incessant shell fire. In other words, Haig's and Foch's
armies did as much in four days' fighting to threaten the
German routes of supply at Peronne as the Germans had
done in five months' fighting to threaten the French routes
of supply- at Verdun.
Next Article :
THE JUTLAND BATTLE BY NIGHT

The skeleton village of Zillebeke. Curious effect of shell fire on houses and trees. The tiles have been shaken from the roofs,
purely by vibration of shells passing and bursting in the vicinity. (Canadian Government copyright reserved.
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With General Foch Advancing on the Somme

French reserves awaiting the signal to advance in the Somme region where
the redoubtable General Foch is conducting our ally's offensive.

The Germans have relied more than ever on the machine—gun during
the Allies' advance. This photograph shows French soldiers practising
with a mitraitleuse.

M.

Briand, the French Prime Minister, taking tea with a British general on the occasion of his visit to the British frost. Inset:
Characteristic portrait of General Foch, the brilliant French leader in the Somme.
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Belgians in Khaki and Steel Casques

Belgian machine—gun emplacement, with a special egress for
the gunners in the foreground, to save exposure to enemy fire.
Inset: Field telephone operator at work.

,/,/;:aafg,ia4;5W;i:IVV'Vs:t54'4s"'„,okd
Part of the Belgian Army going up to the trenches, with mitrailleuse section in the foreground. Since they are supplied with
ikhaki and steel helmets their uniforms are almost identical with, those of the British. (Official photographs issued by the
Belgian Government.)
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Crack Shots in the Making Near the Trenches

An International Match: Canadians, Australians, New
Zealanders, South Africans, and Imperials. Right: In—
structions in sniping. (Official Canadian photographs.)

Sir Charles Wakefield, Lord Mayor of London 1915-16, is Hon. Colonel of the Royal Garrison Artillery and a keen soldier.
During the month of June he visited the western front and spoke to many men of the London battalions.
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War Traffic on the Trek in East Africa:

Campaigning difficulties in German East Africa. Regimental
transport ox—cart crossing a river drift.

Loyal natives in Freedom's cause. African troops carrying
boxes of ammunition.

German dream of a great Colonial
THEEmpire
is gradually vanishing as the
conquering army of General Smuts steadily
wears down the enemy forces in German
East Africa. With the approach of the
final victory, the chagrin of the War Lord
must be intense, especially in view of the
fact that South Africa is materially helping
to wrest from him his last colony.
On June 24th Major-General Van
de Venter, the able lieutenant of General
Smuts, drove the enemy from all his prepared positions about Kondoa Irangi, and
was pursing him towards the Central Railway.
Kondoa Irangi is about ninety miles northeast of Kilimatinde, an important town on
the Central Railway. The whole region of
German East Africa between Victoria
Nyanza and Lake Tanganyika is now
practically clear of the enemy.

Building a River Bridge.—This photograph gives an excellent idea of the country through which General Smuts' gallant
troops are advancing to conquer Germany's last colony, when much constructional work had to be done. Inset: Troops
crossing one of the drifts, in which the colony abounds.

Forward to Victory Through the Sombre Bush

Remaking a bridge over the river. in the absence of other material, timber
is used, of which the country provides a plentiful supply.

German observation-post, for big gun, up a
tree at Kilimanjaro.

The position where the soldier is standing is a machine-gun post on a raised
platform, from which the concealed enemy wrought considerable harm.

Some of General Smuts' gallant men crossing
a river in German East Africa.

How the enemy utilised the resources of the colony. A cunningly arranged
position for a German porn-porn.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT IN WAR
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane "

W

E are now near the end of the
second year of the war, so it
seems an opportune moment
at which to review briefly the development of war aeroplanes since the
pilots of the Royal Naval 'Air Service
began their weary patrol up and down
and across the Channel and the coastal
waters, which has done so much to protect
warships and merchant ships alike, and
since that day in August, toil, When the
five gallant little squadrons of the
Royal Flying Corps flew across the
Channel.
One is naturally debarred from discussing forthcoming developments in
aeroplanes, because to do so 'would be to
give information to the enemy which,
however much it might annoy him to
hear of the progress which is being made
in this country and in France, would
permit him to take steps to meet the
latest machines with some prospect of
success. Therefore, one can only deal
14ith types which the Hun already knows
to his cost. But even these are enough

propeller behind._ The engines were nearly
all to h.p. Gnomes, with revolving aircooled cylinders, -. except the Maurice
Earn:ails, which had 7o h.p. Renault
engines, also air-cooled, but with eight
fixed cylinders arranged in V shape, four
on each side of the crank-shaft. There
wore also some little Caudron tractor
biplanes, with to h.p. -revolving Gnome
engines.
All these machines were of
distinctly "' national - type.
British Machines
The distinctive British aeroplanes were
the Avro—tractor biplanes with So h.p.
Gnomes—and B.E.'s, of - Government
design, also tractor biplanes, mostly with
Renault engines of 70 h.p. There were
also a few small fast single-seater tractor
biplanes with So h.p. -Gnomes, made by
the Bristol and Sopwith Companies, and
known respectively as " scouts " and
" tabloids." The latter type—the two
machines were similar in many respects-was peculiar to the British, as none of
the other belligerents had at that time

manceuvre their enemies. Despite the
fact that the ,work of a scout is to obtain
information and not to fight, many of
the scouts fought for the fun of fighting,,
and did good execution.
The French likewise had a certain
number of small fast machines which,
flown by crack pilots, soon became -a
terror to the slower German machines,
but in the earlier stages of the war, while
the armies were on the move from Mont
to the Marne, back to the. Aisne, and
round to Ypres, there was little fighting
in the air, for everybody was busy scouting
and had no time for other business.
Artillery " Spotters"
Then, when the trench deadlock set in,
-the _business of the flying people changed.
The artillery became the only really active
arm on the ground, and the aeroplanes
became the most valuable ally of the
guns.
Aeroplanes fitted with wireless
" spotted " for the artillery, signalling the
results of each shot. Other aeroplanes,
fitted with special cameras, flew over the
enemy's lines, taking photographs of
positions to be bombarded or to be
attacked,. and these photographs, when
comoared with maps, gave the precise
range beforehand for the guns, the final
corrections being given by the wireless
" spotters " while the bombardment was
in progress. Also a certain number of
aeroplanes flew regularly behind the
German lines, to look for any reinforcements which might be coming up to attack
the British or French lines.
The machines used for this work were
more_ or less of ordinary type, plus 'the
necessary special fittings, and though they
themselves were not a new deyelopment
they hastened the development of the

Presentation aeroplanes lined up somewhere in England prior to being piloted
overseas to the war zones.

to show- how remarkably the design of
aeroplanes has developed in two years.
At the outbreak of war each of the
belligerent countries had what one might
call its " national " aeroplanes.
The
Germans had the " Taube," or pigeontype monoplanes, based on the designs of
the Austrian, Herr Igo Etrich. They also
had some pigeon-winged biplanes, a sort
of development of the Taube. And they
had some big straight-winged biplanes,
which were based more or less on the
designs - Of the -early British Ayro—but
with much bigger engine's. The Taube
was, however, the national type, and
predominated in numbers. The engines
were of the motor-ear; Water-cooled type,
with four or six cylinders in line, and of
75 to moo h.p. ,
French Machines .
The - French machines were mainly
Bleriots, and - two types of Farmans
(Henry and Maurice) ; the Bleriots were
monoplanes with a tractor screwin front,
and the Farmans ".pushers " with the

produced a fast single-seater, except
purely as a racing machine. The British
also had a number of French Bleriots and
Farmans.
The speeds of all the machines were
about on a par, type for type. The average
specimen of the Taubes, the Maurice
Farmans, the Caudrons, and one kind of
B.E. (with a Gnome engine), did between
fifty-five and sixty-five miles an hour.
The German biplanes, the Henry Farmans,
the Bleriots, and the other B.E.'s did
between sixty-five and seventy-five miles
an hour. But the British scored in their
other machines, for the Avro did between
seventy-five and eighty-five miles an hour,
and the single-seaters between eighty-five
and ninety-five miles-an hour.
It was chiefly because of the superior
speed of a few of the British aeroplanes
that the Royal Flying Corps was able to
do the splendid scouting work it did
early in the war, for the pilots of these machines were able to go about more or
less unmolested by the Huns, and if
compelled to fight they were able to Out-

Mr. M.D.
-.
Manton, chief pilot of the .
Grahame-White Aviation Co., -enjoys :
the distinctive record of having trained
150 pilots since the outbreak of war.

fighting machines, for the Germans produced gun-carrying aeroplanes to - drive
them away, and the French and British
produced other fighting machines, to drive
away the Germans.
The German fighters were at first big
tractor biplanes, with the regular motor(Cp4inued on page 5511
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How the Huns were Blinded in the Great Advance

Without the great work of the R.F.C. the plans of the British
Staff could not possibly have been carried out with any measure
of success. Prior to the advance, our intrepid aviators were up
and at the enemy's sausage—like observation balloons, blind—
folding their inquisitive eyes to the movements of the British

armies. The enemy had a whole fleet of these craft prying
through the tumultuous atmosphere, but none were able to
transmit any practical information, and several ware sent
flaming to earth through the well—placed rockets discharged
on them by our airman.

The War Illustrated, 22nd July, 1916.
WAR AIRCRAFT ("=1`7"'
car type engines of six cylinders in line,
but enlarged to give fully '5° h.p., and
of late the opinion of the aviators at the
front seems to be that they must be giving
nearer 200 h.p. These machines carry a
gunner in front just behind the engine,
and another one aft behind the pilot, s)
that they can bring a broadside of too
guns to bear on their victim. These
machines were much faster than the older
ordinary tractor biplanes, and as fast as
the earlier British single-seater scouts.
The Germans also tried a machine with
two bodies, looking something like two
tractor biplanes hand in hand. And their
latest effort, I have heard, is a very fast
biplane with a single body, and an engine
on each side of it, which is said to be as
fast as the fastest French or British
machines.
Tractor Scouts
The British reply to these big German
machines were at, first the Vickers' guncarriers—good, solid, pusher biplanes,
with 'a gunner in front of the pilot, and a
too h.p. Gnome engine. They were very
easily controlled and did excellent work.
Then came a bigger machine of very
similar type, of Government design, and
' over
with an engine of considerably
too h.p., which enabled it to fly rather
faster than the Vickers. After that came
the little De Havilland fighting scout—a
small _ pusher biplane with too h.p., a
single-seater, the pilot working a machinegun hirnself, very quick to maricert‘ re,
and a regular hornet round the ears of the
big machines. These have done splendidly,
and life is now by no means healthy for
German aeroplanes if there is a Do
Havilland in the vicinity.
Also the little British tractor scouts
have been re-designed with bigger engines,
and are arranged with guns firing through
their propellers-:---a trick we learned from
the French—so that now the R.F.C. have
tiny fighting machines able to do anything
between one hundred and one hundred
and twenty miles an hour.
The French developed their fighting
machines along similar but rather different
lines. They adapted their little racing
monoplanes chiefly Moranes—to use a
gun firing through their propellers, and
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fitted with steel plates on the propeller
blades to deflect such bullets as might
hit the blades instead of passing between
them. Alongside these the French produced big pusher biplanes, with engines
of between 13o and zoo h.p., de-signed to
carry automatic guns about equivalent to
our pom-poms, instead of ordinary
machine-guns using rifle cartridges. These
had some success, but the little fast
British tractor biplanes beat them for
speed, so the French set to work to
produce similar machines, and did it with
touch success, the Moranes and Nieuports,
with too h.p. engines, being comparable
to the best British machines.
Another effect of the trench deadlock
was that both sides took to dropping
bombs on towns which were out of range
of gun fire. The big, powerful German
machines were well suited for this, but
their pilots have never been very successful
as bomb-droppers. The French found
their big pusher biplanes very useful also,
and from them developed regular squadrons of " aeroplanes de bombardement."
A most useful machine for this work was
the twin-engined Caudron, which, with
an engine of too or tzo h.p. on each
side of the body, lifts colossal weights of
bombs so high that the German " destroyers " cannot reach it.
The German reply to the Allies' fighting
machines, reconnoitring machines, and
bombing machines alike was the Fokker
monoplane. Built by a Dutchman who
has lived fcr many years in Germany,
this machine was really only a copy of
the French Morane, and it was fitted with
a beautifully made copy of the too h.p.
Gnome engine. Its only purpose in life
was to hang about behind the German lines
and pounce on any of the Allies' machines
which came across. The pilot fires through
his propeller, as in the Allies' fighting
scouts.
The Fokker Outdistanced
The ordinary Fokker does about ninety
miles an hour, but those flown by " star
turns," like Herren Immelmann and
13olcke, were specially built with big
fixed cylinder engines, of apparently
150 h.p. or so, and had a speed of well
over one hundred miles an hour.
It was fairly deadly as a weapon against
the old Farmans and B.E.'s, and so forth,

but it did little execution after about
March last, when the new British " destroyers " began to go out in quantities,
and Germany must find another weapon
if she is going to hold her own in the air. •
So much for the western belligerents.
Russia depends on copies of French
machines, or on actual imported machines
—some from America—as the only
Russian machine, the Sikorski, does not
seem to have been a very great success
on active service. The Italians also use
copies of French machines, except for the
Caproni, a big bomb-dropper, with two
bodies and three engines.
As for sea machines, no one except the
British seems to have taken much trouble
about them.
The Royal Naval Air
Service had some pretty useful seaplanes
before the war, and they have increased
in size and number since then. That is
all one need say about them, for the
Germans do not see them every day, as
they see the land-going machines.
Where Germans Scored
In airships one may admit that the
Germans so far have had it all their own
way. Both the French and British use
small airships for submarine catching and
coast patrols, and possibly for occasional
night trips over the enemy's lines on land,
but the big German rigid ships are the
only ones which have done regular, longdistance sea patrols or have really done
damage in hostile countries.
The early Zeppelins lifted twenty-five
to thirty tons, of which perhaps five tons
was " useful load " in the shape of men,
ammunition, fuel, and bombs. It is said
that the latest types lift forty to fifty
tons, of which eight to ten tons is " useful
load." The speed of the earlier ships
was about sixty miles an hour, and their
height limit about 7,000 feet. The new
ships are said to do over seventy miles
an hour, and to have a height limit of
about 1.1,000 feet. If that is true, they
will give the Allies something fresh to
think about.
It is an ill wind that blows nobody any
good," so it is some consolation to know
that, owing to the war, more progress has
been made in the development of aircraft
in the past two years than would have
taken place in five years or perhaps even
in ten years in time of peace.

Nonchalant attitudes of the mcst alert of fighting men. British cross—Channel pilots somewhere on the South Coast await'ng
orders for departure. (special photograph issued by the Press Bureau.)

`Mic

histrated' Contributor on Italy's Fron

Battery of splendid Italian artillery advancing to take up its position on the
Alpine front.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the eminent novelist,
with Italian officeriguides at Aquileia

The creator of Sherlock Holmes with M. Maxse, of the " National Review,"
and M. Rene Berthelot.

PaiiiiraMiC view of part of the Feenth front in the Somme, showing soldiers sheltering in rough dug—outs. The photographer has
caught them in a characteristically casual attitude.
There is nothing vainglorious about the modern soldier of the great Republic,
only an emotion of sacred courage and determination to win.
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4aU__R. DIARY OF THE'
Chronology of Events, June 1st to 30th, 1916
I.-French repulse German attack on
eastern slopes of Dead Man'Hill, but later
the enemy penetrates a front-line trench.
In Southern Tyrol the Austrians are
held on the left and centre, bpt gain
ground in the Asiago region.
Heavy gun duel in the neighbourhood
of Vimy Ridge.
The new Air Board issues details of
many British air fights in France and
Flanders during the month of May.
JUNE 2.-Increasing Fury of Verdun Battle.Germans pierce the French lines in
southern part of the Caillette Wood, in
the region south of the Vaux Pond, and
at Damloup. On the slopes of Vaux Fort
there is a struggle of " unprecedented
violence."
Germans penetrate British front
trenches at several points in the salient
between Hooge and the Ypres-Roulers
railway.
JUNE 3.-Reported that General Smuts' troops
carried German entrenched positions
between the Pangani River and the Pare
foothills on May 3o.
Canadians' counter-attack drives enemy
from much of ground in the direction of
Zillebeke, which they captured on June 2.
Allied troops at Salonika occupy the
Government Bureaux, and proclaim martial law throughout the territory occupied
by ahem.
JUNE 4.-Sir Douglas Haig reports that the
situation about Ypres has not altered
materially, our troops retaining the
ground regained in their counter-attacks
of June 3.
Russian Offensive Renewed.-Our ally
conducts a violent offensive from the
Pripet to the Rumanian frontier, and
achieves important successess. Austrian
prisoners to date number about 13,00o ;
also guns and machine-guns captured.
JUNE 5.-British infantry enter German
trenches in five different places between
Cuinchy and Fauquissart.
Petrograd reports continued success
from the Pripet to the Rumanian
frontier.
Lord Kitchener Drowned.-H.M.S.
Hampshire, with Lord Kitchener and
his Staff on board, sunk at 8 p.nt, to the
west of the Orkneys, by a mine. The
late Secretary of State for War was on
his way to Russia.
JUNE 6.-Heavy Ypres Fighting.-Germans
bombard British positions about Hooge
and in neighbourhood of Ypres-Cornines
railway and canal. North of Hooge the
enemy explodes a series of mines, and
Our
penetrates' our front trenches.
general line is still intact.
Russians take Lutsk.
JUNE 7.-Fort Vaux cut off. The French
claim that at 3.5o a.m. the fort was still
in their hands, but no communication
with it has been possible. Great artillery
activity about Hill 304 (north-west of
Verdun) is announced.
War Office reports that the British
columns which crossed the NyasalandGerman East Africa frontier pursued the
enemy to New titengule, capturing
prisoners and supplies.
Announced from British front that
enemy captured our front-line trenches
running through the ruins of Hooge.
Australian troops raid German trenches
east of Bois Grenier, inflicting loss and
bringing back prisoners.
Great Russian Gains.-Officially reported that in recent actions in Vothynia,
Galicia, and the Bukovina the armies of
General Brussiloff took over 40,000
prisoners and 77 guns.
Mr. Asquith takes over duties of
Secretary for War, pending appointment
of Lord Kitchener's successor.
JUNE 8.-Russia- reports vigorous pursuit of
Austrians following on capture of Lutsk,
and additional ii,000 prisoners.
Loss of Vatiz Fort officially admitted
by the French.
JUNE

German . Admiralty admits loss of
battle-cruiser Liitzow in Jutland Battle.
Admiral Jellicoe reports twelve survivors of H.M.S. Hampshire washed
ashore on a raft.
A Blockade of Greece by the Allies
announced.
JUNE 9. - Continued Russian offensive.
General Brussiloff's troops reported across
the Strypa. Nearly 14,000 fresh
prisoners, making a grand total from
June 5 of 65,857.
Verdun Battle. Germans penetrate
French lines between Thiaumont Farm
and the Caillette Wood.
Admiralty publishes news of a patrol
action off Zeebrugge, our force chasing
the enemy back to port.
Allied War Council in London, Generals
Joffre, Rogues, and M. Briand, French
Premier, being present.
JUNE ro.-Violent artillery action by both
sides in Verdun sector.
East African Successes.-General Smuts
reports his troops have occupied Mombo
and Mkalamo. Operating from the
Rhodesia-Nyasaland border, Colonel
Murray's column occupied Bismarckburg.
JUNE ii. - Continued Russian advance.
General $russiloff's armies reported to
have ';ken Dubno, and on the Bukovina
border thrusting towards Czernovitz.
German Offensive at Ypres.-The enemy
launches a heavy bombardment at the
southern part of the Ypres salient. An
infantry attack against Sanctuary Wood
repulsed.
JUNE 12.-Russians reported pressing on the
heels of the Austrians twenty-four miles
south of Lutsk, having driven the enemy
back on the Styr and regained Kolki. In
the extreme south they are nearing the
suburbs of Czernovitz. - To date the
prisoners total 114,700.
Successive German attacks against the
Thiaumont Work repulsed.
Heavy mutual bombardment on the
front between Hill 6o and Hooge.
Italians continue their offensive, and
are slowly pushing the enemy back at
several points on the Tyrol frontier.
British column under General Sir Percy
Sykes enters Kerman, South Persia.
J U NE 13.-Canadians' dash at Ypres. The
Canadians by a splendid attack regain all
the lost ground south-east of Zillebeke.
The Australians make a successful raid on
enemy trenches south of Armei f.'ores.
Germans capture French advanced
trenches east of Hill 321.
The Italians report some advance in
the Lagarina Valley on the Tyrol frontier.
Memorial Service for Lord Kitchener
at St. Paul's Cathedral.
Continued Russian advance on Novel.
In the centre our ally crosses the Strypa.
In the Bukovina General Lechitsky is
officially reported to have captured a
whole army corps since the beginning of
operations.
JUNE 14.-Russian advance continues along
the whole front, from the southern part of
the Pripet Marshes to the Rumanian
frontier. Total prisoners to date, 1,720
officers, 120,000 men.
General Smuts' northern column
reaches Makuyuni. He reports the
occupation of Wilhelmstal.
Baltic Fight.-Russian destroyers and
submarines attack a dozen German
steamers, escorted by destroyers, armed
trawlers, and an auxiliary cruiser, southwest of Stockholm. Three enemy warships
sunk.
JUNE 15.-French carry a trench on southern
slopes of Dead Man Hill.
Italy reports capture of the enemy's
lines east of Monfalcone and south of
Sant' Antonio, with 488 prisoners and war
material. Her air squadron drops 160
bombs and 60,000 arrows on enemy
encampment north of Asiago.
juNE r6.-Total of prisoners taken by the
Russians since June 5 reported at 167,000.

War Office announces our trenches on
north bank of Tigris, east of Kut, have
been pushed forward to within 200 yards
of the Turkish Sanna-i-Yat position. On
the south bank an advanced position at
Imam Mansura occupied.
H.M. torpedo-destroyer Eden collides
and sinks in the Channel ; 31 saved.
JUNE 17.-Austro-German counter-attack on
the Styr repulsed by Russians.
French carry enemy trenches to north
of Hill 321, and clear first and second
line of trenches on Hill 425, east of Thann,
in the Vosges.
Fall of Czernovitz.
JUNE 18.-French repulse German attacks
against Dead Man Hill and Thiaumont.
General Moltke, ex-Chief of German
General Staff, dies suddenly of heart
failure.
'JUNE 19.-Russians reported 5o miles from
Lemberg. They have taken 3,000
prisoners near Czernovitz, bringing total
to date since their offensive opened' to
175,000.
Advance.-Officially reported
that the Alpini carried a summit of
Mount Lidro, taking zoo prisoners.
.Successful raid carried out by Royal
Flying Corps against a large enemy
aerodrome five miles south of El Arish.
Two of the ten hangars destroyed, and
four hit many times with bombs.
JUNE co.-In the Bukovina the Russians
cross the River Sereth, fifteen miles
south-west of Czernovitz.
Three German attacks against French
positions north-west of Hill 321 repulsed.
JUNE 21.-Full text of Allies' decisions at
the Economic Conference in Paris published.
Furious fighting continues in Western
Volhynia.
In the north attacks by
Hindenburg repulsed.
Advance in East Africa.-General Smuts
reports occupation of Handeni, and
enemy continuing his retreat towards the
central railway. In the southern theatre
our troops have occupied Old-Langenburg.
JUNE oz.-French air raid on Treves-, Karlsruhe, and Mulheim.
Royal Welsh Fusiliers clear Germans
from captured trenches.
Russia reports capture of Radautz.
Greek Government accedes to the demands of the Allies.
JUNE 23.-In the Bukovina the Austrians
are retiring towards the Carpathians.
Russians capture Kimpolung.
Italians advance in the Vallaza, occupying new positions.
Germans reach the village of Fleury,
south of Hill 32o, but French counterattack recovers part of the ground.
JUNE 24.-Allies' blockade of Greece raised.
JUNE 25.-British artillery active on the
whole front.
The Italians in the Pasubis sector
extend their lines of occupation as far as
the Piazza Valley. -On the Posina-Astico
line artillery duels take place.
JUNE 26.-British troops penetrate German
trenches at ten different parts.
Slight French gain between the Furnin
Wood and the Chenois Wood.
Further Italian Advance.-Infantry advance from the Val Arsa to the Sette
Comuni plateau. On the- Posina-Astico
line enemy driven back. Pria Fora occupied and infantry pushed oft towards
outskirts of Arsiero.
JUNE 27.-Fourth day of artillery activity
on the British front.
Italians rapidly advancing reoccupy
Arsiero and Asiago.
JUNE e8.-General Lechitsky defeats the
Austrians on a front of 25 miles east of
Kolomea.
JUNE 29.-British activity all along the line ;
numerous raids on German positions.
Sir Roger Casement sentenced to death.
JUNE 30.-Continued British :
activity all
along the front.
Petrograd reports capture of Kolomea

29th July, 1916.
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THE BEAUTIFUL SIDE OF WAR.—Actual photograph of a British soldier bringing a wounded comrade out of danger. Though
all the time under heavy fire this great hero saved as many as twenty stricken men in this way.
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TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

THE LEGEND OF GENERAL CANTORE
A Italian Leader Who Gave His Life for His en
By R. Mackenzie
V all virile nations war reveals human character at its very best. Certainly
it -invests Latin soldiers with a wondrous glory and superb dignity that
seem to reduce the men of the Central Empires to mere puppets of martial
mechanism. Perhaps it is the spontaneity of Italian expression, the romance
and tradition of antiquity, that infuse the individual with a spiritual force
which is winning back the Trentino, no less than Italy's heavy artillery.
This story of General Cantore, expressly written for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED by
Mr. R. Mackenzie, a prominent British journalist in Italy, who has represented
the " Daily News" in Rome for over eleven years, is one of the most appealing
narratives in the history of Italy's great effort amidst the eternal Alps.
A

.Mr. R. Mackenzie

HE first general killed in the war between Italy and
Austria was the most popular man in the Italian
Army, General Antonio Cantore, who was in command of a division of Alpine troops, and was generally
knoWn as " The Father of the Alpini." He was shot dead
by a sniper a year ago. A week before his death a handful
of Alpini had scaled an almost inaccessible mountain and
occupied its peak. The Austrians fled, neither attempting
to hold the position when attacked nor to take it back -when
reinforced after they had been driven away. There was a
bridle-path leading to the position, and as it was sheltered,
the men off duty often used it as a short cut. Somewhere
hidden behind a rock there was a sniper. At first it was
thought that there were two, as' two rifles were simultaneously fired, and many Alpini, who despite the danger
insisted on using the bridle-path, were shot.
„There was something strange about this sniper. He
never missed his man, and always shot him at the same
place—a sharp corner of the winding path. The rest of
the path was safe, but it meant certain death to turn that
corner. Naturally the Alpini were ordered to find. the
sniper, and they explored all the heights and climbed over
every side of the mountain, but Without success. Then
they took it for granted that the sniper had fled, and they
boldly went up the path, but when they reached the corner
one or two men fell.
General Cantore wanted to find the sniper himself, so one
evening he went up the bridle-path. and stopped at the
corner, calmly put up his field-glasses and looked. Just as
he raised his arm and pointed with a finger towards a ledge
of rock he was hit by two bullets in the forehead and fell
stone dead.
Shot by an Austrian Sniper
The sniper was subsequently discovered hidden behind
that ledge of rock with two rifles firmly fixed in front of
him, their barrels aiming straight at the corner of the path.
He explained, as he begged for mercy, that he never aimed
but just pulled the two triggers whenever he saw anybody
rounding the corner, as the rifles had been fixed and sighted
by an officer who " gave him this job." General Cantore
had uselessly exposed himself. Probably the sniper would
have been discovered just the same sooner or later, and the
general's life might have been spared. There was really
no necessity for the general to risk his life. Every soldier
of his division knew and felt that the general, their " father,"
had died for them, as he often said that he would have
willingly offered his life to save theirs, and they knew that
he meant what he said.
General Cantore was an old-fashioned man, and belonged to what is known as the old school. He wore
glasses, and his appearance was far from martial. He
looked more like a professor than a general of Alpine
troops ; but then he had a charmed life, and he always
wanted to find out things for himself. He was probably
the best-loved man in the Service, as he possessed the
genius of knowing how to order his men. Nothing was too

T

difficult for them to do for him. During the Tripoli War
he was in command of the Alpini, and he always marched
in front of them, and had so many miraculous escapes
front death that the men said he wore the " shirt of the
Madonna," and that he had a charmed life.
Legends spring up very easily in Italy, where, even in
these matter-of-fact days there are still many simpleminded people who compare heroes to gods. Most of the
men of the Alpini division waging mountain warfare owthe
Dolomites and Carnic Alps, io,000 feet high, are evidtly
deplorably superstitious, and like all mountaineers, ffi e
belief in the supernatural is deep-rooted. This explains
why nearly-all these men are still convinced that General
Cantore is not dead, and that when the Italian flag shall be
hoisted over Trent he, their father, will be there. Of
course this is only a legend; but twentieth-century legends
are rare, and well worth writing about, even if, after all,
these is nothing else in thorn but the incomplete biography
of an Italian general shot by an Austrian sniper.
A Much-loved Leader
Incidentally, in writing about General Cantore, one gets
some idea of the admirable individual work accomplished
by officers of all ranks, from generals to subalterns, during
this war. So many officers have been killed that details
about General Cantore's death were withheld for some time.
But when it was known how the general died, people began
to realise the - meaning of this individual work done by
officers. For instance, the absolute lack of red tape which
allows each officer to risk his life in what appears to be
useless reconnoitring, but in reality farms a perfect system
of scouting that has yielded the wonderful results all the
world admires. And then the story of General Cantore
illustrates the love between the Italian soldiers and their
leaders. His nickname, " the Father," meant so much. Most of the Alpini of General Cantore's division had
fought under him in Libya, and these veterans, pointing to
the general, told the recruits : " Do you see that old man
with glasses and the white moustache ? He is our general,
We call hint our ' Father.' If you go up to him, salute,
say ' Good-morning, general ! ' and tell him your name, ten
years hence, if he happens to see you again, he will remember
it. That is why we call him our Father,' because he
considers us as his children I" And then, probably, just a;
few minutes later, the general Would have strolled towards
the men, who sprang up to attention at sight of him, and
asked in quite a casual way : " Are there two men among
you who will go with me to inspect the enemy's entanglements to-night ? " The entire company would take a step,
forward, and all the men would Say, " Yes, sir—I ! " Then
the general would look pleased, and smile with pride and
satisfaction, as if saying to himself, " I knew it would be
like this ! " and add out loud, for all the men to hear 1
No, my children ; I only said two, and cannot take you
all. I only need two this lime, but there will be plenty
chances for everybody later on." And with his escort of
[Continued on page 556.
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Lancashires & Warwicks on the Eve of Battle

Lancashire Fusiliers being addressed by their divisional com—
mander on the eve of battle. Inset: Men of the Royal Warwicks
resting in reserve.

Few people realise the great size of a crater caused by a mine explosion. This Crown copyright photograph gives at least an idea of
it compared with the men keeping guard. It was captured by British troops during the advance which started on July 1st.
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THE LEGEND OF GENERAL CANTORS

two men, the general would go out scouting at night, his
hands in his pockets and talking with the two men marching
one on each side.
On one particular night the general and his two men
reached a spot within a hundred yards of the enemy's
trenches. . He ordered the men to halt and lie down.
" Wait for me here for ten minutes," he told them, " and
if I do not return, run back as fast as you can." Much
as the two men hated to let him go on alone, they had
to obey, .as the general knew how to command when he
wanted. So -he went on alone and reached the enemy's
entanglements, which he carefully examined, using his
electric torch to explore 'the different obstacles, such as
contact mines _and man-traps, while the Austrians opened
fire and their guns boomed and their rifles rattled. The
general on his knees concluded his work, even sketched the
enemy's positions, and then calmly returned to where he
had Ieft the two men who Were supposed to protect him.
The Austrian searchlights were on him all the time, and the
two men knew -he was coming back because the bullets
were falling their way. When the general appeared with
his hands in his pockets and walking slowly, as if he did not
notice that he was being fired at, the two men sprang upand saluted. They looked in awe at their general, this
wonderful man with - the charmed life. He took out his
watch and said, " Time's up, boys. Come along "
Scouting at Night by Himself -Often General -Cantore was accompanied by a sergeant—
his sergeant, be called him.: This man had been his orderly
in years gone by, and worshipped - him. When General
Cantore weriteto Tripoli the sergeant was - with him-; and
when war broke out again lie left his family and his business
and joined the general. He followed him like a dog. In
fact, he hardly ever allowed the general to get out of his
sight, and the general knew that wherever he happened to
be, if he asked " Where is the sergeant ? a voice from
some place near by would answer; " Here, sir I " and the
sergeant would appear.
The general made a point of always calling the serg-eaut
and ordering him to wait for him at a particular place when
he went out scouting at night by himself. This was a
necessary precaution, as otherwise the sergeant would follow
him. When, however, the general used to say, " Sergeant,
wait here ! " in a tone of command, using the third perSon
singular instead of the familiar second person, then the
sergeant halted and remained, nailed to the ground.
One of General Cantore's favourite expressions was, " If .
anyone is to risk his life, it is going to be myself ! " and the
sergeant knew thateit Was impossible to argue-'-with the
general. Had it not been for General Cantore, in those first
days- of the War the Alpine division under his command
Would haye been decimated when the first attacks against
the - enemy's trenches were . made. - He discovered that
ordinary pincers were useless to cut Austrian wire entanglements, and that ,even artillery fire often failed to destroy
them,- as they were made in such a way that they could be
pulled - up -.. only - when the infantry advanced. General
Cantore was the first man to find this out, and he discovered
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that the only way to destroy entanglements was by means
of dynamite tubes carefully placed underneath the wire'
and fired by means of an ordinary fuse. He tried the'
first tube himself. The sergeant carried it for him, and he
was ordered to halt at a safe distance, but he saw the
general bend down and light the fuse. Just then an
Austrian sniper hidden in a tree discovered the general.
He was so excited when he recognised the rank of the
middle-aged man firing a dynamite tube that, unconsciously,'
he exclaimed, " By God, it's a general I " And then he
raised his rifle to fire, but he shook so much from excitement that he dropped it. The general Waited until the
dynamite had exploded, and when he made sure that the
entanglements had been destroyed, he calmly walked back
towards the sergeant, and passing near the tree he picked
up the sniper's rifle. " Here is a rifle for you to carry ! "
he told the sergeant, who replied : " Yes, sir ; very well,
sir. Please excuse me for not saluting, but I have both.
my hands on the owner's neck I "
" La Bella Morte "

f When General Cantore was killed—he died the beautiful
death, la belle morte—the sergeant was near him. He never
shed a tear, but took charge of the body and asked for the
privilege of burying it on the.peak of the mountain where
the general had fallen. Then the general's wife was summoned from Genoa, and she arrived just in time to_see the
burial. They had been married thirty years and had had
no children, so their love increased as they grew old together. The old-lady .Wept and called her husbaad by
name. "'Antonio ! Antonio ! " she shouted, While -tears
fell down the faces of the officers and men who stood at the
salute while the general was buried.
The general's widow then returned to Genoa, and his
sergeant asked for a month's leave. " I cannot get,;ver
it otherwise," he pleaded. He never returned
however, but remained at Divisional Headquarters, and 61- a
month he was seen walking the streets of the small town
where the general and his Staff used to be. Officers often
recognised him and stopped to ask particulars about the
general's death. The sergeant saluted and replied : " The
general is not dead, sir-!"" But you buried him your-'
self " he was told ; but he again replied, " The general is
not dead, sir " And he has hardly said anything else
since.
The poor widow, who returned to Genoa, has not wept
any more, nor has she worn mourning, and when people
went to see her and attempted to condole, " Oh 1" she said,
surprised, " but the general is not dead. He is at the front,
but coming back soon !
And the legend thus sprung up among the men of the
Alpine division a year ago, and the men there say that the
general is not dead. They tell you that his wife and his
sergeant both say so, too. Evidently they feel that he is
still with them, perhaps in spirit. And thus the best-loved
general in the Italian Army has not been wept as dead.
Is this hero-worship or superstition, one wonders ?
Next article : A NIGHT AFFAIR
By H. F. Prevost Battersby

The interminable procession of Mars in the beautiful Somme Valley. Ammunition waggons going up to the front, while motor—
lorries return to the base for new supplies.
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The Deathless Story of Gommecourt Wood

as though on parade. Men were struck down at every step, but
Perhaps the most glorious epic of the great advance which
began on July 1st is the undying story of Gommecourt, at
many succeeded in getting through the three curtains of death,
the northern end of the British attacking line. An attempt to
only to be confronted by a number of machine—guns. Owing to
capture the Gommecourt Wood drew from the German guns their heroism, which diverted the German forces, these troops
greatly helped to achieve the victory farther south.
triple barrage fire. Nevertheless, the British went forward
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Calling the Roll After the Dawn of Victory

Loading ammunition into the waggons for the great advance. The
heaps of empty cases and boxes tell their own story.

The roll—call of the gallant Soaforths after the first day of the "great push." This remarkably pathetic photograph is reminiscent of
Lady Butler's famous picture of a former campaign. Inset: Bringing in a "casualty" on a newly—designed stretcher,
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Work of the Supply Section in the Great Push

East Yorks' baggage going up to the front. On the right two
typical London street steam—rollers are seen.

British camp behind the lines. The inset photograph shows the great activity prevailing at the camp prior to the advance. Men are
Moving up and down with baggage. In the middle distance a column of transport mules and horses is on its way back from thefront.
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Royal Welsh Fusiliers Along the Somme

A heap of trench—mortar ammunition behind the lines ready
for transport to the firing front.

First—aid for heroes of the Somme. Looking after the
wounded in the trenches during the great advance.

Remarkable photograph of the Royal. Welsh Fusiliers in bivouac. On July 6th these gallant fighters made a successful raid
into the German trenches south of the La Bassee Canal. Inset: The East Yorks on the march through a French village
to the front line. (Official Photographs.)
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Smiling Soldier Sons of the Emerald Isle

Men of the Royal Irish resting in the long grass behind a rampart in France. Rifles are piled, and the mental tension of
war is relaxed. But even through the broad smiles of these loyal men from Ireland one can detect the determination to
win. (Photographs Canadian copyright reserved.)

Some fighting expressions of the Royal Irish. Many of the men are wearing enemy helmets captured just prior to this
Photograph being taken. But no number of Pickelhauben could possibly make a British soldier look like a German.
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Shelling Submarines and Seeking Contraband

The French Navy in action in the Mediterranean. A "75," mounted on a transport laden with Moroccans, about to fire on
submarine which has been sufficiently indiscreet to show itself on the surface. `i

Officers in charge of a naval search party making exhaustive inquiries into the cargo of a sailing ship. Thus every effort to
guns and munitions on the high seas is being negatived by the British watchdogs.

run
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The Jutland. Battle by Night
—AVER

since Admiral Togo's torpedo-boats destroyed,
by a series of terrific night attacks, the Russian
Baltic fleet off Tsu island in 1905, the youthful
commanders of torpedo craft in all the leading navies
of the world have looked forward to the wild work they
might do in -sublime dashes at night in the searchlightriven darkness. Grand-Admiral von Tirpitz had been
in his time a torpedo specialist, and it was on torpedo
work he chiefly based his hope of breaking our command
of, the sea. He admired the gunners on his battleships,
but he loved the torpedo men on his smaller craft; and
the commanders of German destroyers were most carefully
trained to Make the decisive ." hussar stroke" by which
he intended to shatter the strength of our battle fleet.
But when the supreme test came, with the deepening
of twilight and the thickening of mist, on May 3ist, 1916,
in .the North Sea, the German destroyers' commanders
and men -were not equal to their task. They were met
and mastered by scores of British lieutenant-commanders
and lieutenants, with hundreds of Britons under them
roused to the highest pitch of heroism. There had been
by daylight some remarkable trials of strength between the
opposing light craft. At a quarter past four in the afternoon.
Rear-Admiral Hipper attempted the first great torpedo
stroke in the war, and flung fifteen German destroyers
and a German light cruiser against Sir David Beatty's
diminished battle-cruiser fleet. But as the German craft
swept up to attack, they were met by twelve British
destroyers. The advantage of numbers was with the enemy,
and also the advantage of gun power, as he had a light
cruiser. But in a short, fierce engagement at close quarters
the sixteen German boats were outmanoeuvred, outfought,
and sent scurrying back to the shelter of their battle-cruisers,
after losing two of their number.
In a Tempest of ThunderboltsOur victorious flotilla then made the most amazing
attack in modern warfare—something that eclipsed all
the Japanese had done. In broad sunlight, when the
sea was still clear -of mist, the. British destroyers charged
the- German battle-cruisers. Small, frail boats like river
steamers - many of them were, with no armour whatever
to protect them from the hundreds of 6 in., II in., and
shells that rained upon them. All they had to
12
rely on in the way of defence was their agility, enabling
them to zigzag through the waves like water fleas. The
GerMan admiral turned southward and closed round
our glorimis destroyers, and one of his big guns smashed
and stopped the leading boat, the Nomad. Yet the other
foremost boats, the Nestor and Nicator, continued their
heroic course, and, at a range of only 3,000 yards, drove
thrOugh the tempest of thunderbolts and torpedoed one
of the big German ships. The Nestor was then struck
and -stopped, but the Nicator escaped., as also did the
Nerissa,Which Was reported by Sir David Beatty to have got
a torpedo home on another German battle-cruiser.
-The Sparrow Kills the Eagle
For years the Germans had talked about their naval
hussar strokes," and our naval officers had smiled and said
nothing. One of the men who had smiled was LieutenantCommander John C. Tovey, who may now surely be acclaiMed the prince of torpedo officers. At six O'clock
in the afternoon, when he was - in the destroyer Onslow
guarding the Lion, he sighted an enemy light cruiser three
and a half miles away, trying to get a torpedo into Beatty's.
flagship. Like -a furious sparrow flying against a hawk,
the OnsloW steamed towards the bigger enemy vessel
-to within little more than a mile's range, pouring in shot as
faSt 'as her guns would work. By quick and deadly marksnia.nship she overpowered her heavy opponent. But as
she was preparing to finish her off with a torpedo, the
huge German battle-cruiser, the Derfflinger, loomed out
of the mist. Thereupon the Onslow turned her torpedo-

.8y- Edward WrigAt

tubes towards the capital ship, but after firing once, she
was struck amidships by a heavy shell that damaged
her boilers. Lieutenant-Commander Tovey thought all
his torpedoes were gone, and began to crawl back. Bat
finding that he had still three full tubes, he first sank the
German light cruiser, and then, with his last pound of
steam, dragged his frail craft towards the Derffiinger,
and while the great ship put all her guns on him he gave
her his last two torpedoes. It was like a sparrow, with
both wings broken and a- shot through its lungs, making
a despairing death attack upon an eagle. Yet the attack
succeeded. For either the Derftlinger or a ship of her
class was sunk.
A Doubtful German Success
By this time it n-as evening conditions at sea. The
haze had thickened so that in regions where there was no
thick fog the range of vision was less than four miles.
Amid the fog drifts vessels of all sizes were at times getting
within 3,000 yards of each other before sighting. All this
t
favoured torpedo work, and the admirals on both sides
sent out light cruisers and destroyers in charge and counter,
charge. First the Falmouth, under Captain John D.
Edwards, and the Yarmouth, under Captain Thomas
D. Pratt, while looking for smaller enemies, closed on a
leading enemy battle-cruiser and hit her with at least one
torpedo. Then the destroyer flotillas of the main German
battle fleet sent up great clouds of smoke to screen their
capital ships, and darted out in an attack upon Beatty's
battle-cruisers and Sir John Jellicoe's battleships.
The Tiger appears to have had a warm time of it, as a
swarm of the stinging German midgets closed upon her.
But bringing her secondary armament of 6 in. guns to
bear upon the swiftly wriggling attackers, the pride ,of the
cat squadron sank several of them and drove the others
away. The only success the Germans n-on in torpedo
work was to get, just before seven o'clock, a hit on one of our
finest battleships, the Marlborough. This seems to have
been the work of an enemy submarine rather than that of a
hostile destroyer, and despite the damage done to the Marlborough, she righted herself and, eighteen minutes after
being holed, smashed up a German Dreadnought by fourteen
rapid broadsides delivered with her ten 15.5 in. guns.
Tactics of "Hell-Fire Jack"
By this time our leading battleship squadrons were
hammering the enemy's =best ships at the very close range
of about five miles, while our light cruisers were mainly
engaged in smashing up by gun fire the enemy destroyer
flotillas. Sir John Jellicoe had long been known to -his
sailors as '' Hell-fire Jack." His principle of attack wasopposite to that of the opposing admirals. He believed in
gun fire concentrated, high-speed, infernal, smashing
gun fire—arid it was through his skill in getting a ring of
flame round rival British commanders in battle manoeuvres
that he had obtained his nickname. While daylight lasted
he smashed up two German destroyer charges by gun fire.
Then, when night fell at half-past eight, and all the German
High Sea Fleet was scattered westward and cut oft from its
base, the British commander considered his guns had done
their main work, and that the proper time had come for
torpedo tactics. This, indeed, had been Admiral Togo's
method, and the Japanese commander was trained by us.
As instruments for his first attack Sir John selected, not
his destroyers, but his light cruisers. The Fourth Light
Cruiser Squadron, led by Commodore Charles Le Mesurier
in the Calliope, swept out against a squadron of Kaiser
battleships. The Calliope and her sisters first smashed
through the guard of destroyers Which the German admiral
had flung out to protect his big ships, and after sinking
and routing these with a storm of 6 in. shells, the British
light cruisers closed upon some Dreadnoughts of the Kaiser
class and torpedoed one of them.
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Great Opportunity for Russian Cavalry

From reports that have come to hand of the continued Russian
successes in the southern part of cur ally's long—drawn line it
t ppears that the Cossacks have played a big part. Our artist
I as depicted a spirited charge by these fearless norsemen against
the finest Hungarian cavalry. The latter were a crack hussar

regiment, but had no chance against the Cossacks, who sabred
large numbers and dispersed the remainder through the woods.
It is of interest to note that the distinctive body of cavalrymen
known to—day as hussars were first raised, in 1458, by a former
King of Hungary to fight against. the Turks.

Dragoon Guards Rout German Infantry

Or•e evening during the great advance a detachment of
Dragoon Guards and Deccan Horse worked forward with
Brit Eh infantry between Bezentin and Delville Woods, towards
the German lines. A machine—nun opened fire from a corn—
field in which a number of the enemy were tak;ng cover. Tne

Dragoons put their lances down and charged through the
cheat, despatching several cf the enemy. The cavalry then
turned back and charged again among the scattered groups,
putting them to flight. This was the first occasion on which the
cavalry had been in action since October, 1914.

THE JUTLAND VICTORY BY NIGHT (67;Isir'"

ships before the admiral of the German squadron knew
what was happening. Our men fired sonic scores of
Such is the- plain statement in Sir John Jellicoe's despatch. torpedoes, and explosions were seen on the second
But to visualise that statement we have to picture first a and third battleships in the German line. The Onslaught
line of light cruisers, and behind them a flotilla of British blew up her victim, and manoeuvred to escape and reload
destroyers, whose work was to occupy the German destroyers, her tubes-. But as the officers were mounting the bridge
Each vessel was first a racing smudge of fire in the darkness, to congratulate Lieutenant-Commander Onslow on his
as her furnaces worked up the steam power to the highest success, some German light cruisers in the rear of the line
point. Then, below the lurid radiance from the funnels, opened fire on the victorious destroyer. A shell fell on the
came abruptly the thunder flame of exploding cordite from bridge, disabling nearly all the officers, and Midshipman
the guns, as soon as the searchlights could catch and hold Reginald G. Arnot, of the Royal Naval Reserve, assisted
some enemy mosquito craft. Immediately the guns rang Sub-Lieutenant Kemmis to bring the ship successfully out
out and alarmed the German battleships, they also turned of action and into port. Twenty minutes after the Onslaught
their searchlights towards the scene of action. Then amid attack, another charge was made by the Maenad, under
this electric blaze of battle, the British.light cruisers charged Commander John P. Champion. She also got through the
into the great sweeping swords of fire westwards, and under enemy's guard, and put a torpedo into the fourth ship in
a tempest of 12 in. and 6 in. shells, neared their great the German battle line. In this single British destroyer
targets and, while firing their own small guns, loosened their charge, therefore, the enemy had one battleship blown up,
far deadlier torpedoes. The Calliope was hit and had and two others holed and crippled.
several men killed, but no other ship of her squadron was
damaged. This clearly showed that the crack German
The Enemy's Minimum Lbsses
gunners had lost their nerve.
Then the Thirteenth Flotilla, with Captain James Farie
British Ships' Night Vigil
leading in the Champion, made a series of attacks on that
After our light cruisers blew up a ship of the Kaiser class, part of the German battle fleet which was near the Lion.
at -forty minutes past eight, no more was seen of the German First the Turbulent and the Petard tried to stop an enemy
destroyers. All night our heavy ships remained, stretched battleship from reaching its base. The Turbulent, however,
across the North Sea within eighty miles of Heligoland, was struck and disabled. But some hours afterwards
without being subjected to a single attack by the men another boat of the flotilla, the Moresby, sighted four
Tirpitz had trained for many years for this purpose. The battleships of the Deutschland class trying to steal into
work the German destroyers had been built to do was Wiihelmshafen, and got a torpedo home on one of them.
All these successes are mentioned in Sir John jeilicoe's
perfornied by our Fourth Flotilla, under Captain J. Wintour,
our Eleventh Flotilla, under Commodore Hawksley, and our despatch, which I had not seen when I wrote - my first
Twelfth • Flotilla, under Captain Anselan Stirling. The account of the Jutland Battle. My estimate of the minimum
Eleventh Flotilla had already made a fine charge just at German - losses must now be revised. The enemy .loSt -.fonr
nightfall; and in a later attack Commodore Hawksley, battleships and two battle-cruisers. • One of the latter, the
Seyellite, was raised from shallow
leading " his -flotilla in the fine new
water, but it is doubtful if she is
destroyer Castor, sank an enemy
worth repairing. These, however,
destroyer at point-blank range.
are the extreme minimum losses of
Then Captain Wintour, controlling
the enemy, and while allowing that
the Fourth Flotilla from the Tipperary,
our light cruiser and destroyer
with the Spitfire, Ardent, Ambuscade,
charges tended to cripple rather than
Garland, and other boats steaming
to annihilate . the - German heavy
behind him at thirty knots an hour,
ships, we may yet fairly snppose the
broke through a line of German 'desenemy Lost more battle units than
troyers and light cruisers, °need which
are given in our official list.
was the Elbing, and converged upon
some German battleships. The enemy
illuminated the water with his searchlights. Every hostile gun was trained
Next Arti'cre
upon the zigzagging, manoeuvring
British destroyers. The Tipperary
'S GREAT THRUST AT
was struck by a great shell that
appeared to fire her ammunition.
PERONNE
Wrapped in a sheet of flame she
vanished, Captain Wintour going
down with his ship. But the flotilla,
barking with its little guns at the
German leviathans, and increasing its
attacking pace to the utmost, closed
upon the enemy battleships. Either
the Ardent, Ambuscade, or Garland
got a torpedo amidships a German
Dreadnought that lurched and heeled over. Then
the Ardent was Mashed and destroyed by a big
shell, sinking with her Lieutenant-Commander
Arthur Marsden. But again in the wild melee
another enemy battleship was struck, for
Lieutenant-Commander Trelawny, in the Spitfire,
got a torpedo home. There were some of ou
cruisers behind the flotilla, and they delivered
tremendous short-range broadsides, while steaming
past the German capital ships at terrific speed.
In the charge by the Twelfth Flotilla, under
Captain Anselan Stirling, the Onslaught, commanded = by Lieutenant - Commander Arthur
Onslow, nobly distinguished herself. A powerful
German squadron, consisting of six battleships of
the latest type, with light cruisers and a destroyer
guard, was completely taken by surprise. All our
boats in this supreme Balaclava of the seas were
Canterbury, which was engaged in the Jutfaxid Battle,
new and uncommonly fast. They broke 'through ssuicir's of H.M.S.
lathedral. The first photograph
the enemy's guard and got among' his biggest ca'sZYwinsgthteh lairg fhlaaLliangtoif gete.crabtuhroyd,C
a by the ensign of H.M.S. Kent.
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Wiltshires and East Yorks in the Forward Move

Wiltshire yeomen, high—spirited soldiers from the historic English county, on their way to gather laurels in the momentous
fields of Flanders. Brandishing their steel helmets with a loud hurrah, these men were truly glad to be on the move.

Sleep of the Brave. British reserves resting in the trenches. So tired were they after a ►ong march that they did not
even trouble to remove their Steel helmets.

Men of the East Yorks passing along a French village street to the zone of operations. Heavily equipped, smothered in dust
from head to foot, these men are typical of thousands going forward in the cause of Albion and Liberty.
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Friend and Foe After the Ordeal of Battle

British soldier, wounded in the
advance, poses for his photograph
in a German helmet.

Types of German prisoners captured in the recent
British offensive movement.

Newfoundlander arrives at one of
the military hospitals with a bouquet
presented to him at the station.

The " invasion" of England. Some of the Prussian Guard atter leaving the boat at Southampton en route for an internment
camp in the North of England. They were interested in the trophies of the Crimean War, which are a feature of the sea front.
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Prisoners from Contalmaison and Boisselle

German prisoners arriving from Contalmaison. Many of them,'
particularly the wounded ones, are proceeding to the rear via
the trench, thus to be out of danger from shell fire. Of the
three figures in the foreground, one is severely wounded.

Brothers in adversity cling together. Scene on the footpath to La Boisselle, showing German prisoners trudging along, some
carrying their helpless comrades. Inset: British soldier gives a wounded German water from his flask. (Official photographs.)
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" DOING THEIR BIT." A NEW SERIES

VOLUNTEER DEFENCE FORCE
By a Platoon Commander
the rank of an officer in a Colonial volunteer regiment, I was appointed a, platoon
commander. I want, if I can, to sketch
briefly the history of my experiences,
which, in epitome, is the 'history of the
whole movement.
At first I was a platoon commander
without a platoon. I had to find the men
whom I was going to command. To do
this I had to organise meetings in my
district, canvass from house to house,
and demonstrate the seriousness and
utility of the undertaking. The Special
Constabulary had already " cornered "
most of the men over military age, and
these specials were reluctant at first to do
more than one job. -But gradually I
got together my platoon.
Then began the squad drills, conductedfor the most part • in barns, deserted
workshops, or village sehools. When
the summer came the drills, of course,
took place in the open air. At first we.
Origin of the V.T.C.
only had three rifles among fifty men—
There was, fortunately, in existence rifles borrowed from the local rifle club—
at this time an organisation known as • and we had, generally, to be content with
the Central Association of Volunteer wooden dummies. Ultimately, however,
Training Corps, started some years before a subscription list was opened, and a few
the war, with an address in the Temple, more rifles were provided.
and with - Mr. Percy Harris, now M.P.,
The Ban on Khaki
as - secretary. It was from this Central
Association that the Volunteer Defence
Then came the question of uniforms.
movement derived -its inspiration and Many of my men were agricultural
its machinery of organisation. All over labourers who could not be expected to
the country men of every age banded provide Uniforms out of their own pockets
themselves into (- platoons; these were By various methods I obtained money
linked up into companies, which finally, sufficient to purchase uniforms for all the
in their turn, were merged into full-fledged men, and it was a proud day when
battalions. The men were drilled by I saw my platoon in their grey, wellretired officers too old to go to the front, fitting clothes. We were not allowed to
and it has been estimated that within purchase khaki, because the War Office
the first six months over a quarter of at this time looked askance at the whole
a million men were voluntarily . sub- movement and withheld its official sancmitting - themselves to military training tion to our being " too like soldiers."
and discipline. -.In London the response
The next advance was the partial
was extraordinary, and the . City Guards, recognition of the force by the authorities.
the United
_
Arts, the Inns of Court, The Marquis of Lincolnshire, in the
the Old Boys. the Pharmacists' Corps, and House of Lords, kept the movement
the London Volunteer Rifles—to mention before the Government ; and at last, half
Only a . few—spran,into -existence. grudgingly, we were allowed the red
, The chief backers
s
of e the movement armlet with the letters "
upon it,
were the Marquis of Lincolnshire, Lord which gave us official status as a comBuckinghamshire, and Lord Desborough. batant corps. The idea of this armlet
was that if the Germans landed in this
- In common with thousands of other. men
I -jOincd one of these Volunteer Training country and we were called up, we could
Corps—the organisation, --' by the • way, not, according to international law,
has been known variously as the Volun- while wearing these armlets„ be shot as
teer Training Corps and thef Volunteer civilians in possession of arms. EnDefence Cotps—and because I had held couraging, wasn't it ?

T

HE Volunteer Defence Force throughout the country supplies an excellent example of how the spirit of
patriotism can survive the blight of
official discouragement and win recognition at the last.
When the war broke out there were
a few far-sighted people in this country
who realised that, sooner or later,
every available man under fortY-one
would be required for the front, and that
Upon the surplus male -pOpulation above
and below this age would ultimately
devolve. the task of providing the troops
for home defence. , The Government
Was occupied with the tremendous business of raisinga vast army and keeping
it supplied. With them it was a case
of one thing at a time, and the founders
Of the Volunteer Defence movement
had to depend upon their own resources.

Before the passing- of the Military
Service Acts we allowed men of military
age to join us, and I am not boasting
when I say that tens of thousands-of men.
got their first taste for things military in
our ranks, and went straight into the
Army. This was an excellent work to -be
doing, but still the authorities didn't
think much of us.
It was inevitable that the impression
should get abroad that we were not
wanted. Our numbers began to decrease
in consequence. My platoon was at last
reduced to fifteen men, and I have known
companies " who hadn't as many. But
the inspirers of the movement refused
to be discouraged. They found an ally
in Viscount French, and a few months
ago it was announced that the old Volunteer Act was to be revived, and such
county battalions as offered themselves
were. to be enrolled under it, the officers
having proper commissioned rank.
Priceless Patriotism
At the time of writing, these arrangements have not been completed, but the
effect of the recognition was at once
noticeable. I got my full platoon back,
and not only that, but I got rifles for them.
and ammunition. We started our firing
practices. Four times a week we spent
two hours at the range, and one by one
the men qualified. It sounds a simple
thing written here, but the work involved
an -enormous amount of labour—the
tabulating of scores, the keeping of
records, and the constant superintendence
of individual men. Added to this there
were the various squad drills, platoon
drills, and the fortnightly company
drills, and—finally—the great, day when
we had a. full county battalion parade. - I
don't know how the other officers felt,
but I know I was conscious of a- certain
pride when I saw those thousand men,
properly armed and - uniformed, - going
through their evolutions like tried soldiers,
and remembered that all this had been
done by voluntary effort without asking
the Government for a single penny !
The men have been splendid—they
belong to all classes—we even have a
judge who is a private in our ranks, and a
very good private, too—and they -ate
ready, willing and eager. to release the
thousands of younger soldiers, who are
being retained in this- country for its
defence, when the War Office gives the
word.
.
-

Next article ;
THE COAST WATCHERS__
By 0,7e of Them

Members of the Volunteer Training Corps on the Downs at Brighton, where generations of our old

Volunteers manoeuvred.
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Three Jocks' Guard Six Hundred Prisoners

Reports as to the moral of enemy troops must always be read
with discrimination, but during the attack on July 1st there
certainly was one cardinal incident which proved that many of
the enemy were demoralised. An officer writes that, while on his

way to the dressing—station, he came across six hundred German
prisoners whose entire escort consisted of three tall "Jocks,"
" all blood and dirt and rags." The swagger of this little guard
followed by a comparative army of Huns was a sight for the nods.
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Splendid Britons in the Crucible of War

Some of the jubilant Worcesters between bouts of fighting during the forward
movement. The steel helmet gives them a somewhat frivolous appearance.

Loading waggons with field—artillery shells. The second photograph shows a
wounded man being brought back to the British lines under heavy fire.

Raiding the enemy in broad daylight. British patrol Feeding the spreading flames. Soldiers conveying trench—mortar ammunition
to the front line.
crawling towards the German trenches.
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Before and After Going Over the Top

British wiring party going upte the trenches. Circle inset: Soma
of the Lancashire Fusiliers fix bayonets prior to the assault on
the enemy's positions, July let.

A tense moment in the trenches is when the roll—call is made after a charge, and tha number of missing men is revealed by
the absence of their voices. This photograph shows such a roll—call on the memorable First of July.

1Var Illustrated,

29th July, 1916.
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The Fighting Warwicks Dream of Victory

Some of the Warwicks "thoroughly done up" after a hard day's
fighting. Inset: The Warwicks revive after their welcome rest.
(Canadian Government copyright reserved.)

Ancther impression cf the Warwicks. Under the cancpy of heaven, with helmets for pillcws and the rolling field as a bed, thes1
splendid patriots are sleeping the untroubled sleep of men who have done their duty by humanity and civilisation. The photograph is
reminiscent cf the famcus "Dream" picture by the French artist Detaille.
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Cavalry in Action: Dragoons Move on the Foe

• ' ‘•• • ,-"";.:11:$1`
Getting norses ready to take their part in the great advance.
Army steeds being watered at a roadside stream in France.

•

King's Dragoon Guards, the cavalry regiment which, with the Deccan Horse, was in action during the forward movement. The
oavatrY'had anxiously awaited the day when the general move forward would give them ;heir chance. Inset : Dragoons getting
a machine—gun over a stream.

The Crippled Tentacles o the German First and Second Line
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first-hand knowledge and experience, it is impossible to realise the
W ITHOUT
complicated system of defences in siege warfare. If it were but a question
of only three, lines of trenches, the. German growth in France and Belgium would
long ago have been uprooted by our high explosives. The three German lihes
against which the British, with incredible courage, have hurled themselves since
the First of July Were, in reality, several lines, as shown in this official diagram.
The German first froht comprised an ingenious ant-like system of earthivorks, in
volving in some parts as many as seven lines, at distances of one to three thousand
ora.rds. Running`at right angles to these lines were communication and support

trenches, and these travelled for great distances. Thus it was possible for the
defenders to proceed several miles underground from the German first trench line
to the ultimate end of the German third-line communication. A strong wire
entanglement was erected before each individual line, and all the villages involved'
in this system pf tentacles were fortified and served as "keeps." The second line
of German defences only began at Contalmaison Villa, Longueval, and Guillemont.
It is interesting and gratifying to note that the German second line is by no means
as strong and complicated as the first. Up to July r8th the British had advanced into and beyond the German second " system " as far as Delville Wood.
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